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SEC Coach Of The Year Says He's 'Leaning In Tht Direction'
Greene 'Strongly Considering'
Murray State Coaching Position
Southeastern Conference coach of the
year and Murray State alumnus Ron -
Greene says he is "strongly con-
sidering" the head basketball coaching
position at Murray State University.
"I'm leaning in that direction,"
Greene, who coached Mississippi State
University .to a second place finish in
the SEC, said. "I think there's an
emotional attachment there and some
family considerations to-think about."
Murray State President Constantine
Curris confirmed today that Greene is
under consideration by the university.
"He is interested and we are in-
terested," Curris told The Murray
Ledger & Times.
Rumors that Greene is actively in-
terested in the post have been bolstered
inxecent days hy two reRorted visits by_ .
Greene to the Murray State campus in
the past two weekS, apparently to
discuss the coaching job left open by the
resignation of Fred Overton last month.
Greene reportedly told a reporter for
The Memphis Commercial Appeal "It's
State Approval Still Needed
(Murray State) home and there are
family considerations involved.
"I feel there are also some business
opportunities down the road that would
be connected with the job at Murray.
It's the place where I plan to settle
down.
"Happiness in life is an excellent goal
to seek and my long-range happiness
and the happiness in my family is
something that- I am very serious
about," Greene reportedly said from
his home in Starkville, Miss., last night.
Greene was reportedly disappointed
when his Bulldogs - who finished the
past season with en 18-9 mark behind
top-ranked Kentucky - failed to get a
postseason bid to either the NCAA or
the NIT after the end of the regular
season.
The first year Mississippi State coach
denied speculation that his decision to
talk with another school stemmed from
internal strife between himself and
athletic administrators at the
Mississippi school.
Murray School Calendar
Revised Again By Board
A second tentative calendar revision
in as many weeks was approved by the
Murray Independent Board_ of-
Education meeting in specTal session
Tuesday.
The new revision shaves two days off
the final day of school, moving"it back
to Monday, June 5. The earlier revision,
forced by an accumulation of 15 days of
school missed the to bad weather, had
set the final day of school for Wed-
nesday, June 7.
The June 5 end of school date is the
same as the date in the original
Calendar. The new revision cuts the
total days in school to 170 and adds a
"faculty day" on Saturday, June 3.
School board members shied away
from extending school days or holding
Saturday classes in making the
revisions.
"I don't think an extended schedule
days are functional," board chairman
Don Henry said.
School Superintendent Robert Glin
Jeffrey upheld Henry's comment by
saying:
TVA Annouces
Electric Rate Hike
KNOXVILLE, Tenn-. (AP)- Blaming
the United Mine Workers strike, the
Tennessee Valley Authority today
announced its electric bills will jump
$1.05 per 1,000 kilowatthours next
month and reach an,all-time high.
"This reflects the added costs of
increased power purchases last month
from other systems to help stretch our
declining coal stockpiles and avoid
power shortages during the strike,"
TVA spokesman Jim Beckham said.
, The April hike is in the fuel ad-
justment charge, which is added to the
basic rate schedules of TVA
distributors. It-is based on the price and
amount of outside power and fuel used
in February.
Diabetes Sireening
Clinic Scheduled
At Health Department
One can have diabetes and not know
it. Even the most common symptons
are not always present.
According to a spokesman for
Calloway County Health Department,
-although anyone, at any age, can have
diabetes, those most likely to have it
are relatives of diabetics, people over
40, and overweight persons.
Diabetes is the third leading cause of
_ death by disease, the second leading
cause of blindness, and a contributing
cause of heart attacks, but diabetics
under proper control can lead active
lives, the spokesmen said.
, The Calloway County Health
Department will offer, a diabetes
screening clinic on March 17 at the
health department. The public is in-
vited to attend. "We encourage you to
visit the clinic appfoximately two hours
after eating a good well-balanced meal,
between the hours of 8 and 11 a.m. and 1
'Pm.'and 4 p.m.," the spokesman said.
This test is not for people who already
know they have diabetes.
"I'm not discontented in any way,"
Green said. "I still think the SEC is a
glamorous conference but maybe my
personal goals have changed a little.
I'm the father of four children and I
have to consider what would be best for
my family. Security is a vital factor
here."
Bob Tyler, Mississippi State athletic
directo_r, said he wanted_ Greene to
remain with the Bulldogs, but "This is.
one of the hazards of having a good man
- and winning."
Tyler said he and Mississippi State
President James McComas had made
some recommendations regarding
Greene's salary prior to the Murray
State contact.
The recommendations _"were based-.T
. Oifhii achievements this year and could
enrich Coach Greene's future here,"
Tyler said.
The recommendations were
scheduled to go before the state College
Board this week.
Greene, whose four-year salary at
calls for $26,500 annually, said his talks
with Murray State should not be con-
sidered a ploy to increase his salary at
Mississippi State.
"The toughest thing about accepting
another position would be leaving my
players, whom I've grown very close to,
and losmg thrapport with our sracTent
"I think kids miss somettwig when
they're not in school. Makeup days are
not as effect:Ivy as regular- school
days."
The newly revised schedule, which
must be approved by the state board of
education, calls for the following school
days to be -added to the original
calendar: Thursday and Friday, March
16-17; Friday, April 28; Monday, May
n and Friday, June 2.
Final examinations for Murray High
seniors are tentatively scheduled fdr
Monday and Tuesday May 29-30 and
underclassmen 'exams are slated for
Thursday and Friday, June 1-2. -
Baccalaureate for MHS seniors will
be held Sunday, May 28 and com-
mencement exercises are set for
Thursday,-  June 1 under the newly
adopted calendar. The previous
revision had set baccalaureate for
Sunday, June 4, ,and graduation for
Tuesday, June 6. '
Jeffrey contacted the state board of
education this morning about the new
calendar revisions and was advised
that the state board has already ap-
proved the earlier revised calendar.
Jeffrey said he was also advised that
the state board would not meet again
until April 11 for consideration of the
most recent calendar revision.
In other action, the board approved
the low bid of Cleaver Construction Co.
of Murray for the installation of air
conditioning systems in Robertson,
Carter and Austin Schools and in the
Arts Building on the Murray Middle
School Campus.
The installation of the cooling
equipment will mean that every
building in the city school system is air
conditioned, Jeffrey said. Cleaver's bid
on the project was $137,597.
body. . ."
Greene confirmed that the Murray
State offer would include his own
television show., A similar show had
been mentioned as a possibility at Mis-
sissppi State but failed to materialize
this season.
The Commercial Appeal also
reported' that both of Greene's
assistants, Steve Newton and Mike Dill,
have been offered positions on the
Murray. State staff if Greene accepts.
Dr. Curris said today that he could
neither confirm or deny the report
explaining that the university's policy
is to allow head coaches to name their
own assistants, subject to approval of
the board of regents.
Greene is a native of Terre Haute,
Ind., and his wife, Aileen, is from
Paducah, He was. head coach at -the
:University of New Orleans for seven
years and at Loyola, La., for three
seasons before taking the Mississippi
State post.
University search committees,
headed by Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice-
president for university services, are
expected to offer recommendations on
both the basketball coaching position
and the athletic directorship at the
university at a meeting of the MSU
board of regents this Saturday.
University officials have scheduled a
press conference for Thursday morning
andculdt1on is-that -the-recorri!
mendation for basketball coach will be
revealed at that time.
POSSIBLE NEW MR/ COACH - Southeastern Conference coach of the
year Ron Greene, who coached Mississippi State to a second place finish in
the SEC this season, says he is "strongly considering" accepting the head
basketball coaching position at Murray State University. These photos of
Greene, a 1962-gradultVkirrayStaWv.chim twing-his-pleOnstay-s
with the Racers and during his coaching days at the University of New
Orleans (inset).
Road Damage Discussed By Fiscal Court
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Calloway Cohrity 'Fiscal 'CoOrt
magistrates say they want to wait for a
period of dry weather before at-
tempting to repair the county's gravel
roads, most left in bad shape after an
unusually wet winter.
"We've got people who can't get in
and out. We're asking people to wait
and not call until the roads dry." one
magistrate said in a Calloway County
Fiscal Court session Tuesday af-
ternoon.
Talk of roads-their present con-
dition after a winter that brought
record snowfall to the area, and plans
for future . road paving and upkeep-
consumed much of the session Tuesday
afternoon.
Some county gravel roads have
deteriorated this winter to the point the
road bases have softened, preventing
'essential traffic such as School buses
and rural mail carriers.
Calloway County Road Superin-
tendent Rob Walston said Tuesday that
road crews are putting gravel on the
roads. Grading, he said in a earlier
interview, is practically useless
because they only lead to further
damage.
One magistrate, Gil Hopson, told The
Murray Ledger & runes in an earlier
conversation, "We've tried to fix three
or four roads but we just keep tearing
them up with our equipment. We
sympathize with the people because we
know the conditions of the roads."
Another magistrate, Billy Erwin, told
of a couple county families who have
had to, leave their homes because the
roads are imnassable.
Magistrates had no estimates of total
road damage in the session Tuesday.
Hopson said earlier that total _damage
will probably not be 'complete until
April or early May.
Magistrates Tuesday suggested a list
of roads for maintenance and initial
treatment under the 1978-1979 Rural
Secondary Road Aid Program.
Bob Hodges, district engineer for
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation, Bureau of Highways, met
with fiscal court members and handed
them three state secondary road op-
tions.
The 1978-79 allotment is estimated at
$292,720 with $178,540 of that going to
111.6 miles of state road- maintenance
and $114,160 ,left for improvements.
Three state road paving projects
suggested included: US 641 (Fourth
Street) beginning at the junction of KY
94 (Main) in Murray and extending
- north to the junction, of KY 2075 or
Chestnut Street in Murray; KY 783
f Penny Road ) beginning at the junction
of KY 121, extending north to KY 464;
and KY 893, beginning at the junction of
KY 94, extending southeast to the
junction of KY 783.
After drawing lots for suggestions,
...Abortion Laetrile And ERA
magistrates chose Forrest Coleman
Road, northwest of Ky 299; Phillips
Road, south of Midway; Hopkins-Short
Road; and Cherry Corner-Pottertown
Road.
Hodges told the magistrates, "We
look at the whole system and look at the
roads in the system that we think need
it the most...What we're saying is that
the roads need improvement but may
not be the worst.-
Magistrates also Tuesday adopted
the proposed 1978-29 county road aid
program budget. The county's allot-
ment, which comes from state highway
See FISCAL COURT,
Page 14-A, Column 5
Emotional issues To Be Voted
On By State Senate And House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
Senate was expected to vote today on
two of the most emotional issues of the
1978 General Assembly - abortion and
legalization of Laetrile.
4nd the House is scheduled to take up
cortsideration of a resolution ditrescind
the state's ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment Thursday.
ON ALL STATE BAND - Eight Murray High School band members have been named to the Kentucky High School
All State Band and Orchestra. Those named on the all state band and orchestra are shown above. From left, they
are Sharon Blodgett, Marilyn Howard, Kent Eversmeyer, James Harrison, Doug rofton, Dwaine Hampton and Carol
Montgomery. Another member, Lynda Johnson, was not available for the picture. The students will perform at the
Kentucky Convention Center in Lexington Saturday.
Only four days are left in the session,
and both chambers convened early
Tuesday to tackle lengthy agendas.
The House overwhelmingly approved
an administration bill Tuesday to
provide utility rate relief for elderly
and poor Kentuckians.
Senate Bill 279, approved 87-1, would
require the state Department for
Human Resources .to establish a
program to reimburse eligible Ken-
tuckians for winter home heating bills.
The bill carries a $5 million appro-
priation for each of the next two fiscal
years.
The House defeated an amendment
proposed by Rep. Ray- Overstreet, -RA
Liberty, that would have allowed
-persons who are either 62 or poor, but
who do not qualify in both categories, to
be reimbursed for part of their utility
bills.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, opposed the
amendment, saying the $10 million
appropriation would be spread too thin
and wouldn't benefit anyone.
The Senate approved - for the
second time - an administration bill to
create s new Departmeat of Housing,
Building and ConstrIrction, after
working out a compromise on an
amendment to satisfy objections from
rural legislators.
The amendment would exempt single
family dwellings from the state
building code, but not the state elec-
trical and plumbing codes. It would
leave it up to local governments
whether to require compliance with the
building code.
The Senate also approved a bill
changing the makeup. of House Speaker
William Kenton's 1.exington
district, amid charges that the measure
is designed to insure Kenton's re-
election.
The -House approved .an ad-.
ministration-backed amendment to a
bill r that would allow the Kentucky
Center for Energy Research to finance
projects through the sale of revenue
bonds, _ ignoring warnings that the
measure would result in higher taxes.
Also approved by the House was an
administration-backed bill that would
make several changes in the Coal
Severance Economic Aid Program for
coal-producing counties.
The Senate passed and sent to the
governor a bill to set up a program of
competancy testing in public schools,
beginning in the next school year.
The House agreed to delay con-
sideration of a resolution to rescind
Kentucky's ratification of the ERA
alter the House- Majority leader
promised to take it up as the first order
of business today.
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partly
sunny
Becoming partly sunny this af-
ternoorrHighs in the low and mid
50s. Increasing cloudiness tonight
with a chance for light
snowshowers changing to rain-
showers before ending on
Thursday. Lows_ tonight in the
low and mid 30s. Highs Thursday
from the upper 40s to low 50s.
-
All New Spring
Merchandise
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How Can She Help
Alcoholic Mom?
I it ABBY What can be dune fur a 72-y.e.ar-o1d
=kiniitt with a drinking problem? That woman is my
mother, alid it breaks my heart to see her destroying
herself. It all began several years ago when Dad retired
and they started spending their winters in Arizona. Why
would a loving, respected grandmother turn to alcohol
-wheff-she -hardly ever drank before? -- - - - -
Dad is strictly a one-drink-before-dinner man. ',finally
got the courage to speak to mother about it, and she said
she could -quit anytime, but I know she can't. She drinks
alone and thinks no one knows it. I can't force my mother
to go to a doctor. and 'can't accuse my father of lying when
he says she is "better:- How can '
HEARTBROKEN DAUGHTER
DEAR HEARTBROKEN: No one . can overcome
alcoholism aaless he. admits. that he is powerkssagaina.t
drink. that is the first step in the Alcoholics Anonymous
program. Your mother could possibly be helped by joining
that group. It's worth a -try.' - -
is a sad fact of life that no one can be helped who will
not help himself. Another fine program I highly
recommend is Women for Sobriety, Inc., P.O. Box- 618,
Quakertoun, Pa. 18951. When Vyriting, please enclose - a-
stamped. long, self-addressed envelope since this Vs a
non-profit organization.
rt. A It A I3BY I've been going with AdarnjOr iwo years.
and I always thought his family liked me. Adam's brother
gettingo.  married next Sunday and Adam will be an usher
in the we-riding party. I am very upset because I wasn't
invited to the wedding Who does the inviting anyway?
Please answer soon as this has left me sleepless.
I "EMT
DEAR HURT The bride and her family "does the
But the groom and his family are also allowed to
invite a certain number of guests.
If Adam had requested it, you probably would have been
invited. But it's possible that they had to limit the number
of guests. or maybe the Ushers were asked to "escort" the
bridesmaids, so Adam had a "duty" date. Ask him.
DEAR ABBY: If I don't get this off my chest, 111 burst.
We  have two sons. There are none 'better. Roth are
married and have lovely families.
When we. go to their homes, it hurts when we don't see
even one photograph of Dad and me in sight. -
We've gone to the trouble and expense (=f having our
,pictures taken at a •good studio. We've even had them
enlarged and framed. but apparently they are -stored away
in some closet.
.Our home is filled with pictures of our sons. their wives
__and chllaTen. Am herr' - • - -----
HIDDEN PICTURES
DEAR HIDDEN: No, Apparently your sons and their
wives are not aware of-your feelings. No harm in being
honest. Mention it.
Hate to write letters? Send S1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self -attdreurt-staraped-124-eentei envelope.
—
SPECiAL ENTERTAINERS—Hank Bannon, Irish tenor,
and Marie Taylor, pianist, will be the featured guests at
the noon luncheon at the Calloway County Public
Library on Thursday, March 16. Everybody is invited to
attend and help celebrate St. Patricks's Day, a
spokesman said. Reservation may be made by calling
753-2288. = .
Riding Bicycle Is Great Relaxation
But Simple Rules Should Be Followed
•
Riding a bike is har:c-I to beat
for pure relaxation and en-
joyment. It is economical and
healthy, a great way for the
entire family to participate in
wholesome recreation.
However,. the majority of
the time-you will, be sharing
the road with vehicles much
larger than your bicycle. With
almost 100 million bicycles in
use today, there is a growing
need to promote bicycle
safety. Government ectimates
put the yearly number of
bicycle related deaths at 1,000
and injuries at 460,000. The
Allstate Insurance Company
recommends that you observe
some simple rules to protect
you against the carelessness
of others. .
Before you - even take- your'
bicycle out for the first time,
Make plans to protect it
against theft.
A bicycle is one of the three
items most likely taken when
a home is burglarized. Best
protection against loss is a
chain and lock - case har-
dened chain of at least 36''•
in length 'covered in vinyl or
rubber to protect the bike's
- Good-Sam Camping Club---To ancla high quality
Hold Dinner Meet Friday
The Twin_ Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have a
dinner meeting on Friday,
March 17, at seven p.m. at Big
Joe's Barbecue on Highway
121 North with Fred and
Martha Butterworth and Dock
Margaret Cavitt, Tom and
Helen Elogancamp, Joe Pat
and Hilda Winchester, Nix and
Margery Crawford, Harold,
Ruth, Clair, and Elaine
Eversmeyer, Jimmy, Sharon,
and Ginger Graham, Fred and
and Larue Wallace as Martha Butterworth, Dock
wagonmasters, and Lame Wallace, john and
John Bowker, president, Joan Bowker, Dot and Yvonne
urges all members and in- Jones, Rudolph and Opal
terested persoriS to attend. Howard, B. C. and Orpha
This will be a "dutch treat" Grogan, Bill and Norette Hill,
meal with each person or- Jimmy; Marilyn, Gina, -and
dering from the menu. A Cheryl Herndon, Linda and
campout was not planned for Greg Rogers, Hunter and
this b due to the-condition-Minnie Love i Jack ant--iletty
of yards .and driveways ,and _ Wagar, Ned and Betb Wilson,
many campers not being able and J. B. and Jo Burkeen.
to get their camping rigs out of
The Feb. 17th meeting was A Murray Boytheir yards.
dinner held at the Seven Seas •
Restaurant with J. B. and Jo
Burkeen and C. W. and Dot
Jones as wagoiirnasters. At
the meeting Linda Rogers was
elected as secretary-treasurer
to take the place of Joan
Bowker who resigned due to
other numerous school duties.
The ' club voted to buy a
camping fly to use at the
campouts each third weekend
of the month.
Attending the 'February
meeting were Grover and
Doris Burkett, John B. and
We're Changing & Must
Move All Fall & Winter Mer-
chandise
Examples:
Suits - Reg. 5113
NOW $46
Sponcoats - Reg. 565
Now $26
Slacks - Reg. S20
NOW $8
Dress Shirts - Reg. 513
NOW $6
Jeans - Reg. S18 NOW $7.20
Spring Break Special
10%0FF
Cie Giles, „Shop
"Fashion, Quality and Reasonable Prices!"
Next Door To University Book Store
Is Honored
Bowling Green, Ky. Jack
Tyler Winchester, a senior at
Western Kentucky University
has been honored at the First
Annual Academic Awards
Banquet sponsored by the
Interfraternity Council and
Panhellenic Association at
Wettern.
Tyler is the son of Buford
Winchester of 706 Fairlane
Drive, Murray.
- • - Eachiraternity and sorority
Scarbrough
In Hawaii
Private Timothy
Scarbrough, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Scarbrough of
Murray Route Five, has
completed his basic training
at Fort Knox and special AIT
training at Fort Benning, Ga.
He is now stationed at
Schofield Barracks in
Honolulu, Hawaii, with the
First Battalion 14th Infantry.
The Calloway boy attended
Calloway County High School
arid volunteered for the ser-
vice of the United States Army
in September 1977. Prior to his
enlistment he was employed
at Hutson Chemical Company.
His wife is., the former
Connie Calhoun, daughter-of
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Calhoun
of the Lynn Grov4 Com-
munity.
•-•••-•
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THE CHILDREN'S CORNER IS .f41.;*
READY FOR EASTER
ARE YOU?
Select From These
Easter Values
(4144.•x4
_ •••"'""' rir_ -_
EASTER
Masa
Southside Court Square
member having a 3.0 or above
out of a possible 4.0 grade
point average during the fall
semester of 1977 received a
certificate for their
achievements.
Among the guests invited
were the fraternity and
sorority chapter presidents,
alumni, representatives from
the University's Board of
Regents, and Western
president bero G. Downing.
Jo T. "Top" Orendorf,
president of First Federal
Savings and Loan in Bowling
Green, spoke on "Greeks in all
Areas" and advised the group
of students to be loyal to their
college and contribute time to
make it better. "Let your
college know it. is gaining a
new lustre by your life," he
said..
Hor,ne Department 1T ill
Ilohl Luncheon lleet
Thle Home Department of
the Murray; woman's Club will
have its annual potluck tun,
cheon and birthday party on
Thursday, March 16,- at one
p.m. at the club house.
Mrs. Albert Crider will be in
charge of the program. ac-
cording to ',Mrs. F'il Boston,
chairman, and Mrs, Kerby
Jenning, vice-chairma\
Hostesses will be 'Mrs.
Vernon Butterworth. Mrs.
William Moffett, Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, and Mrs. Crider.
POTASSIUM NEED
Potassium is an essential
nutrient. But few people un-
derstand its function. Along
with other chemicals in our
bodies, it -helps transmit the
electric currents that are
essential for ,our brains,
muscles, heart, and nerves to
, operate. Potassiurd4s widely
distributed amoung common
food, especially fruits and
vegetables.
-- 
•
4
combination or laminated key
lock is recommended.
-Register your bike with your
local police department. Keep
,the serial number and a
c-description of the bike with
your personal identification
cards. e' Many personal
property insurance policies
cover bicycles under the
general coverage. Check with
your insurance company to be
sure you are covered.
Now that you have assured
yourself of a bike to ride, these
suggestions will help your
enjoYment when riding it.
See_ What's There; ..The first
step in riding safely- is
knowing what traffic is around
you and what it's likely to do.
Frequently looking behind
over your left and right
shoulder will keep you in-
formed of changing traffic
conditions. Most people tend
to steer where they look.
Practice the skill of steering
straight ahead while checking
for traffic.
Be Seen: Make sure that the
moving traffic sees you.
For day
fluorescent colored flag on
flexible 6 foot pole is excellent
for drawing attention to your
presence. Wearing bright
colored clothing or a reflective
jacket can help motorists
notice you. This gives them
more time to adjust their
driving and leave' you plenty-
of rdotn.
When riding after dark, you
must have a front lamp that
gives a white light visible for
at least 500 feet. A clear white
reflector must also lx visible
from the front. A red rear
reflector or tail light must be
visible for at least 300 feet.
Wear light Colored clothes
and, if possible, wear a
reflective jacket. For both day
and night riding it pays to
keep your reflector clean.
North Murniy Homemakeis
Hold Meet At Wilson Home
The North Murray
Homemakers ,Club met in the
home of Mrs. Greene Wilson
on Friday, March 10, at 1:30-
p.m. with the president, Mrs-.
Edgar Morris, presiding.
Mrs. Esco Gunter gave the
devotion with her scripture
reading from Proverbs 31:10
"expressing the praise of a -
worthy woman."
• All members enrolled werle
present for the roll call. Mrs.
Jean Cloar, county agent in
home economics, was a guest,
who brought information
concerning the past meetings
which were cancelled due to
the bad weather.
Programs for the coming
year were discussed and will
STARTS
FRIDAY
7:20,9:25
+ 2  :30 Sat., Sun
Listen To Traffic: Your
exposure to the environment'
allows you to hear traffic
sounds. Be sensitive to these
early signs of potential
hazards.
Moving In Traffic: Because
you are the _operator of.
moving vehicle, you must
obey the traffic rules of the
road. Most important to bike
riders are:
+Stay on the right side of
the street, near the curb.
Move with traffic and watch
for parked cars turning into
traffic or car doors opening
suddenly.
+Ride in single file when
you are with others.
+Obey- all traffic signs,
signals, and road markings.
+Use ,hand signals to in-
dicate a turn, lane change, or
stop.
+Walk your bike across all
busy intersections.
+Ride alone on your
bicycle. Do not carry
packages that interfere with
vision or control.
vehicles.
-4-Yield to motorized
vehicles about to cross in front
of you. Do this even when you
have the right-of-way if there
is any indication the other
person will not yield. You
can't win an argument willz.a
heavier vehicle. _
Road Hazards: Bikes are
the most susceptible vehicle to
changing road conditions. A
hard fall can put a quick end to
an enjoyable bike trip.
Be on the lookout for sewer
gratings and man-hole covers
with openings large enough to -
trap your tires. Avoid loose
gravel, pot-holes, and broken
glass, they can cause you to
lose control. Avoid riding
wet weather if possible,
moisture on the brakes may -
result in a longer stopping
distance.
Bike Routes: Contact your
local police department for
information about bike routes
or paths in the community.
These routes are usually
lightly traveled streets and
- +Never weave from lane to marked by signs .designating _
lane, or hitch a ride on moving them for use by bike riders.
'OfakNor .** • • .•. ley
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
1C:Arg 
'hestri ut
Ends Thur.
be determined at a later date. 1010 Chestn ut
Mrs. _aptsC.loar announced coming 
Ends Thur. 
The clothing leader, Mrs: 7'
Fred Gingles, presented a
paper on "The Look of
Spring." 'Mrs. Bailey Riggins
gave the landscape notes.
Mrs. Esco Gunter had charge
of the recreational period.
lloIrs. Wilson served refresh-
ments during the soeial hour.
Other members present were
Mesdames Charlie Crawford,
Angie Gibbs, Charles
Robertson, and John Work-
man.
The next meeting will be
held on Friday, April 14, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ivan Outland.
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Wedding Planned
Miss Regina Ann Cook and
Charles Michaei Stephenson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Cook of Hazel -announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Regina Ann, to Charles Michael Stephenson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stephenson, Murray.
Miss Cook, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High School,
attended Murray State University and is presently employed
at Captain D's in Murray. Her maternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Smotherman of Hazel, and her paternal gran-
dparents were the late Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cook of Hazel.
The groom-elect, a 1976 graduate of Murray High School, is
employed as a radio operatorior the Kentneky State Police at
Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Edley Nance of Bell City are his
maternal grandparents and his paternal grandparents are
Mrs. Mary Stephenson and the late Charlie Stephenson of
Palmersville, Tn.
'The wedding will be solemnized at 7:30 p. m. on Saturday,
June 3, at Memorial Baptist Church. The reception will folloW
the ceremony in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives areinvited to attend. ,
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Wednesday, March 15
Bowling night of the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of WOW will
be at Corvette Lanes at seven
p.m.
Friday, March 17
As diabetes screening clinic
Murray FBLA
Plans Events
will be held at the Calloway. At Meettn• g
County Health Departmant.
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at
the home of Pat Harcourt, 1710
Magnolia, at 7:30 p.m
Wednesday, March 15
First United Methodist Men'
will meet. at six p.m. for a
dinner meeting in the social
hall with Sid Easley as the
speaker.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at six, p.m. in the
fellowship hall of the church
with Ken Purcell presenting
the program.
Thursday, March If
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will meet with
Mrs. David Smith at 6:30 p.m,
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
-p.m. at the Hazel Center.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511'
Of the Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at the lodge hall
at 7:30 p.m.
urray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m. with Vicki R. Kloke as
special speaker.
The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual potluck lun-
cheon at one p.m. at the club
house. This will be a birthday
party with June Crider in
charge.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at the lodge
hall at eight p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter .of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p,m.-
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Spring luncheon featuring
Henry Bannon, tenor, and
Marie Taylor, pianist, will be
held at noon at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Friday, March 17
Golden Age Club will have a
St. Patrick's Day party at the
Ellis Center at 6:30 p.m.
Twin Lajers Good Sam
Camping Club will have a
dinner m9eting at Big Joe's
Barbecue', Highway 121 North,
at seven p.m. with Fred and
Martha Butterworth and Dock
and Larue Wallace a:
wagonmasters. Each person
will order from the menu.
IT'S NATUR A LIZER
Sizes • Service • Selection are better than ever!
Mark your calendar . now's the time when
you'll find the largest selection of Naturalizer •
shoes under one roof! The latest footwear fashion
is in store for you, in styles that feature the most
beautiful comfort around' And, WE HAVE YOUR
SIZE, even if you're hard-to-fit!
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Country Music Show will be-
held at seven p.m. at the East
Elementary School. Chili will
be served from 5:30 to seven
p.m. prior to the supper by the
East PTC.
Saturday, hlareh 18
Square LusLiemixt, dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Chapter M of the P.E.O. will
have a business meeting and
an anniversary luncheon at
twelve noon at the home of
Mrs. John Quertermous.
Open horse show, sponsored
by Hardin and South Marshall
Riding Clubs, -will be held at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Expedition Center: For
information call Gary Fulton,
437-4408.
Horse and mule pull will
begin at five p.m. in the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. For in-
formation call Ed Maddox,.
753-2886.
Saturday, March .18
Car wash will beheld by the
Choirs of the Calloway County
High School at the Standard
Station on Highway 121
Bypass from eight a.m. to five
p.m. Tickets are three dollars
for interior and exterior and
two dollars for exterior only.
Sunday, March 19
District I of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
will meet at the community
room of the Peoples Bank of
Murray at two p.m. with the
Murray club as hostess.
WILKINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wilkins
761 ''FriiikToit," formerly of
Murray, announce the birth of
a baby boy, Kyle Joseph, born
on Wednesday, March 1, at the
St. Joseph Hospital,
Lexington. The baby weighed
six pounds and twelve ounces
and measured twenty inches.
Kyle has an eight year old.
brother, Sean. The father is
office manager-estimator for
Art's Electric, Inc. The
mother, the former Angela
Ripperdan, is a guidance
consultant-supervisor for the
Kentucky Department of
Education.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Thelma Ripperdan of Ekron,
Manferd Ripperdan of
Brandenburg, and Mrs. Dora
.Wilkins of Murfreesboro, Tn.,
formerly of Murray. Arthur
King of Brandenburg is a
great grandfather.
DAUGHADAY GIRL
Judge and Mrs. John
Daughaday of Mayfield Route
Seven are the parents of a
baby girl, Dean Ann, born an
Thursday, Feb. 23, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Anderson, Jr., and
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Daughaday and the late
William, Daughaday,
Mayfield.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Ray Nanney of Hardin
Route One has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
HOSPITAL NEWS 1
03-05-78
Adults 117
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Vailes (Marilyn),
Rt. 4, Murray.
_ pISMISSALS-1 •
Mrs. Katrina R. Fields, Rt.
5, Paris, Tn., Bob M. W'est, 309'
So. 3rd., Murray, Frank
Hayden, 1300 Seneeca Trail,
Frankfort, Miss Margaret M
Ashby, 3-L Holiday Park.
Hopltinsville, Mrs. Florme
Cobb, 317 Anderson Ave
Mayfield, George L. Green.
Rt. 7, 'Murray, Mrs. Maybelle
E. Warren, Rt. 5, Murray.
William R. Whitis, Waldrop
Tr. 'Vt., Murray, kin! R
Jones, 507 Whitnell; Murray.
Lon W. Gansner (Expired
Fern Terrace Ldge. Murray.
The Murray Vocational
FBLA met"), eb. a) with Debra
Tucker, president, presiding.
The Historian reported on
the design for the scrapbook,
and asked ttiat the members
submit a theme and a cover
layout for the scrapbook.
It was voted by the mem-
bers that $100 be sent to the
state scholarship- Fund with'
this money to be taken from
the cookbook sales and the
chapter treasury.
The FBLA Week Committee
reported that posters were
made and placed in windows
at local businesses. The
principals of the two local high
schools and the Mayor of
Murray signed proclamations
recognizing Feb. 16-20 as
FBLA Week:' Plants were
bought and put in the office of
the Business and Office
Department, and refresh-
ments were provided during
the week for the vocational
faculty.
The chapter voted to handle
the decorations at the FBLA
Region I Leadership Con-
: ference at Murray State
University on April 4.
The program was by Renee
Bolen, Angie McClure, and
Karen Todd who presented a
skit of "The Perfect
Secretary."
It was announced that
anyone having an idea for the
name tags for the Leadership
Conference should submit it to
a member of the Name Tag
Committee; and also an-
nounced that anyone who
would like to entertain at the
General Assembly of the
Leadership Conference should
submit a summary of their
talent presentation.
Restoring Okt Home-- -
Lead Poisoning May Pose As
Threat To Young Children
Buying and restoring old
homes has became popular
with young families looking
for affordable housing. But
according to- an official of the
state Department for Human
Resources, such restoration
projects can be dangerous if
precautions are not4aken.
Edset Moore, -head of the
department's consumer
product safety program,
warns that the old, heavily-
leaded paint found in many old
houses can cause lead
poisoning and poses a par-
ticular threat to young
children.
"Children under six are
great experimenters," said
Moore. "Many of them will eat- chips 'of--teed-base -paint —
some seem to like the -taste.
The result is lead poisoning. If
not caught and treated early,
lead poisoning can lead to
irreversible brain damage
and even death."
The amount of paint that
could cause illness or per-
manent damage depends on
the level of lead in the paint
and on the age and sensitivity
of the child, he said. "If the
-child is very young and the
paint is high in lead, a very
small amount could cause
serious probelms."
The most common source of
lead poisoning, according to
Moore, is peeling and chipped
lead paint lound on the win-
dowsills, doors and walls Of
older homes,
Children and adults also are
exposed to lead poisoning by
inhaling lead dust during
restoration or repair of lead-
painted houses.
In January 1973, Federal
regulations declared that
paint sold for residential use
could contain no more than 0.5
percent lead. On Feb. 28, the
allowable lead content was
reduced to .06 percent, an 11-
fold reduction, according to
Moore.
"This regulation reduces
the danger of lead poisoning
from recently painted sur-
faces," Moore stated, "but it's
a good bet that paint used
before 1950 has a lead content
up to 50 percent. If the paint is
chipped, cracked or peeled,
parents can't be too careful."
Moore advises parents who
are renovating old buildings to
heed the theme of this year's
National Poison Prevention
Week.camnaigrt _Children Act .
FasL . So Do poisons: PIAS013
Prevention Week is March 19-
25.
—If paint is peeling or
cracked, start repair Work
immediately. Scrape, sand
and patch holes in plaster.
Always keep paint flakes and
chips swept up. Dispose of
them promptly so that
clulfireitcanoot vat them 
—Prevent inhalation of lead •
by wearing a face mask while
scraping and sanding. It is
best to do this type of work
while the children are out of
the house. Use a wet mop as
the last clean-up step, to be
sure that all dust is removed.
—Do not eat in the room
where work is going on, and
make sure that eating and
cooking utensils are not ex-
posed to dust.
If you know your children
have eaten paint Or if you even
suspect they may have,
Moore ad es, take them to
your doctor or clinic im-
mediately for a checkup. Lead
poisoning must. be treated- - -
early-if-it-is to be-tared,- he
Said. - -
Additional information and
poison prevention is available
'by writing Edsel Moore,'
Manager, Pesticide and
Consumer Product Safety
Branch, Department for
Human 'Resources, 275 E.
Main, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
Murray Foman's Club
Plans Brunch Meeting
Kentucky All-American
Girl State Pageant To
Be Held April 14-15
Kentucky's All American
Girl State Pageant will be held
in Lexington, April 14-15. On
Friday contestants from
throughout the state will be
arriving at the Lexington
Hilton Inn. After their
checking in from 9:00-11:00
a.m., they will attend an
orientation luncheon at 12:00.
Rehearsals will begin at 1:30
in the afternoon for the
evening's pageant. The
Friday night's competition
will include sportswear and
talent.
Pageant officials are in-
viting girls from the ages of 3-
26 to enter one of the five
following categories: All
American Tot, ages 3-6; All
American Little Miss, ages 7-
9; All American Miss, ages 10-
12; All American Teen, ages
;..13-17; and the All American
Girl, ages 17-26.
Girls in the age groups of 3-
12 will compete with street
length party dress, sport-
swear, and close-up appraisal.
Girls in the age groups of 13-26
will be judged in. evening
gown, sportswear, and close-
up appraisal.
All girls except the 3-6 year
olds will be judged also on a
talent presentation. The
talent, amateur or
professional, maybe anything
. which shows the girl's poise
before an audience: skits,
pantomime, dramatics, baton
twirling, instrumental music,
dancing, singing, etc.
On Saturday morning, the
girls will have interviews with
judges. Saturday night will
include party dress and
evening gown competition and
the presentation of Kentucky's
All American Girl talent
showcase.
An All American Girl will be
crowned in each category. the-
winners will receive trophy,
crown, banner, and entrance
to the All American Girl
national finals to be held in
Peoria, Illinois. In addition, a
talent winner will, be selected
from; each category and will
be invited in the national
finals as a candidate-at-large.
Awards will also be presented
for the best In dance, voice,
instrumental music, baton,
drama, and gymnastics or
acrobatics:
For further information,
write or call: All American
Girl Pageant, P.O. Drawer
1630, Dothan, Alabama 36302,
or call (205) 792-4907. Please
state your age on inquiry.
Plans are being made for
the annual spring meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club to
be held at the club house on
Vine Street on Saturday, April
1.
This will be an important
business meeting of the year
with all departments coming
together for a brunch at 9T30
a.m. A guest speaker, Mike
Gottfried of Murray State
University, will be featured.
The Theta and Home
Departments will be hostesses
for this general meeting and
all members of the Woman's
Club- are invited and en-
couraged to attend. Reser-
vations can be made through
the departments or by calling
one of the following numbers:
753-6134, 753-4698, or 753-5559
by March 27.
Weights :Ind Measures Chart
A guide to strawberry weights and, measures has
thoughtfully been provided by The California Straw-
berry Adiii-Stity 13dard. Measurement equivalents are
also provided for frozen berries, in case you switch
to home-frozen or commercially frozen berries later
in the year.
• OneTint strawberries equals about three cups
whole berries.
• One _pint .strawberries equals about two and
one-fourth cups sliced berries.
• One pint strawberries equals about one and
two-thirds-cups pureed strawberries.
• One cup whole strawberries equals about four
ounces.
• One pint strawberries equals about 12 very
large, berries or about 36 smaller ones.
• • A 20-oz. bag of frozen strawberries equals
about four cups whole berries, two and one-half cups
sliced berries or two and one-fourth cups pureed
berries.
• A l0-oz. package of frozen sliced strawberries
equals about one and one-fourth cups berries in
syrup.
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Jack
Winter
- for
Easter
at
Marcile's
Fashion
816 Coldwater Rd
Open 10-5 Mon thru Sot
•-w-T-1—ountry Crossroad
Restaurant
wy. 80, Hardin, Ky. - Formerly Country Kitchen—Newly Remodeled—
j 
Opening March 18th
Under New Ownership
 Terrell and Barbara Darnell 
Featuring Home Cooked:
STEAKS - SEAFOOD - BREAD - PIES
*SALAD BAR*
Private Dining Room Available
Hours30 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Ph. 437-4871
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New Postmaster
General_ -
The choice of William F.
Bolger, an up-from-the-ranks
postal official, to head the em-
battled Postal Service seems a
good one.
Bolger, who takes over Wed-
nesday as postmaster general,
will be the first in that position
in many years who won't need
on-the-job training. He started
as a clerk in 1941 and rose to the
position of deputy postmaster
general.
. He is credited with managing
.muc] of -th—E-Mtlii"Serviee-
recent productivity increases.
And the fact is that the Postal
Service, despite the complaints
about its service, is delivering
more mail with fewer em-
ployees than it was before its
reorganization seven years
ago. The annual deficit, .too, is
being reduced in line with
congressional intent.
Bolger will need all his ex-
perience as he negotiates a new
contract with more than 600,000
postal workers who are grum-
bling about the.Postal Service's
efforts to hold down costs by
improving productivity.
And his experience and well-
known ability to get along -with
hEARTUNE
HEARTLINE: .1 have just gotten
home from being in the hospital
because 1 had an operation on my foot. I
am on Medicare. I have already taken
are of my portion of the hospital bill. I
had to pay the first $144,00. Now my
doctor tells me that I need another
zper.ation andi should have it .done next
month. Will I have to pay this $144.00
again when I go back to the hospital?
S.„E. -
A: You will not have to pay the firist
$144.00 hospital deductible if you go
back in the hospital within 60 days from,_
the day that you were discharged. If
your next period in the hospital does not
start until after you have been home for
60 days straight, then you are starting a
new benefit period and you would have
to pay this $144.00.
For. people who are now on the
'Medicare program or will soon be
turning 65 and going on Medicare,
Heartline now has available their brand
new 1978 version of "Heartline's Guide
to Medicare." This book is still written
in easy-to-understand, question and
answer form, but the 1978 issue has
_ much more information. Included .are
the new deductibles for part A medical
insurance, more items and conditions
that Medicare covers, a more concise
explanation of reasonable charges, and
detailed instructions on how to fill out
your Medicare claim form.
, You can receive the 1978 "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare' by sending $1.75 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied
your money will be cheerfully refun-
ded. Please allow six weeks for
deli very.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow. My
husband died as a result of his service-
connected disability. Since my
husband's death, 1 have adopted a little
boy. I have been receiving my medical
benefits from CHAMPVA. Is my
adopted son eligible, for CHAMPVA
also? N.F.
A: In- your case, your adopted child
`vioutd-be eligible for the CHAMPVA
benefits if you adopted him within two
year after your husband's death. The
only other time that adopted children
are eligible for CHAMPVA is if they
were living in the veteran's home at the
time of his death!,
HEARTLINE: I have heard that a
person receiving a Civil Service an-
nuity can have federal income tax
withheld from it. Is this true? If so, how
can I go about having it done? R.C.
A: Yes. The Tax Reforin Act of 1969
authoriied voluntary withholdings of
Federal income tax from annuities
upon request of the annuitant. If a
sufficient amount is withheld, the
annuitant may be relieved from filing a
Declaration. of Estimated Tax, IRS
Form 1440ES, and paying the estimated
tax in quarterly installments.
Information about voluntary tax
withholding from • annuity payments
may be obtained by writing Bureau of
Retirement. Insurance and
Occupational Health, U.S. Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20415.
The annuitant should include his or
her full nartle, annuity% claim number
and date of birth. ( If a survivor an-
,nuitant, alsolinclude the full name and
date of birth of the deceased person).
people will be needed too to
deal with a Congress that
seems bent on turning back the
clock to the days when the old
Post Office Department was
run by a patronage-minded
White ,House and Congress.
Many lawmakers want
Congress to regain control of
the Postal Service, something it
gave up seven years ago when
the Postal Service was made a
semi-independent agency run
by a board of governors.
— Bolger. Thinks- -the----Serv
• should -be continued in its
present largely free-from-
politics status. So do we. And
we wish him much luck.
Inside Report
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The Spectre Of Castro's
. African Corps
WASHINGTONL7The unannounced
presence of one reinforced Cuban
battalion in Communist-oriented South
Yemen has raised the -speetre oLFidel
Castro's African corps being used
against the conservative royalist states
in the vital, oil-reach Arabian penin-
sula.
The worried government of Saudi
Arabia has quietly asked the U. S. to
share its secret intelligence estimate of
why the Cubans are in South Yemen.
Stongly allied with the Moscow Havana
bloc, this is the first purely Arab state
to which Castro has sent so many
_troops.
Although the Carter administration is
_ not certain of the .answers, two
possibilities spring to mind: one is that
the Cubans are- training South Yemenis
for future Military operations against
oil-rich Oman; the other is that the,
Cubans are being quietly positioned-by
_the Russians for future military action
of their own against pro-Western North
Yemen.
' In either case, the appearance of a
highly trained battalion of Castro's
roving Africa corps has the potential
for major trouble in the Arbian
peninsula.
When the Russian were booted out of
Somalia for helping Ethiopia, parts of
the huge Soviet naval base of Berbera
were moved across the Red Sea to
Aden, South Yemen's capital. That
included the Soviet drydock and
associated equipment for servicing its
Indian Ocean fleet. This has made Aden
an important staging area for the
Soviet-Cuban operations in the Horn of
Africa and Red Sea. But adding to this a
Cuban battalion is dangerous new
evidence of Cstro's cutting edge in
Africa.,
The Cubans, still arriving in Ethiopia
ara rate of more than 100 per day, are
in sight of cleaning up Somali
resistance in the dispute Ogaden
district of Ethiopia. Their next
Letter To The Editor
Thanks Shops
Dear Editor:
The Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club takes this opportunity to
thank the following "team" of mer-
chants and patrons who made possible
a successful Silver Anniversary Style
'Show, "A Magic Fashion Montage."
Madeniditelle, The Dottie Shop, The
King's Den, The Showcase, The College
Shop,
Littleton's, The Cherry's, Bright's,
The Tux Shop, Owen's Food Market,
The Murray Ledger and Times,
Radio Station WNBS, Murray State
University.
We-deeply appreciate fix community
support which the Music Department
receives year after year. We look
forward to providing even more
co unity-wide programs for your
enrcthment and entertainment. Thank
you. -
Sincerely,
( Miss). 'Rebecca Ann Dublin,
Chairman.
Murray Woman's Club Music'
Department
Bible Thought
"1 am the good shepherd: the good
shepherd giveth his life for the
sheep." John 10:11
This verse makes it obvious that
Jesus chid not -give His life for those
who would. some day reject HMS; His
life was given only for those, who had
aciipted Him as Lord and Saviour.,
destination will point directly to the
West's next African crisis.
It could be on the"Rhodesian.bOrder,
where some U. S. officials in
Washington are convinced the Cubans
will join pro-Moscow black guerrillas
attacking the "internal" Rhodesian
political settlement. Or it could be the
Suden, now pre-Western but vuylnerable
to outside political and military
pressures.
Moreover, location of a Cuban bat-
talion in South Yemen now adds the
troubled Arbian Peninsula to possible
targets for future Cuban operations.
That is a matter of deep concern for the
Western nations that depend on
,Aralzian, oil.
THE-ANTI— -
BAKER PLEDGE
As a sign of right-wing hostility
toward Sen. Howard Baker for his
support of the Panama Canal treaties,
one conservative political action group
is quietly organizing a campaign to
purge him as Senate Republican leader
next January.
The National Conservative Political
Action Committee NCPACj, part of
fund-raiser Richard Viguerie's "new
right" network, is attaching a slight
string to its contributions for
Republican Senate candidates. Each
candidate is asked to promise that, if
elected to the Senate, he would oppose
Baker's reelection.as minority leader.
Terry Dolan of NCPAC told us that
"so far" the anti-Baker promise is not a
Looking Back
condition of receiving the $5,000 con-
But...1)Qtan added. that no
recipient has yet refused to take the
anti-Baker pledge.
Baker's announced hostility to the
prospective arms control treaty (SALT
II , will not soften NCPAC. "That's been
Baker's strategy all along," said Dolan,
to skippert Panama and oppose SALT,
and it won't work with Vs."
APPEASING THE
TARHEELS
To halt the Democratic decline in
North Carolina, senior political ad-
visers are urging President Carter to
name former Goy. Rahert Scottio the
vacant post of Deputy Secretary of
Agriculture as a symbolic statement of
friendship-ft:tr.-the tobacco land.
Scott is currently placed, high but
anonymously, in the federal
bureaucracy as co-chairman of the
Appalachian Regional Commission. His
elevation to the Agriculture post
(vacant since John White became
Democratic national chairman) would
be a peace offering to both North
Carolina Democrats and the tobacco
industry.
Worried Democratic politicians
would much prefer, one told us,
"Califano fired than Scott hired"—a
reference to Health, Education and
Welfare Secretary Joseph Califano,
architect of the anti-smoking cam-
paign. Nevertheless, Scott at
Agriculture would be warmly
welcomed.
ft
10 'Years Ago
Lori Ann Brittam, age two, died from
injuries sustained-in a one car accident,
on the Outland School House Road last
night.
Othekdeaths reported include J. B.
Irvin. age 48, Walton Jones, age 94, and
Pat Lassiter, age 76.
New officers of the Murray Civitan
Club are Dr. Melvin HenleyOr. Bobby
McClellan, James Coleman, Ed Hen-
don, Fred Gardner, and Nolan Adams.
Patricia Wilson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Took Wilson, has been named-as
20 Years Ago
1968 queen of the Wranglers Riding
Club. •
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of the
graduate school at Murray State
University, was guest speaker at. the
dinner for the combined adult farmer
classes taught by W. H. Brooks which
was held at Kirksey School last night.
"Social Problems of Our Youth"
were discussed by a panel composed of
Dewdrop Rowlett, Shirley Wilfred, and
Bobby loon at the meeting of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
The city ofHazel will be moved from
a tenth class to a ninth class city, ac-
cording to Cy Miller. The insurance
rates will be reduced by about thirty
per cent due to this change, officials
said.
The First Christian Chifch will hold
services in their new sanctuary on.
Sunday. The building was almost a
complete loss from a fire which oc-
curred Nov. 17, 1956.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Curley
Holly, age 54.
30 Years Ago
The Houston-McDevitt Clinic today
closes its hospital department and all
bed patients will be admitted to the
Murray Hospital after today, according
to Dr. Hugh Houston, director of the
clinic.
Deaths reported include Mrs. L. D.
Eudy, age 44, and V. M. Stubblefield,
age 81.
I.. R. Putnam, professor of voice at
Murray State College, received a
Master Key, the highest award of
I.ionism, at the meeting of the Murray
Lions Clip). Putnam was cited for above
average excellence in attendance,
New officers of the Murray Woman's
Club are Mrs. Mary Ann Clark, Mrs. J.
I. Hosick, Mrs. t:C. Lowry, Mrs. N. B.
Ellis, Mrs. John Pasco, and Mrs. R. H.
Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hawkins
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Julie, to GeneLovins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Otis R. Lovins.
Symsonia beat Carlisle and North
Marshall beat Lone Oak in games of the
First Regional Basketball Tournament
here.
membership, and all-round
cooperation.
Brewers beat Mayfield to become
champions of the First Regional
Basketball Tournament and a trip to
the Kentucky High School Basketball
Tournament.
Mrs. I. E. Owen read several
chapters from "Passing Institutions"
by Dr. Gordon Wilson at the meeting of
the Arts and Crafts Club held at the
home of Mrs. R. T. Wells. Dr. Wilson,
formerly of Calloway County, is head of
the English Department, WesterilState
College, Bowling Green.
Humanely Speaking
Of Traps And Claptrap
- The trapping of far-bearing animals
the use of steel, leg-hold traps is in
our opinion a crue
practice which should be outlawed by tested in labtirstorres- because their
civilized society immediately. An at- physiological and emotional responses
tick defending trapping, "On the to pain ana stress are sunuar to those of
Subject of Trapping," which appeared human beings? It stands to re.ason that
in the February Ilth issue of The .an animal; held captive by a trap as it
Murray Ledger & Times, did nothing to thirsts, hungers, struggles frantically
justify the continued use of the trap for freedom, and slowly freezes to
even as "a tool of wildlife death, feels all of the pain and angu
ish a
management," and its specious ap- human would feel in similar situation,
peals to reason, its use of scare tactics,. It lacks only the intellect, strength, and
and its attempts to portray the op- manual dexterity a hunian being could
ponents of trapping as uninformed city MnPloY to free himself.
slickers reveal only too clearly what we 
Traps, the so-called "tools of
think is the moral and rational 
management," are indistrhninate in
bankruptcy of the trapping position. 
their selection of victims. Trappers and
"techniques Of management" do not
wildlife authorities who employ these
It should be made clear at the outset
that the local Humane Society, which mention the mithons of pets — dogs and
opposes the leg-hold trap, does not
cats — which die or are maimed
oppose hunting so long as the laws are
------617111triting-anct-trapping-are two hocribly every year. Some
human beings does not have at least a
highly-developed sense of touch and
different matters. The article which sources estimatelhlif
defended trapping; however, attempted bearing" animal caught in the t
raps,
two dogs and cats are caught. Each
falsely to link opposition to trapping winter, the local Humane Society sees a
with opposition to hunting: Actually,
tanuirsbecrrueollfyfmanamilgyledpefrtsomwithtralpsegws hiancctlisome of 
the Most vociferotia opponents
of trapping are hunters who oppose have been set irresponsibly ( regardless
indiscriminate killing of wild animals
of the requirements of the law) about
and whose dogs fall victim to traps set the community. We see only a small
near populated areas and along trails, fraction of the victims. Many have to be
Indeed, when the Humane Society has put to sleep by the Society. Most are
circulated petitions favoring the found in the traps by trappers who bash
banning of traps, no hunter has ever
ca
their family pets in the head and cast
relftushedouitod sailsgno, beandmsoadme eclhae vrethoaffteoruedr
• its llous regard for these victims by
them aside. The trapping trade shows
opposition is to the Steel jaw, leg-hold
to-help circulate the _petitions!
Torncnag tho em as "trash."refe t the
ll e trap "a tool of wildlife
trap and not to fur farms and other 
types —
management" or its use "con-
of-traps— pi.
,. In defending trapping, the 
February wseaturvaifteio" is patently ridiculous.n
mismanagement comes nearer
article began by asserting that the mark. Other tools can be used. Two
-knowledgeable people" rectrwizelhe
' --Yapping - prays- 11 "name-Mani-lea-in Ildrida, the Manager of the"
years after the leg-hold trap_ was
role 
research and management," and it
termed it "ironic" that opponents of the
trap "have, not responsibly concerned
theniaelves with the facts." It charged
the opponents with using' •emotional
advertising" and "know(Jngi little of
the situation about- whieh they are 'so
vocal." These opponents, the article
stated, "usually live in cities far from
, the fear which pervades a rural com-
munity when the gray fox population
has been stricken by rabies."
.".frimic" it is! Apparently the
"knowlegeable" writer of the article
(which was not written loca)jy) is not
aware of the fact that both the National
Academy of Science in Canada and the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta,
both highly respected scientific in-
stitutions and no special friends of
humane societies, concluded in-.
dependentlY-Trottc. detailed, scientific
research that trapping is not an ef-
fective tool in the control ofirabies and
should be abolished!
This conclusion seems to be sup-
ported by a study which showed that in
a recent year, not a single case of
rabies was reported in New Jersey
where the trap is banned in half of the
counties and restricted in the rest. In
neighboring New York and Penn-
sylvania where the trap is not banned,
several dozen cases were reported in
each state. It is obvious that the trap
does not discriminate between rabid
and healthy animals, and the density of
the animal population has not been
shown to have any relationship to the
incidence of rabies. So much for the
trappers' "responsible concern for the
facts."
The pro-trapping article attempted to
portray trappers, who-do animal the
favor of crushing their legs between the
steel jaws of the traps and subjecting
them to hours and even days of in-
describable suffering before the
'trapper arrives to beat their brains in,
as "the real friends" of these animals.
The real villian, it develops, is not the
trapper but the "predator," which
inflicts- death and suffering to baby
rabbits and birds. In reality, however,
even rabbits and birds fall victim to the
"objectivity" of the trap, and they
along with the predators suffer the
tortures and terrors of the damned.
Animals, held fast by the trap, are
ready made victims for predators. And
what of the animal which gnaws one- of
its legs off to free itself? Such animals,
weakened by loss of blood, must hobble
about on three legs and are easy vic-
tims of the predator. Traps torture
their victims for hours and days — few
predators chew their way so slowly and
curelly to their victims' hearts!
In his article, the apologist for
trapping admitted that "there are
many areas—in wildlife management
that are not pleasant and perhaps
( sick) trapping is one of them." But,
the writer concluded, trapping must be
put into perspective. Humane
organizations, he maintained, express
more concern over the "quality of
death" than the "quality of life." But it
is precisely the quality of life ( and of
dying) that concerns us! Living
animals can suffer; dead animals do
not feel pain.
Pain? Same trapping enthusiasts
maintain that animals do not feel pain
when their flesh is mangled by steel or
when they gnaw their legs off in order
to free themselves. Given the enorm-
ity of trapping, their need for
rationalization is understandable. But
is it reasonable to believe that an
animal which has a keener sense of
hearing, of smell, and of sight than do
state Game and Fresh Water Fish
Commission's Everglades Region
reported that he had not found it
necessary to implement any measures
to control wildlife population that were
_not .already-in-effect prior -to the- ban.
Accusing opponents of the trap of beifig
"a -definite threat to the well-being of
the very animals they are striving to
protect," to quote last month's article,
is uncomfortably reminiscent of the
infantry colonel in Vietnam who
remarked that his unit had burned a
South Vietnamese village to "save" it.
As for the oft-repeated charge that
critics of trapping are ;uninformed
individuals who misrepresent its
"cruelties," the writer of this articie
can testify personally to their horror
and curefty. As a boy, he made the
rounds'of his biother'st trap line, and
can affirm that the barbarity of these
diabolical devices is neither distorted
nor exaggerated. Indeed, human ad-
jectives cannot begin to describe the
grisly details! The traps used then —
the smooth jaw leg-hold trap — are still
being used. And the animals still sport
legs, noses, and_tails to be snared and
mangled by cold steel. No need to take
the word of a far-off "city slicker" in
this regard.
Lastly, the defenders of trapping
often charge their opponents with being
"emotional." Given the cruelty of the
trap, this writer hopes that he never
becomes unemotional with regard to it.
Defenders of trapping often show a
good deal of emotion (and less reason)
— an emotional attachment to the
almighty dollar — regardless of the
cost to their animal victims. But, as we
have seen, trappers who profit from the
sale of furs are not the only defenders of
tiappig. Large' numbers of leg-hold
traps, paid for, from tax dollars, are
used each year by agencies of the U. S.
Government td "save" animals from, ,
starvation and "reduce the incidence ot —
rabies." Only a public outcry can stop
this practice. Only when each of us
takes the responsibility OT speaking out
against the use of these traps for any
purpose, only when we write to our
representatives in Frankfort and
Washington to demand that they take
an active role in furthering anti-
trapping legislation will this monstrous
practice be stopped. Bills to ban the
trap have been introduced into both
houses of Gongress — the time to act is
NOW. ,
If you would like to comment on these
columns or desire information about
the Humane Society and its programs,
please write - The Humane Society of
Calloway County, 20 Box 2934,
University Station, Murray, Kentucky.
42071.
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State Senate Compromises On
Status Of Single Dwellings
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The glate" Senate—has
compromised on the status of
single family dwellings in a
bill creating a new Depart-
ment for Housing, Building
and Construction.
The Senate approved the
seventh version of an
amendment Tuesday to the
bill by Sen. John Berry, I)-
New Castle, which would
exempt single family
dwellings from a statewide
building code created, by the
bill, but would allow local
governments to require such
dwellings to conform to the
building code.
Berry's final amendment
prOvided that the
exemption does not apply to
the national electric code or
the state plumbing code.
"This is the result of a great
deal of negotiation 'and
compromise and is the closest
thing we can get to satisfy the
interests on both sides," Berry
said.
The bill, a major piece of
administration legislation
which has already passed the
House, initially had been
passed last week by the Senate
after it approved an amen-
dment by Berry to exempt
single family dwellings except
those with brand names.
Later in . the day, Berry
agreed the amendment went
farther than he intended and
-• the Senate voted to reconsider
the vote on the bill to allow
him to change the amend-
ment.
The re-vote was delayed
For Information
Regarding
EledrOIYSIS
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
-7--Oa11 753-8856 •
until Tuesday as Berry
worked with opponents of his
move to reach the com-
promise, which must now go
back to the House for con-
currence.
The Senate also passed
another administration bill
Tuesday setting up a program
of competency testing in
public schools and a remedial
program for students scoring
low on the tests.
State Superintendent of
Public Instruction James
Graham has criticized the bill,
which would go into effect
with the next school year, for
trying too much too soon.
However, the Senate passed
the House bill 33-2 and sent it
to the governor.
Children would be starting
school at an earlier age under
another bill passed by the
Senate. The bill would require
a child to enter either kin-
dergarten or the first grade if
he is six years old by the first
of September. a
Children now do not have to
enter school until they are
seven.
The House-passed bill was
amended to allow religious
material in state approved
textbooks for church-related
schools.
The Senate had been
expected to take up three
abortion bills Tuesday, but
ended up passing only a bill to
prohibit general coverage for
abortion in health insurance
° policies.
The House bill, which now
goes to the governor, would
require abortion coverage to
be purchased as an extra
benefit.
The Senate debated a House
resolution urging Congress to
-call a constitutional con-
vention to adopt a right to life
amendment. However, the
Senate agreed to put the issue
off until today to allow an
ameRdment to restrict the call
only to abortion and not right
to life for all ages.
A third bill to prohibit
Medicaid payments for
abortions was also delayed
and scheduled for today.
Other bills passed Tuesday
by the Senate included:
—A measure to establish a
program to obtain information
on the sudden • infant 'death
syndrome, passed 31-1 and
sent to the governor.
—A bill increasing the
penalities for poaching deer
and wild turkey, passed 31-0
and sent to the governor.
—A bill increasing benefits
to retired teachers by 6 per-
cent over the biennium,
passed 31-2 and sent to the
governor.
—A measure setting up year
round registration of motor
vehicles, a move already
instituted through ad-
ministrative regulations,
passed 33-0 and sent to the
governor.
Newinfant Disease
Compared To Polio
HOUSTON (AP) — A new
disease, as yet unnamed and
carried by parents
unknowingly, is killing and
disabling more children than
did polio in the 1950s, say two
researchers at . the Baylor
College of Medicine,'
Drs. Carol Baker and
Morven Edwards said the
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disease — known only as
"Group B Strep" — strikes
some 15,000 infants a year.
Half the babies die, they say,
and the others are left blind,
deaf or mentally retarded,
with spinal meningitis, or
Mir, with learning- -and
behavioral problems.
"When you say 15,000 in-
fants a year, perhaps that is
not an impressive figure,"
said Dr. Baker. "But it is a
greater toll than the polio
babies of the 1950s. It is a
heart-breaking experience to
see a child born with this
disease and then die within
two to 12 hours."
The doctors said the disease
was first spotted in children
early in the 1970s and its
growth as yet is statistically
impossible to measure. Their
feeling, however, is that the
disease is striking more and
more children.
Drs. Baker and Edwards
said in a recent interview that
they are working with doctors
at Harvard Medical School to
develop a vaccine that would
slow and possibly stop spread
of the disease, which is similar
to group B streptococcus.
The streptococcus family
causes such diseases as
scarlet fever, rbeurnatic fever
and strep throat, but the new
disease produces symptoms of
none of these in the parent
carrier.
The scientists said the
disease is carried by the
mother in her vagina or can be
transmitted from the father
during sex but is not a
venereal disease. There are no
social or economic boundaries
of who contracts the disease,
which can strike after a
normal pregnancy begins,
.often too late for treatment,
the two researchers said.
"We can detect the disease
at birth but by then it
generally is too late," said Dr.
Baker. "We must immunize
the mother. But because of
concern of administering
vaccines to pregnant women,
the solution seems to be giving
the vaccine to women of child-
bearing age,"
•
The doctors said a
preliminary test with
volunteers indicated the
possibility of immunizing
mothers from passing along
the disease, even when the
father is the carrier. They said
large-scale studies would
begin this spring to determine
the effectiveness of a vaccine.
The two doctors said it is
mandatory to begin an
education program, possibly
in schools, to tell young people
about the disease. Dr. Baker
suggested immunizing women
whe apply for , marriage
DECA MORNING GROUP — Regional contestants
from the morning class at the Murray Vocational Cen-
ter at the Distributive Education Clubs of America
competition at Lone Oak recently were, left to right,
Karen Paschall, Debbie Blakely, Gail jewel, Janet
Rowland, first place in DECA Creed, Donna Smith, third
place in food service, Donna Haves, and Angela Camp,
first place in general merchandising.
DECA AFTERNOON GROUP — Regional contestants
from the afternoon class at the Murray Vocational
Center at the Distributive Education Clubs of America
competition at Lone Oak recently were, left to right,
front row, Peggy Guy, Becky Walls, Lexie Turley, first
place in sales demonstration, Beverly MclGriney, first
place in public speaking, jennell Thorpe and Dedra
Coles, both third place in parliamentary procedure,
back row, Danny Rogers, Pattie Craig, third place in
parliamentary procedure and second highest score of
all related contestants, Tim Alton, third place in
petroleum series, Carole Winchester, Teressa Vance,
and Shiela Blakley, third place in parliamentary
procedure, Rita Hendricks, third place in job interview,
Donna Walker, third place in food marketing, and
Renee McDougal. Not pictured are Janet Rowland,
third place in parliamentary procedure, and Carlton
Bumphis.
Saturday. Mail Delivery
Sure For Another Year
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Saturday mail delivery will
continue at least until next
year, the nation's 65th post-
master general says.
William F. Bolger, who
takes office today, said in an
interview:
"With the priority of labor
negotiations and other things
that are pressing at the
moment, we are not giving the
question ( of reducing
deliveries ) a high priority in
1978."
Asked whether this was a
hint that the Postal Service
would not seek to reduce
deliveries this year, Bolger
replied, "I'm not hinting it.
I'm saying it."
The lostal Service has eyed
the elimination of Saturday
deliveries for several years, as
a potential economy measure.
A federal Study commission
last year estimated the cut-
back could save $412 million
per year.
However, the Postal Service
has taken no :steps toward
cutting deliveries and the
House on Monday sent out a
strong message of
congressional opposition: a
371-6 vote on legislation
designed to forbid the end of
Saturday mail. The bill went
to the Senate.
The cost-cutting ideas have
been prompted by the mail
service's chronic deficits: $1.2
billion in fiscal year 1976 and
$688 million in 1977.
Asked if there was an
prospect of eliminating
deficits during his tenure.
Bolger said, "Nothing in the
law requires us to break even
without any subsidies. That is
a goal but not a mandate. We
are aiming to be as fiscall
responsible as we can be."
He said, as his predecessor
Benjamin Bailar frequently
did, that the Postal Service
willing to provide any serve"
that the American peep:-
want and is willing to pay for
"What we're trying to (1(
determine what the Amern
public wants from postal
service — as long as peopk
realize they have to pay for 1:
If the public knows just what
costs and is willing to pa) •
then we should provide f•- •
service," he said. •
Bolger fates several' (Itht
pressing issues as:he replat t
Bailar, ,who tesigned to r-•
enter private kidtistry.
- lie said his highest priority
will be negotiations next
month on a new labor
agreement with the four
postal unions.
Since labor costs account for
about 85 percent of all Postal
Service costs, the expenses
built into the new contract will
be the major factor in how fast
postal rates will have to rise,
Bolger said.
Another major development
is pending legislat on that
would increase congressional
and White House control over
the Postal Service. The bill.
expected to be debated in the
House on Thursday, is
strongly opposed by the mail
agency.
Measure Provides
Utility Rate Relief
For Elderly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An administration-backed bill
to provide utility rate relief for
elderly and poor Kentuckians
is on its way to the governor's
desk after receiving
overwhelming approval by the
House of Representatives.
The House approved Senate
Bill 279 by a vote of 87-1
Tuesday, after defeating an
amendment to extend benefits
to widows.
The bill would require the
state Department for Human
Resources to establish a
program to reimburse eligible
Kentuckians for winter home
heating bills.
The bill carries a $5 million
appropriation for each fiscal
year.
The House defeated an
amendment proposed by Rep.
Ray Overstreet, R-Liberty,
that would have allowed
persons who are either 62 or
poor, but who do not meet both
qualifications, to be reim-
bursed for part a their. utility
bills.
"There are a lot of people in
this commonwealth who won't
be covered by this bill,"
Overstreet said. "It says you
must be 62 and must have
gross income equal to 125
percent of poverty level."
Overstreet . said . his
amendment would help
widows. who are not 62 or
disabled get a little relief on
their electric bill.
Bill Makes Changes In
Coal Severance Package
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP t —
An administration-backed bill
that makes several changes in
the coal severance economit
aid program has been ap-
proved by the Kentucky House
of Representatives.
Senate Bill 348 was passed
by a vote of 84-0 Tuesday and
now goes back to the Senate
for concurrence in House
amendments.
As amended by the House,
the nine-member Coal
Severance Economic Aid
Board in each county must
include three Republicans.
The House also amended the
measure to require open
meetings of the economic aid
boards.
The bill, introduced by Sen.
Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville,
would have allowed the
boards, after a public hearing,
to meet in private to choose
projects to be financed with
state economic aid funds.
Another House amendment
would require the state to
approve or reject a project
proposed by a local board
within 45 days of submission
and to give written reasons (or
rejecting any project.
A fourth amendment would
allocate 3.7 _ percent of the
estimated coal severance tax
to the economic aid fund each
fiscal year of the next bien-
nium, which is expected to
double the amount received by
the counties.
Coal producing counties now
receive about $5 million a year
under the economic aid
program. The local boards
determine how each county
spends its share.
The bill expands the
definition of capital projects
eligible for funding under the
program.
In other action, the House
tabled an administration bill
that would have raised state
Department for Human
Resources fees for furnishing
copies of birth certificates
from $2 to $4. The measure
originally was defeated in the
Senate but was revived by
Senate leaders and passed
several days later.
Rep. Ray Overstreet, R-
Liberty, made tito moon to
table it.
Critics of the measure have
charged that the department
is not accountable for the
money it already has.
Also defeated was an at-
tempt to require the Council
on Higher Education to
establish procedures for
equitable distribution of
students from all parts of the
state at the state's
professional schools.
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night at a White House
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Israeli Troops Warplanes Strike
Palestinian Guerrilla Bases
By GEORGE A. KRIMSKY
- Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) —
, Thousands of Israeli troops
overran Pairstinian guerrilla
bases 'across southern
Lebanon today and Israeli
warplanes fired rockets at
ealestinian refugee camps in
and around this capital, •
'itnesses reported.
Ten residents of one camp
were killed, according to early.
reports.
The aim of the assault was
to clear a guerrilla-free strip
along Israel's northern border
and deter repetitions of the
terrorist raid last weekend in
which 34 Israelis died. It was
believed to be the biggest
Israeli attack ever, and the
Palestinians said 25,000 Israeli
soldiers were involved.
Witness reports from
southern Lebanon, 60 miles
from Beirut, indicated Israeli
tanks and troops appeared to
be deploying in a pincer
movement ,one prong
moving north along the
Mediterranean coast and the
other west to the sea — to "
surround the guerrillas in the
southeastern most border
- area.
Witnesses said Israeli jets
swooped down in pairs from
cloud-filled skies and rocketed
the Sabra camp, on Beirut's
south edge, home for some
20,000 refugees and base of
Yasser Arafat's military
command.
"I saw eight sweeps by the
planes, each time firing four
rockets. It is difficult to see
what was hit," said
Associated Press photo-
grapher Farouk Nasser,
who watched from his eighth-
story apartment window.
Others said the attack was
centered between Sabra and
Bourg Barajneh, another
refugee camp. Right-wing
Christian radio reported that
Beirut International Airport,
one mile south of the Sabra
camp, was shut down.
Also reported hilt was the
coastal shantytown of Ozai
near the airport, where lb
refugees were said to have
been killed. ,^
Witnesses said anti-aircraft
batteries from Sabra fired at
the Marauding planes but hit
none. The Israeli military in
Tel Aviv said its jets drew fire
from Syrian peace-keeping
forces — they have been m
Lebanon since putting a halt to
the civil war in 1976 — but
refrained from attacking the
Syrian anti-aircraft positions.
Syria's, state radio called for
the five permanent members
bf the U.N. Security Coun-
cil—the United States, the
Soviet Union, Britain, France
and China—to "intervene
immediately" to stop the
Israeli assault. The Syrian
government in Damascus
warned foreign ambassadors
that it would not stand idly by,
but did not indicate par.
licipation in the fighting.
Israeli Defense. Minister
Ezer Weizman said he hoped
Syria would not intervene.
Weizman and Prime Minister
Menachem Begin later visited
Israeli troops inside Lebanon,
NBC News reported from Tel
Aviv.
The Israeli military also
said its jets attacki a
guerrilla base at the
Mediterranean coastal town of
Demur, 10 miles south of
Beirut, from which terrorists
sailed to Israel to carry out
Saturday's massacre on the
Tel Aviv-Haifa coast highway.
Beirut radio said the war-
planes struck at • refugee-
packed DaMur for 40 minutes.
FIRST GRANDFATHER — President Carter shows off
his aindson, James Earl Carter IV, at a White House
recePtion- (AP Laserphoto)
Department Has Power To Cut Stamps
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Justice Department says the
administration has the legal
authority to cut off food
OLST
stamps for striking coal
miners if they ignore federal
orders to return to work.
Agriculture Secretary Bob
•. 7.4 sw
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ROW YOUR: BOAT—Four youths paddle a large plank through a flooded intersectionin
Tempe, Ariz., following heavy rains over Arizona. Many roads in the area were closed by
high water. (AP Laserphoto)
• "HOPPING
GOOD VALUES
FOR EASTER"
CIRCULAR
IS GOOD
THRU
, MARCH 22nd. 
meeting attended by Attorney
General Griffin Bell and
others.
"The attorney general
indicated that they're
satisfied that the regulations
in force are authorized by
law," Bergland said Tuesday.
The regulation, adopted in
1973, calls for denying food
- stamps to heads of households-
involved in a strike that has
been declared illegal by a
court.
Rep. Frederick W. Rich-
mond, D-N.Y., sent President
Carter a Library of Congress,
analysis last week that said
the regulation was declared
null and void by a federal
court in California two years
ago.
Bergland said the material
provided by Richmond was
"construed to be an unofficial
opinion."
"We'll be guided by the
opinion of the attorney general
in this matter," Bergland
said.
Enrollment in the $5.5
billion a year food_ star*
program has shown a sharp
increase since the coal strike
began Dec. 6.
Grand Jury Investigates PoliceShooting
BO NG GREEN, Ky.
(AN — A Warren County _
grand jury was to begin an
investigation( today into the
shooting death of a Bowling
Green man by a police officer
who answered calls that there
was a nude man throwing
rocks at cars.
Larry Simmons, 27, was
shot twice in the chest about
9:30 p.m. Monday as he
rushed at police detective
John Hayes, Police Chief
Wayne Constant said.
The chief said Hayes was
responding to reports of a _
nude man- throwing rocks at
cars at the corner of Green-
wood Alley and Broadway in
the downtowon section.
When police arrived they
found Simmons, his wife-and
6-year-old daughter either
scantily dressed or naked,
police said.
Police reports said Sim-
mons rushed at Hayes with a
large pocket knife, refusing to
obey the officer's command to
SA-LA
Of All Late Fall & Winter Items
at the
Dottie Shop
1001 lohnny Robertson Rd., Murray,
Rumble Seat
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2
Special
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'5 & '10
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jackets
Syseaters
8 AM-10 PM
EVER" DAY
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Hi-Oni
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Northern
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4 roll
250 rt
69'
89'
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Showboat
4/99'
Bush Blackeye
Peas 15 oz 3/79'
Nabisco Premium
Saltines 1 lb. 
59Hunt
,Peaches • 29 oz 59'
Queen of Scot
Coffee Creamer
Scot Lad Tomato
Juice
Soft 8 Pretty
Tissue
Bush
Spinach
16 oz 79
59'
4 roll 88'
16 oz 3/19c
-
46 oz
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Carpet Cleaners
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Dwell
Arriving
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One
Croup
Values to S it
'10
Pants, Vests,
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drop the knife.
Police said Hayes fired a
warning shot over Simmons'
head but Simmons continued
to advance on Hayes and was
shot twice.
Simmons was rushed to
City-County Hospital and died
about 10 p.m., said Warren
County Coroner J. C. Kirby.
Constant said several
witnesses were questioned,
but he declined any further
comment.
fluddleston Backs
Upping Produce
Price Supports
WASHINGTON (AP) —Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, D-
Ky., says he will continue to
support 'efforts to raise
government support prices for
corn, wheat and feed grains,
despite failure of such a move
Monday in the Senate
Agriculture Committee.
The committee did approve
a paid "set-aside" program
designed to take up to 31
million acres out of production
this crop year, but a motion to
raise target prices for those
commodities by 50 cents a
bushel failed on-an 8-8 vote.
The proposal was similar to
an emergency farm bill
introduced earlier by Hud-
--dtestrarTtre Kentucky senator
said he expects further efforts
to increase target prices,
possibly as separate
legislation in the committee
and possibly as an amend-
., ment to the land-diversion biil
witim—it--resehes the-Sent
•
4
•We Accept Gov't Food Stomps.
7 Store
PO •Rel-Air Shopping Cent*Limit Rights Reserved
Scot Ii.eld
PEACHES
29 oz.
Con
(Limit 3)
Home Owned
& Operated
Tomatoes
Green Onions
'produce
Dept.
lb 49'
bunchesS 1 00
Red Grapefruit 5 lb 99'
Carrots I lb 4/$11"°
Bell Peppers 4/$1a)
Canalopes ea.419e
orne Of The Red Vest
Carry-Out Service
Pi
4—%
as.
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SAVE
20° Lb.rnge
SMOKEITPICNIC
lisSAVE
20c L13.
GROUND BEEF
U.S.D.A. Choice Center-Cut
Chuck Roasts
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
Chuck Roasts
20°
U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless Sirloin
Fryer Breasts
Purnell's Pride Grade 'A'
Fryer Legs
or Thighs
Lynn Grove
Grade A Extra Large
Limit 2 Per Customer ay.,. 57 SC Add.
Purchase Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
Limit 1 Per Family
Gold Medal
Flour
5 lb bag 594
- Expires 3 21 78
Good Only Al Storey's-
Scot Lad 18 oz
Peanut Butter 89'
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SUCCESSFUL 'CAT - Typical of the many UK basketball players who have enjoyed success in their post-college careers is
Tommy Kron. A guard for the legendary Rupp's Runts of 1966. Kron is now a vice-president of Multi-Service Corporation and
national sales director for its MULTI-GARD insurance package
Former UK Cagers Have
Success In Other Areas
By notching a victory over Florida State last weekend, the
University of Kentucky Wildcats edged yet anoper step
closer in their stalk for their fifth NCAA Championship since
1948.
The 'Cats were top-ranked in the Associated Press poll ats
the end of regular season play, making them the team to
beat. Inliët, Since the-APpcill was begun in 1949- whenIJK -
was also topping all collegiate squads - its No. 1 ranked
team has won the NCAA play-off 15 times.
Add to this Kentucky's National Invitational Tourney play,
SEC Championships, and UK Invitational Chbaipionships,
and it's easy to see that proud UK fans have been treated to a
regular diet of post season heroics. That makes the NCAA af-
fair the annual banquet.
But when you talk about fans at the finals, there can be
none more zealous than the players who have played there.
For all their diversified vocations, former UK ballplayers
support their cager descendants with a fervor other fans just
never seem to match.
You could hardly expect otherwise.
After all, the average fan's calves don't tighten as he walks
to his seat in the arena or settles before his TV set. His finger-
tips don't tingle while he surveys pre-game shooting drills.
And he can't lean back and recall the few enthusiastic com-
ments barked by a stooped-over coach in a sweaty huddle. A
former ballplayer can. And does.
Because while at the game they may be confined to taking
a seat like everyone else, at least for a tip-off and the two
halves that follow, they can again feel what it was like to per-
form.
That's an edge many UK ballplayers have kept with them
in their post-collegiate careers. The 'play to win' attitude was
a lesson well-learned. Take a look at the record:
Bob Burrow, center during 1955-56, is a school ad-
ministrator.
Frank Ramsey, a guard from '51 to '54: is a businessman
and banker in Madisonville, Ky.
et Captain D's,
Monday-Friday
Special
Fish&
--s
Chips &
C
Southern Style
Hush Puppies
Regular Price S1.79
speCial 59
Value
,at Captain D's
12th Si Olive
753-9383
Cotton Nash, a center and forward from '62 to '64, is a
coach in the California Angles farm system.
Louie Dampier, guard from '65 to '67, is playing pro ball for
the San Antonio Spurs.
Cliff Hagan, center from '51 to '54, is UK athletic director
and restaurateur.
Vernon Hatton, guard, 1956-58, is a real estate agent and
auctioneer.
Larry Conley, forward, 1963-66, works for Converse Rubber
Co.
Basil Hayden, forward, 1920-21, is a retired banker.
Bill Spivey, center in 1950-51, is Kentucky's assistant com-
missioner of insurance.
Don Mills, center in '59 and editor of the Lexington
Herald.
Tommy Kron, a guard froni '64.to '66, is a vice-president of
Multi-Service Corporation.
Jim LeMaster, a guard from '65 to '67, is a Kentucky
legislator and attorney.
Kevin Grevey, forward in 1973-74, plays for the Washington
Bullets.
Mike Pratt, forward from '68 to '70, is an assistant basket-
ball coach at North Carolina at Charlotte.
Dan Issel, center from '68 to '70 plays for the Denver
Nuggets.
Phil Argento, a guard from '66 to '69 is a high school basket-
ball coach.
Jimmy Dan Connor, a guard in '73 and '75, is a successful
Louisville businessman.
Ed Beck, center from '56 to '58, manages a system of din-
ner playhouses.
Mike Casey, guard in '68, '69 and '71, is a nursing home ad-
ministrator.
Larry Steele, forward from '68 to '71, plays with the Por-
tland Trail Blazers.
Mike Flynn, a guard from '72 to '75, is with the Indiana
Pacers.
 The list goes on and on. But perhaps the best clue to 'Where
They Are Now' is a look at where they have been. The com-
mon denominator is University of Kentucky basketball,
where it has been said that winning basketball games is not
really a matter of life and death: it's much more important
than that.
Girls' State Tourney
Gets Underway Today
RICHMOND_ Ky. (AP) -
Although it's been a long time
between drinks of cham-
pionship water, Ashland
Blazer has its sights set on a
return' to glory in the girls'
high school basketball tour-
nament at Eastern Kentucky
University.
Ashland has won five of the
classics, the only school to win
more than two, with its last
title coming tn 1929.
The tournament was
discontinued after 1932 and
resurrected three years ago.
The Kittens, 22-4 this
season, made a strong bid last
year, losing to eventual
runner-up Paris in the second
round, but Coach Linda
Meyers looks for better things
this year from a veteran team.
Ashland returns four
starters from last year's team
- Barbara Harkins, Gloria
Thomas, Becky Gabbard and
Teresa Wrubel. Michelle
Conley, a 5-foot-8 forward, is
the only new face.
Comparing this year's team
to the last, Meyers said,
"basically, they're the same
except that they have a lot
more speed and play better
defense."
The Kittens battle Fort
Knox, 23-0, the tournament's
only undefeated team, in
today's third game, and
Meyers said she isn't taking
the Eagles for granted.
_‘.'rtr _biggest and , most
important tHing is4wirming
that first game AV getting it
under your- belt,' she said.
'1 don't know very much
about them the Kittens at
all." said Fort Knox Coach
Charles Jones. "I'm not really
sure what to expect, but I do
know that they always have
good teams in Ashland and
I'm sure this one is no ex-
ception."
The four-day tournament
was to kick ofttoday at 1 p.m..
with LOwes, 26-2; gorril!
against Barren County, 20-1
followed by Owensboro, 27-1,
against Anderson County, 17-
7.
The Ashland-Fort Knox
-game was to be -followed
tonight by Breathitt County,'
28-1, opposing West Hopkins,
23-6.
Thursday's schedule pits
Sheldon Clark, 19-5, against
Paris, 17-6; defending
champion Laurel County, 25-3,
against Louisville Butler, 28-
1; Cawood, 22-3, against Notre
Dame, 23-6; and Louisville
Assumption, 20-11, against
Lexington Lafayette, 21-4.
Wezet Fires Two-Hit Shutout Over Hosts
'Breds End Trip By
Splitting At Hawaii
Murray State would rather
see the Sooners later than
sooner.
Had it not been for
Oklahoma, the Thoroughbreds
would be a strong contender
for a spot among the nation's
top ten baseball teams.
Hawaii, which last season
won seven of eight from
Southern Cal and seven of
eight from Arizona State in
regular season play and was
kankecLnumber one for most
of the year, dropped three of
four games to Murray.
Then, Hawaii turned around
and won four straight from
Oklahoma. But when Murray
met Oklahoma, the Sooners
on all four times.
Oklahoma's last win over
Murray was a 6-4 E' victory
Tuesday in the first of a
twinbill at the 50,000-seat
Aloha Stadium. And in the
nightcap, Murray State came
back behind the right arm of 6-
4 senior Mark Wezet for a 2-0
win over Hawaii.
Murray, which never even
practiced outside all winter or
hit a "live" baseball (the
'Breds hit rubber galls in the
gym will return home with a
3-5 record.
Of those five losses, three
were by one run and two were
by two runs.
Against Oklahoma, south-
paw Andy Rice started on the
hill for the 'Breds and worked
eight innings. He was charged
with four earned runs while
fanning six and walking two.
Dave Bradford hurled the
final inning of relief.
Oklahoma scored single
runs in the second, fifth and
seventh innings .to lead 3-0
before Murray finally got on
the board with one in the last
of the seventh as Al Luigs
walked, stole second and
scored on a ,,single by Doran
Perdue._ ,
Oklahoma made it 6-1 with
three more in the top of the
eighth but in the bottom half of
the inning, Murray also scored
three and trailed only 6-4.
With one out in the last of the
eighth, Tony Threatt doubled
and Fehn followed with a
walk. Greg Tooley then
doubled to make it 6-2 and put
runners on at second and third
for Rob Courtney who
followed with a run-scoring
single to right.
The final run of the Murray
State eighth came on a
sacrifice fly by Ted Poe.
Murray threatened in the
last of the ninth as Courtney
singled with one out then with
two men out, Al Luigs walked.
Steve Sencibaugh then beat
out an infield hit to load the
bases but the game ended
when Perdue popped out down
the line to left. The ball
narroWljr &kissed falling in for
extra bases.
Sencibaugh, Threatt and
Courtney each had two hits for
MSU while Perdue and Tooley
also hit safely.
In the second game, it was
all Wezet and the Evansville
native fired hitless ball over
the last six innings against
Hawaii.
Wezet struck out six batters
and walked only two. He
breezed through the game,
giving up scratch singles in
the second and third innings.
Two Hawaii runners were
erased on the basepaths by
catcher Dan Teel who made
perfect shots to second to cut
down attempted thefts.
Paducah native Tony Threatt,
who had made some brilliant
fielding plays earlier in the
eight-game trip to Hawaii,
made a head-long, diving
catch in the game as Wezet
was backed with some good
fielding.
Wezet got all the help he
needed in the top of the second
when Bill Wagoner was hit by
a pitch and after one was out,
Tom Fehn doubled to the gap
in rightcenter. Fehn was cut
down at third as he over-slid
the bag.
In the eighth inning, Murray
made it a 2-0 game as Fehn
singled and moved to second
on a single by Calicchio then
scored on a single by Court-
ney. Ceilicchib enjoyed a five-
for nine series.
Fehr) led Murray's offense
with three hits while Calicchio
had two hits. Courtney and
Perdue each had one hit.
The 'Breds will spend today
and Thursday in Hawaii
relaxing and enjoying the
sunshine before they leave at
midnight (Hawaii time
Thursday for the trip back to
Murray.
The 'Breds will fly into
Memphis and should return to
Murray around 5p. m. Friday.
Tuesday, the 'Breds will
open their home season with
the first of four consecutive
twinbills against Illinois.
WV Game
'Inds
ab r h
LAugs-24  3 I 0
Sencibaugh-ss. , 5 0 2
Perdue-rf 4 0 I
Cruse-lb 4 0 0
ThreatP-ci 4 I 2
Fehn-dh 3 1 0
Calicchi4-ph 1 o 0
Tooley-if 4 1 I
Courtney-lb 4 0 2
Poe-c 3 0 0
Totals 35 4 8
Oklahoma 010 010 130 8-10-1
Murray 003 000 130 4-42
Seem /Gene
'Breda
ab
Perdue-2b 4
Senciba 4
Thread 4
Wagoner-lb 3
Tooley-if 3
Fehn-rf 4
Calicefuo-dh 4
Cotrtney-3b 3
Teel-c •  3
Totals   32
array re 0011 010
Hawaii ON 000 000
r h
1
0
0
0
0
3
2
1
0 0
2 7
242
0-2-0
Leads Standings
AKRON, Ohio AP) -
Roth of Staten Island, N.V ,
continues his hold on first
place in the 1978 earnings
standings of the ProtessiohaT
Bowlers Association.
Roth, who finished seventh
last week in the bowling,
proprietors' U.S. Open, has
,colipeted $55,390- in
tournaments during tttr- io
weeks of competition this
Year. - •
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Lube & Oil Change
'I-_AIP,.........-
P A
7
Includes expert chas-
sis lubrication and
up to 5 quarts ofa  high quality oil. Ti Check differential &'- transmission oil and
NIP
• 1
ONLY 
battery water level.
$704
ONLY
Shocks
CHARGE IT
AT OTASCO
Original equipment replace-
ment shocks. 12-600/12-636.9
Free shock inspection.
Installation available at most
stores.
$2995
Brake Job
SERVICE
INCLUDES:
• Set of 8 shoes
for 4 Wheels Complete-
ly Installed with New Bonded Linings. • Drum Turn-
ing to Precision. • • Brake Shoe
Return Springs are Checked for Proper Tension. •
Install New Wheel Cylinder Kits, Examine Wheel
Cylinders and Master Cylinders for Leaks. • Pock
Front Wheel Bearings. • Check Fluicijevel and
Bleed System, Add Heavy Duty Brake Fluid.
AS LOW AS
$4995
*WARRANTY
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Muffler
Fits
Most
Cars
Safety engineered to pre-
vent dangerous leaks. Instal-
lotion extra; available at
most stores. 11 140 14-157,6
$1097'
• Installed
Complete Engine Tune-Up
SERVICE INCLUDES;
New spork plugs,
points, rotor and con-
denser. Our specialists
set dwell, choke, time
engine and byglance
carburetor. Thhy ill
test starting, char
systems, cylinder c
pression and accelera-
tion.
8 Cyl - $29"
6 CYI - $26"
4 co -14"
for 60 Years
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o oTAsco tO,P4 ow_ portiopot.ng dealers
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Apollo Remains First,
Mayfield Up To Seventh
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Unbeaten in 35 games, Owens-
boro AP0110 collected all the
top votes to remain No. 1 in the
final Associated Press .high
school basketball poll of the
season.
The sportswriters and
sportscasters gave Apollo, the
Third Region titlist, 15 first
place votes and 150 points
Tuesday.
Apollo whipped previously
undefeated Drakesboro
during the weekend in the
Third Region showdown and
will be the first team going to
the state tournament with an
unblemished record since
1954. That year, Central City
was 35-0.
The defeat was the first of
the year for Drakesboro, now
27-1, and the pollsters dropped
them from the top ten after
ranking them sixth last week.
Shelby Comity, 26-3, held on
to the second slot with 122
points.
Covington Holmes, 31-1, re-
mained third while Lexington
Henry Clay, 27-6, jumped from
fifth to fourth.
Louisville Ahrens, absent
from the ratings for weeks, re
Citrus League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Tuesday's Games
Chicago (A) 7, Pittsburgh 5
Montreal 7, Los Angeles 2
Boston 3, Toronto 1
Detroit 8, Philadelphia 3
New York (N) 1, Minnesota
Baltimore 12, Texas 1
Cincinnati 11, St. Louis 10
Atlanta  11 New York (A) 1
Oakland 7, California 2
San Francisco 3, Milwaukee
Chieago ( N ) 6, Seattle 4, 11
innings
Cleveland 13, San Diego 6
Wednesday's Games
Chicago ( A ) VS.
Philadelthia_ at - 4:1earwater,
Fla.
Cincinnati vs. Houston at
Cocoa, Fla.
St. Louis vs. Kansas City at
Fort Myers, Fla.
• Pittsburgh vs. 'Detreit at
Lakeland, Fla.
New York ( A) vs. Minnesota
at Orlando, Fla.
Atlanta vs. Texas at Pom-
pano Beach, Fla.
Toronto vs. New York (N) at
St. Petersburgh, Fla.
Baltimore vs. -Los Angeles
at Vero Beach, Fla.
Montreal vs. Boston at Win-
ter Haven, Fla.
Oakland vs. San Francisco
at Mesa, Ariz.
San Diego vs. Chicago ( N)
at Scottsdale, Ariz.
California vs. Milwaukee at
Sun City, Ariz.
_Seattle Jos, veland at
Thëofi Arlz.
Thursday's Games
Kansas City vs. Pittsburgh
at Bradenton, Fla.
• Cincinnati vs. Philadelphia
at Clearwater, Fla.
Boston vs. Houston at
Cocoa, Fla.
New York ( N ) vs. Toronto at
Dunedin, Fla.
Montreal vs. Minnesota at
Orlando, Fla.
New York ( A) vs. Chicago
(A) at Sarasota, Fla.
Detroit vs. St. Louis at St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Baltimore vs. Atlanta at
West Palm Beach, Fla.
San Diego vs. Oakland ' at
s Mesa, MIZ.
Milwaukee vs. San Fran-
cisco at Phoenix.
- California vs. Seattle at
Tempe, Ariz.
• Chicago ( N) vs. Cleveland
at Tucson, Ariz.
High School Scores
By The Associted Press
BOYS
2nd Region Championship
Christian Co 68 Livingston
Central 57
ith Region Championship
Shelby Co 88 Scott Co 81
gth Region Championship
Somerset 70 Danville 61
16th Region Championship
Ash Blazer 57 Boyd Co 55
,
turned to take over the fifth
slot while Virgie moved into
sixth.
Ahrens, 22-7, won the
Seventh Region crown and
will be making its first trip to
the state tournament,
scheduled March 22-25 at
Louisville's Freedom Hall.
Virgie is 27-3 on\the season
and will be making its fourth
state appearance.
Mayfield, 22-5, moved into
the seventh slot, displacing
Frankfort, which fell out of the
top ten.
Lexington Lafayette, 18-5,
skidded from fourth to eighth
while Bryan Station, 21-8, re
mained ninth.
Christian County, 22-5,
ousted Lone Oak for tenth
place.
Lead Tourney
PINEHURST, N.C. ( AP) -
Georgia southern holds the
lead as the first round
resumes today in the fifth
annual Intercollegiate
Invitational Golf Cham-
pionship.
Play was halted by rain
Tuesday at the Pinehurst
Country Club. The golfers are
scheduled to complete the first
round and play a entire second
round today.
When the rain began
Tuesday, Georgia Southern
had a comfortable lead, with a
score of 364 to South
Carolina's 386 and East
Carolina's 387. Arkansas State
and East Tennessee State
followed, both with 389 totals.
Bob Burk of Georgia
-Southern-,--Alan- Strange--of
East Tennessee State and
Richard Clark of Eastern
Kentucky were tied for the
. lead at 71, 1-under-par. Mike
Donald of Georgia Southern
followed at 72.
North Carolina is defending
champion In the tournament,
which ends Thursday.
•Isports
Spinks, Public Both Owe All
First Chance At Title Bout
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WBC, CBS, WBA, Boph-
uthatswana, Ali or Norton,
Arum or King - it's a wild
mess of porridge that's been
cooked up for followers of
heavyweight boxing.
Nothing unusual. It's a sport
that's always been populated
by wheelers and dealers,
paper mache regulators
without clout and characters
that leap out ,of Damon
Runyan novels.
Even the angles have
• - -angles.
Now the WBC - whose
square name is World Boxing
Council - is threatening to
strip the new champion, Leon
Spinks, of his title unless he
agrees to fight Ken Norton in-
stead of giving a return shot to
Muhammad Ali.
All because it says so on a
piece of paper. Most ring
agreementsr are written in in-
visible ink.
This is the same WBC that
wrested the title from
Muhammad Ali in 1967
because of the latter's-anti,
war stand and allowed him to
rust for 31/2 years before the
Supreme Court and the
American public agreed that
Ali may have been right- all,
along.
* -current WBC threat is
equally ludicrous. It
ultimately will carry the same
impact.
Irrespective of the back
room deals__and so-called
promisory notes, the first shot
at Spinks'crown belongs to' All
- if Ali wants it.
Ali has paid his dues. He de-
serves the chance to redeem
himself. Besides, we owe him
one.
If Ali had beaten Spinks, as
he was supposed to do, then he
should have been compelled to
fight Norton as agreed or have
his championship declared
vacant and opened up to a
shootont.
But Ali didn't win. Whether
it was bad advice, over-con-
fidence, pure carelessness or
something else, the great
champion allowed himself to
be licked by a raw rookie with
only seven pro fights under his
belt.
Having lost, Ali deserves at
least another chance. He has
contributed too much to the
game down through_the years
- fighting anybody and
everybody, sometimes two
and three times over to be
given short shift now.
It is no idle boast of All's
that he is not just a single-cog
in the big complex boxing ma-
chine. He is boxing itself -
and he remains so until he is
put on the shelf for good.
That time is not now.
Let's hear no charges that
Ali has been ducking Norton,
or - anybody else.- He fought
Norton three times, winning
twice. Must he, as in tennis,
make it best three-of-five?
He had three brutal,
punishing battles with
Smokin' Joe Frazier, winning
the third and rubber clash
with a devastating per-
fermance = in Manila. He
Seven NBA Teams Battling To
Gain Three Playoff Positions
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Imagine every team in a
division making the National
Basketball Association
playoffs.
Okay, now stop imagining
and -look at the NBA stan-
dings: Golden State, in last
place in the Pacific Division,
is just 11/2 games behind
Milwaukee in the race for the
- final Western Conference
playoff berth following the
Warriors' 103-96 victory over
the Chicago Bulls Tuesday
night.
Here's the way the playoff
setup works: , the four
divisional winners qualify, as
do the teams with the next
four best records in each
conference. Thus it is possible
for every club from a five-
team division like the Pacific
to qualify, as long as the
record of the lastplace team in
the Pacific is better than the
record of the second-place
team in the Midwest.
Got it? •
Now try this: with less than
four weeks remaining in the
-regular season, no less than
seven teams are fighting for
three Western Conference
playoff berths. Only six games
separate the No. 4 team in the
conference, Los Angeles, from
the No. 9 team, Detsoit.
Golden State, Milwaukee
and Los Angeles all
strengthened their chances
with victories Tuesday night.
While the Warriors were
beating the Bulls, the Bucks
defeated Phoenix 121-106 and
the Lakers outscored the New
York Knicks 135-117.
In other NA games, the
Boston Celtics beat the Detroit
Pistons 105-98, the Buffalo
Braves topped the San Antonio
Spurs 123-115 in overtime, the
Cleveland Cavaliers defeated
the Houston Rockets 119-98,
the Washington Bullets
stopped the Seattle
SuperSonics 120-115 and the
New Orleans Jg.z surprised
the Portland Trail Blazers 109-
103.
Warriors 103, Bulls 96
The lead changed hands 11
times in the fourth quarter
before the Phit Smith's
jumper with 3:28 to play put
Golden State ahead to stay.
Rick Barry scored 10 of his
24 points in the fourth quarter
and caused six turnovers that
helped clinch the victory for
Golden State.
Bucks 121, Suns 106
Brian Winters scored 29
points and rookie Ernie
Grunfeld added 22 as
Milwaukee built a 7349 lead in
the third period and coasted
home despite 38 points by the
Suns' Walter Davis.
Lakers 135, Knicks 117
Los Angeles pulled away
from New York with an 80-
point second half, including a
43-point fourth quarter.
Adrian Dantley scored 29,
Kareern Abdul-Jabbar and
bon Ford 22 each and Lou
Hudson and Charlie Scott 18
each.
Jazz-109. Blazers 103
Aaron James hit three
consecutive baskets in the
final two minutes as New
Orleans scored the final 10
points of the game to beat •
Portland.
Celtics 105, Pistons 98
Boston dealt a . blow to
Detroit's fading playoff hopes
as John Havlicek and Dave
Cowens-combined for eight
points in the final 2½ minutes
as the Celtics erased a 95-91
deficit.
Braves 123, Spurs 115,01
Randy Smith scored 38
points and Swen Nater added
30 for the Braves, who made
up a sixpoint deficit in the
final 1:27 of regulation.
Bullets 120, Sonics 115
Mitch Kupchak scored nine
of his 24 points in a four-
minute span in the fourth
quarter to help the Bullets
defeat Seattle and climb
within 41/2 games of first-place
San Antonio in the Central
Division.
Cavaliers 119, Rockets 98
- Cleveland hit 71 percent of
its shots in taking a 38-26 lead
and was never caught as
Houston went down to its ninth
straight defeat.
Sports Deals
• By The Asaociated Press
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BUFFALO SABRES-Si-
gned Larry Catr ie re ,
defenseman, for the
remainder of the 1977-78
season,
BASKETBALL
National Basketball
Association
NEW JERSEY NETS-An-
nounced the resignation of Bill
Melchionni, assistant to the
president.
'COLLEGE
MOREHEAD STATE UNI-
VERSITY - Named Wayne
M. Martin head basketball
coach.
SOUTHERN METHODIST
UNIVERSITY--Announced
the resignation of Dick Davis,
athleic director, effective
June 1.
TOWSON STATE-Anno-
unced that Vince Angotti,-- -
head basketball coach, has
been granted a one-year leave
of absence. Named Mike
Raudabaugh interim head
coach.
stopped the powerful George
Foreman, who made
mincemeat of both Frazier
and Norton.
Spinks, a man of character,
seems to think that ethically
he should give a return chance
to the deposed champion who,
despite taunts from the
sidelines, gave a chance to
him.
if it's traditional for the
champion to give the first shot
to the No. 1 contender, who
would deny - no Matter what
the WBC has on a piece of
paper - that Ali rates above
Norton or anyone else?
Boxing has an unpaid debt
to All - thote 31/2 years
scissored out of his prime
years.
So let Spinks and All fight
again in September. Certainly
Ali, with his dedication and
resourcefulness, would win
the next one, becoming the
first man to win the title three
times, and retire in glory.
Then; if Norton, Frazier and
Foreman - not to mention
Earnie , Shavers, Larry
Holmes, 'Jimmy Young. and
Spinks - were still of imood
to fight, put them in an
elimination and let them slug
it out.
There are years enough
ahead for all.
NCAA Pairings
By The Associated Press
Second Round
MIDEAST REGIONAL
March 16
At Dayton, Ohio
Mich.State, 24-4 VS.
W.Kentucicy, 16-13
Miami3Ohio, 18-9 vs. Ken-
lucky, 26-2
WEST REGIONAL ,
March 16
At Albuquerque, N.M.
UCLA, 26-2 vs. Arkansas, 29-
3
SanFrancisco, 23-5 vs. Full-
ertonSt. 22-8
EAST REGIONAL
March 17
At Providence, R.I.
Indiana, 21-7 vs. Villanova,
224
Duke, 24-6 vs. Pennsylvania,
20-7
MIDWEST REGIONAL
March 17
At Lawrence, Kan.
DePaul, 28-2 vs. Louisville,
23-6
Utah, 23-5 vs. NotreDame,
21-6
QUARTER-FINALS
MIDEAST REGIONAL
March 18
At Dayton, Ohio
Mich.State-W.Kentucky
winner vs. Miami3Ohio-
Kentucky winner
WEST REGIONAL
March 18
At Albuquerque, N.M.
UCLA-Arkansas winner vs.
SanFrancisco-FullertonSt.
winner
EAST REGIONAL
March 19
At Providence, R.I..
Duke-PeKrisylvania winner
- vs. Indiana-Villanova winner
MIDWEST REGIONAL
March 19
At, Lawrence, Kan.
Utah-NotreDame winner vs.
DePaul-Louisville winner
SEMIFINALS
Saturday, March 25 ,
At St. Louis
East champion vs. Midwest
champion
Mideast champion vs. West
champion
Monday, March 27
At St. Louis
THIRD PLACE
East-Midwest loser vs West-
Mideast loser
CHAMPIONSHIP
East-Midwest winner vs.
West-Mideast winner
A
Indiana State Ousted
From NIT By Rutgers
By GARY _MYERS
AP Sports Writer
It was a strange ending to a
very peculiar game, but the
bottom line shows Rutgers
going to the seirifinals of the
National Invitation Tour-
nament.
Indiana State led Rutgers'
56-53 with 3:46 to go at
Piscataway, N.J., Tuesday
night. Following a Rutgers
missed shot, Indiana State
attempted to stall the game
away, but Rutgers forced a
turnover.
The Scarlet Knights again
misfired and the Sycamores
went right back into a stall.
And again they lost the ball.
This time Rutgers' 6-foot-9
center James Bailey con-
nected to cut the lead to 56-55.
Bailey; then stole the inbounds
pass and hit a 15-foot jumper
with 17 seconds to go.
That's where the turmoil
began.
Indiana State set up for the
last shot, trying to work the
ball into All-American for-
ward Larry Bird. But the
Rutgers box-and-one defense
converged on Bird - who
scored a gamehigh 23 points -
and Harry Morgan missed. a
desperation shot with three
seconds showing on the clock.
"Rutgers played great
defense on Bird the whole
game and at the end we
couldn't get him the ball,"
said Sycamore Coach Bob
King. "Morgan had to take the
shot."
Rutgers' Tom Brown
grabbed the rebound and was
intentionally fouled with two
seconds to go. He missed the
first foul shot and-in-
tentionally missed the second,
not allowing the Sycamores to
set up for a final shot.
But the Sycamore* weren't
out of it - yet.
Indiana State rebounded,
Brown's miss and heaved the
ball to Bird, standing at up rolling on taefroor.•- -
rnidcourt: He collided with Bird also went after the
Steve Hefele as time ran out. officials, but to no avail.
King charged the referees, In other -NIT quarter-final
claiming that Bird was fouled action, Georgetown defeated
before the buzzer. "The Dayton 71-62 and North
referees_ told me "That there Carolina State beat 18th-
was no foul, that there was no ranked Detroit14-77.
contact," King said. "How can In the semifinals, North
Carolina State will face
Georgetown and Rutgers will
meet the winner of the
Nebraska-Texas game, being
played tonight.
Kendal "Tiny" Pinder
scored 18 points and Hawkeye
Whitney added 17 as North
46 20 Carolina State eliminated
36 32 Detroit. The Wolfpack scored
25 39 the last eight points of the first
25 41 half and outscored Mails
17 52 11-6 at the outset of the second
half to take a 55.44 lead.
Detroit managed to close
es the gap to 61-58 with 11
.1! minutes to play, but the
let Wolfpack pulled away and put
81/2 the game away.
181/2 Reserve center Ed Hopkins
scored 18 points, to lead
Georgetown past Dayton on
Dayton's home court. Hopkins
scored 10 straight points for
Georgetown, which lifted
them from a 33-32 deficit to a
42-37 lead.
Pro Cage Standings
By The Associated Press
NationalBasketballAssociation
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Phila .697 -
N York .529 11
Boston .391 20
Buffalo .379 21
N Jrsy .246 301/2
Central Division
S Anton 41 26 1'612
Wash 36 30 .545
Atlanta 34 35 .493
N OrIns 34 36 .486
Cleve 33 35 .485
Houstn 24 46 .343
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 41 26 .606
Mlw 35 33 .515 61/2
Chcgo 33 .36 .478 9
Detroit 31 36 .463 10
K.C. 26 41 .388 15
Ind 25'42 .373 16
Pacific Division
Port 53 15 .779 -
Phnix 42 , 27 .609 111/2
, Los Ang 37 30 .552 151/2
Seattle 36 31 .537 161/2
Gldn St 33 34 .493 191/2
Tuesday's Games
Boston 105, Detroit 98
Buffalo 123, San Antonio 115,
OT
Los Angeles 135, New York
117
Cleveland 119, Houston 98
Washington 120, Seattle 115
Golden State 103, Chicago 96
Milwaukee 121, Phoenix 106
New Orleans 109, Portland
103
there be no foul? They wound
All-Star Squad
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio
(AP) - League champion
Bowling Green placed goalie
Brian Stankiewics, defen-
semen Ken Morrow and
forward John Markel on the
coaches' Central Collegiate
Hockey Association's all-star
squad.
Joining jhp trio of Howling
Green stare on the first team
were defenseman Don
Waddell of Northern
Michigan,. forward Bill Joyce
of Northern Michigan and St.
Louis forward Gary Murphy.
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Jets 'Release Red Arrows'
Into Lebanese Strongholds
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) —
The Israeli jets bglised Qut of
the clouds, swooping in from
the seakide and releasing what
one teen-age girl called "red
hot arrows 'Tight into our
home."
The jets were's.rocketing
Palestinian and Lebanese
.Jefugee camps in the capital.
In three separate raids, • .a
force of at least six warplanes
hit Darnour, 10 miles south of
Beirut, and the Sabra, Ozai
and Bourj Barajneh camps on
the edge of Beirut, according
to Lebanese air controllers
and eyewitnesses.
Despite Israeli claims that
they were targeting only mili-
tary objectives, numerous
sources said civilian centers_
and, in one case, a hospital
were hit.
Wages Up 8 Percent
F.athi Arafat, elder
brother of Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat, said rockets
hit a hospital in Darnour,
housing some 10,000 refugees
evicted from the destroyed Tel
Zataar camp during the civil
war.
•(
-The 53-year-old doctor was
examining injured refugees at
the "Jerusalem Hospital" just
outside Beirut's %bra refugee
carrip. He led reporters to a
ward, pointing to a wounded
woman and two white sacks
containing corpses of two chil-
dren.
-Do these look like military
targets to you," Arafat asked,
opening the sacks. "They
rocketed the camps in-
discriminately."
Two guerrillas in
camouflage fatigues rushed
into' the ward carrying a 17-
year-old refugee girl, bleeding
profusely.
"The Jews fell on our heads
from the sky and spurted ar-
rows of redhot fire right into
our home," said the girl, Suad
Rajeh. "They stayed less than
two minutes, disappeared
briefly then came back and hit
again."
Outside, in the corridor, a
44-year-old refugee woman
rushed to Arafat, wept on his
shoulder and. implored
"please save my son."
"Waladi, waladi ( my son,
my son)," said the woman,
Nafissa Jabr. "His belly is
open, his arm is cut off I want
him .0 live, please."
Senate Okays Budget Proposal
••-•
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. t'AP) —
The Kentucky Senate today
ed anèeei* to Gov. Julian
ri&
MOURN SON — The mother of Yaaciov Paz is com-
forted by a friend, right, at his funeral in Tel Aviv. Paz
was one of many victims of an Arab terrorist raid on an
Israeli bus.
(AP Laserpitoto)
Carter Administration Urges Industry Price Limits-
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Carter administration of-
ficials will begin meeting soon
with industry leaders to try to
get them to limit price in-
creases. '
Officials say the president's
anti-inflation program must
try to ,check prices this year
and then appeal for voluntafy
controls on wage increases in
1979, an administration source
READY FOR DUTY — Members of the Virginia National Guard train in Lynchburg for
possible duty in the coalfields.
(AP Laserphoto)
says.
The administration con-
cludes that unless there is first
some progress on limiting
price increases, labor will not
limit wage increases
demands.
Wages haveloeen increasing
at about 8 percent a year,
which translates into price in-
creases of about 6 percent,
after allowing for an increase
in productivity of about 2 per-
cent.
Carter announced the anti-
inflation program in January,
but the 100-day coal strike has
delayed its start. Officials
hope to meet with leaders of
industries in about two weeks.
Executives in the steel,
auto, lumber and aluminum
sectors will be contacted first.
The administration will ask
each industry to keep price
increases to between 0.5 and 1
percentless than the average
price increases of the previous
two years.
The same figures will apply
to labor when the adminis-
tration approaches the unions
next year. .
The administration hopes to
reduce inflation by 0.5.percent
a year. Inflation this year is
expected to be between 6
percent .and 6.5 percent.
Stock Market
Retreats Today
NEW YORK (AP) — The
stock market retreated today
amid caution over
developments in the Middle
East.
The noon Dow.- Jones
average of 30 industrials was
off 5.28 at 757.2,8.
Losers took 'a slight lead
over gainers among New York
Stock Exchange-listed issues.
The mai ket -began rallying
late in Tuesday's session when
negotiators for the coal
companies and the United
Mine Workers announced a
tentative settlement.
Traders seemed to be
hopeful that the union
membership would react
more favorably to the new
pact. than they did .to the
proposal which they rejected
early this month.
Carroll with few basic
changes the $7.5 billion budget
he proposed for state
government for the next two
fiscal years.
While the measure had
passed the House
unanimously, Sen. Larry
Hopkins, .R-Lexington, voted
agst the measure as it
passed the Senate 35-1.
Hopkins criticized the size of
the budget, nearly $2 billion
more than the current budget.
Several other senators,
though they voted for the
measure, criticized the size of
the budget and the increasing
debt being incurred by the
state through bond issues.
Other senators praised the
legislative input on the budget
and its increased spending for
education, particularly in-
creases in teacher salaries.
"This budget makes a
mockery of.xero based budget,
endorses more government,
more bureauracy, more room
for abuse and yes, more
, debt,"said Hopkins. "But the
most troublesome feature is
that it eagerly embraces and
possibly locks in for
generations the inequities of a
tax system that relies on' in-
flation rather than real eco-
nomic growth."
Hopkins said he believed the
administration had given in to
pressure to-have government
solve all problems.
"It is time to admit govern-
ment is not all the answers.
and is a large part of the
problem," Hopkins- said.
' Sen. David Karem, D-Louis-
yille, responded sharply to
Hopkins' remarks, saying "I
have seldom heard a member
of the Senate stand on the floor
for five minutes and say less.
These were the most general,
ambigious remarks I have
heard on this floor today or in
inany-a day." - -
"The day is gong to come
when we have to face up to the
problems not addressed by
this budget," said Sin. Walter
Baker, R-Glasgow. "There is
too much back-door financing
created by adding bonds."
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Cleaning Specials
Purex Vol Dishwashing
Detergent Liquid
Heavy Duty $299
9Lb. 30z, 32 fl. oz. 83'
Comet
17 Oz. Can
39'
Wisk
Liquid Detergent
'02 Gal. , $209
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HI-Dri
Paper
Towels 394
Downy
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THURSDAY, MARCH 16-
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
p.m. KET IN SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING
3:30/2:30 LILIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/400 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/430 ELECTRIC COM-
PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM ICapt,oneal
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/600 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
8:00(7:00 LIVE FROM THE
MET ":Don Giovanni- Joan
Sutherland stars as Donna Anna
and James Morris sings the title
role in Mozart's opera 13 hours)
11:00/1000 KENTUCKY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
FRIDAY, MARCH 17
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2130
p.m. KET IN SCHOOL PRO
...CRAMMING
3:30/2:30 LILIAS,_ YOGA
AND YOU
400/300 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4130 ELECTRIC COM-
PANY
6 :00/5 -00 ZOOM
6:30/530 OVER EASY
.7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6.30 KENT KY GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLV KENTUC-
KY NOW
8:00/7700 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7:30 WALL STPEET
WEEK
9:00/800 ELIZABETH R
"Shadow In the Sun" This epi-
sode shows the middle years of
Elizabeth's life
10:30/930 KENTUCKY GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
SATURDAY, MARCH 18
Eastern/Central Times
12:30 p.m./11:30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GED SERIES "Sci-
ence Ill. The Atom-
1:30/12:30 GED SERIES "Lit
erature I Prose-Style and Tone"
1'00 --ft/IreettNe-t4f-E-
SCIENCES IN THE ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL
2:30/1'30 DANIEL FOSTER,
M.D.
3:00/2:00 ILONA'S PALETTE
3 : 30 /2:30 CROCKETT'S V IC-
TOR Y GARDEN Jim looks at the
art of pruning fruit trees. (R)
4:00/3:00 THE FRENCH
CHEF
4:30/3:30 BEHIND THE
FENCE "Albert Paley Metal
5:00/4:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Energy, Antiques,
Smoking" IA) (Captioned)
5:30/4:30 -TURNABOUT West-
ern Women's Bank founder Pat.
ricia Connolly and stockbroker
Martha Waddell look at worm
en's finances. (RI (Captioned)
6:00/5:00 NOVA "The Plastic
Prison" The real-life story of
David, the. five-year-old boy
who lives inside a large plastic
bubble because he has no natu-
ral protection against disease or
infection. IA)
700/6:00 THE ADAMS
CHRONICLES -Charles Adams,
Minister to Great Britain"
8:00/7:00 HESTER STREET
Late in the 19th Century, 5'
great mass of Jews fled eastern
Europe. This film tells their sto-
ry tfilacs and White) IA)
9:30/8:30 ROCK SONATA
FOR PIANO AND AMPLIFJED
CELLO
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
"F iddlers Three''
11:00/1000 MONTY PY-
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS
(NOTE - KET MAY PREEMPT
TONIGHT'S REGULARLY
SCHEDULED PROGRAM-
MING FOR SPECIAL LIVE
COVERAGE OF THE KEN-
TUCKY GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY.)
•
SUNDAY, MARCH 19
Eastern/Central Times 
8:00/7:00 .am. SESAME
STREET
9:00/800 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
930/8:30 ZOOM
1000/9:00 SESAME STREET
11 '00/10:00 . INFINITY FAC-
TORY
11:30/101.30 STUDIO SEE
12!00/11:00 itEBOP
12:30/11:30 ANYONE FOR
TENNYSON
1700(12:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW (A)
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
WEEK (Al
2:00/1:00 THE ORIGINALS
-'191nr orttlYtterfru-+144-
3:00/2.00 A BIRTHDAY
PARTY FOR JOSEF STRAUSS
Conductor Will Boskovsky, the
Vienna Philharmonic, -The Vi-
enna State Opera and the Vien
na Boys Choir celebrate the
150th anniversary of the birth-
day of Josef Strauss. (R)
4:00/3:00 THE COUSTEAU
ODYSSEY "Diving for Roman
Plunder" Captain Cousteau and
the crew of Calypso explore the
location of 2,000-year-old ship
wrecks. (R)
5:00/4:00 MEETING OF
MINDS Steve Allen welcomes
back Voltaire, Martin Luther,
Florence Nightingale and Plato_
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN "Peas and
spinach"
6:30/530 CEO SERIES ,-Lit-
erature II. Prose-Figurative Lan-
guage
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES -Lit-
erature III Poetry"
7:30/6:30, BOOKBEAT "Shad-
ow Box" by George Plimpton
8:00/7:00 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP "An Evening
of Bluegrass" Doc Watson, John
Hartford and the Dillards per-
form in an evening of Bluegrass
at its best.
9:00/8:00' MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: ANNA KARENI-
NA Anna is told the truth about
Vronsky:s attempted suicide.
10:00/9:00 'ROYAL HERI-
TAGE
MONDAY, MARCH 20
Eastern/Central Times
830/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
p.m. KET 1N-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING
3:30/2:30 TEACHING 14FE
SCIENtES IN THE ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM-
PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CA-
VETT SHOW Art Garfunkel is
Cavett's guest. (Cavett moves to
this time periOd with tonight's
show.)
8:00/7:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Patient rights, Air
Fare, OTC drugs"
8:30/7:30 TURNABOUT "How
To Survive Your Job"
9:00/8:00 MEETING OF
MINDS . Host Steve Allen
40611144 • -NNW -Ati0444,44144
rick Douglas; Chinese, Empress,
Tz'u-hsi, judicial reformer Ce-
sare Beccaria; and the-Marquis
de Sade
1000/900 THE ORIGINALS:
THE WRITERS IN AMERICA
"Janet Fianner"
10:30/9:30 ANYONE FOR
TENNYSON The Quartet per-
forms verses from Edward Fitz-
gerald's "Rubaiyat by Omar
Khayyam."
TUESDAY, MARCH 21
Eastern/Central Times —
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 330/2:30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING
3:30/2:30 LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM, a'
PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM •
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK
VETT SHOW "Is En., -
"Dying Language?" (F rst
two parts) •
8:00/7:00 JAMES MICHE
NER'S WORLD -SPA,'
Land and the Legend'
9:00/8:00 TERRORISM THE
WORLD AT EsAy A live.
national satellite broadcast on
terrorism from severat. Key na-
tions. (Two hours)
WEDNESDAY; MARCH 22
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2 30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING
3:30/2:30 LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM-
PA: N V00/6 5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK cA
VETT SHOW -IS Eng,
DyTniji Language? (2nd of
parts)
8:00/7:00 NOVA -The M•nd
Machines" Some scientists sm, t
won't be long before computers
can think better than their crea-
.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR
•-•1111ANC.F.S.----.---: -E4httNefft
Herbert von Karajan condui ts
the La Scala Orchestra in a per
formance of Verdi's Requiem
10:30/9:30 KENTUCKY ON
STAGE
411411111111112,111101111111111/11111111111111111111111
Coming
Soon
Uncle Lee
Sporting
Goods
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
Everything You
Could Want In
Sporting Goods At...
DISCOUNT PRICES!
Name Brand Hunti4E-Fishing
And Athletic Equipment
1111101111119111111111MNMOWPOPIPPIIMMI
a
•
.•
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Senate Ratification Vote Thursday
Carter Continues Search For Support
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASIIIN64TON (AP I s —
President Carter agreed today
to accept a change in the
proposed Panama Canal
treaties, and he picked up one
vote among an elusive handful
still needed to win Senate
ratification of the agreements.
At a mid-morning White
House meeting with Sen.
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz.,
Carter said he would not
oppose DeConcini's proposal
that the treaties permit the
United State to intervene in
Panama to forestall any
threat to continued canal
operations.
DeConcini's amendment
would allow the United States
to use military force 'even if
Panamanian labor troubles or
some other internal problem
interfered with the passage of
ships through the canal.
With the first of two
ratification votes only a day
away, there was intensive and
frenetic maneuvering by both
supporters and opponents.
After his meeting with
Carter, DeConcini told
reporters he now will vote for
the treaties, provirted the
amendment is adopted along
with another one authorizing
negotiations for a continued
U.S. presence in Panajna
after that nation takes over
the canal in the year 2000.
Five uncommitted senators
were ready today to announce
their intentions in advance of
Thursday's vote. One or two
senators are likely to 'decide
the outcome of the vote on the
first treaty — a pact to
guarantee the waterway's
neutrality after Panama
assumes control.
The second treaty, to be-
voted upon later, would for-
mally turn the canal over to
Panama.
The uncommitted senators
expected to disclOse their
positions were Democrats
Wendell Ford of Kentucky,
Russell Long of Louisiana and
Edward Zorinsky of Nebraska
and Republicans Charles
Mathias of Maryland and
Edward Brooke of
MasSachusetts.
Ford is seen as a probable
"no" vote, while Mathias and
Long are expected to support
the treaty. Zorinsky and
Brooke, according to both
sides, was "up in the air."
Although an informal poll
Tuesday gave treaty foes the
34 votes needed to ensure
defeat and supporters 64
votes, three short of the
necessary two-thirds majority
for ratification, senators
continued to shift positions.
By late Tuesday, Zorinsky
and DeConcini were no longer
considered certain to vote
against the two agreements,
In moving himself out of the
undecided camp, DeConcini
said only the adoption of
amendments he cannot now
foresee would cause him to
oppose ratification.
(
The Arizona senator said
Carter met his "bottom line"
demand for treaty changes.
He said the president told him
"it poses some problems," but
that he was working on these.
DeConcini-did not specify the
problems Carter cited.
And Republican Bob
Packwood of Oregon, who had
been counted a firm treaty
supporter, complained bit-
terly Tuesday of what he said
was an apparent willingness
by Carter to make political
deals in exchange for votes.'
Teacher Bargaining Supporters Renew
Efforts To Bring Vote In House
- By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Supporters of an bill that
would permit teachers to
engage in collective
bargaining have renewed
their efforts to get the
measure to the House floor for
a vote.
A floor amendment contain-
ing the same language as the
professional negotiations
measure, Senate Bill 88, has
been attached to a com-
prehensive Senate
reorganization bill.
And the measure was also
filed as a floor amendment
Tuesday to a second Senate
bill dealing with student ab-
senteeism.
SB88, passed by the Senate
two weeks ago, was reported
favorably by the House
Committee on Business
Organization a and Professions
last Week.
But the measure was dealt a
severe set-back Friday when
it was referred to the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee by the Rules
Committee.
The Senate-passed
reorganization measure,
Senate Bill 289, was referred
to the State Government
Committee Tuesday by the
Rules Committee, but the
action apparently was not an
effort to kill the bill.
House Majority Leader
Bobby Richardson, D-
Glasgow, said the action was
taken so that the committee
could report out a committee
substitute to the measure. He
said it would have no effect on
the floor amendment
providing collective bar-
gaining for teachers.
• Meanwhile, Kentucky
Education Association of-
ficials met Tuesday with Gov.
Julian Carroll to seek backing
for their legislation.
The measure has been
weakened to guarantee teach-
ers the right to meet and con-
fer with local school boards,
but does not require school
board members to agree to
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Federal grand jury in-
dictments have been handed
down against a St. Louis,
couple accused of trail-
sporting a bomb across state
lines to Paducah last month in
order to kill the woman's
stepmother.
Named in the three-count
indictment returned Tuesday
were John Steinkoetter, 41, of
Mehlville, Mo., and his wife,
Leigh Ann, 39. The two are
accused of planting a bomb at
the home of Gladys Walden of
Paducah.
Stinkoetter is being held in
the St. Louis County jail in
Missouri under bond set at
$100,000 on charges of rape,
assault with intent to do great
bodily harm and sex acts
involving children.
. His wife appeared late
Tuesday before a U. -N S.
An
Historio First:
Live From The Senate
National
Public Radio
Presents
Coverage Of The
Panama Canal
Treaties Vote
any teacher demands.
KEA spokesmen said after
their meeting with the
governor that he restated his
position on collective
bargaining. Carroll has said
he viol/451ot sign a bill that
did not contain a nostrike
clause.
KEA representatives said
last week that they believed
they had, enough votes °type
magistrate in St. Louis and
was taken into custody under
bond set at $50,000. A March 24
hearing on the federal charges
waS scheduled.
Missouri authorities say
Steinkoetter has admitted
planting a bomb at the home
of Mrs. Walden, apparently to
kill her for the purpose of
collecting $200,000 in in-
surance money plus her
property.
A pipe bomb was found in
the garage of the woman's
home Feb. 13 and dismantled
by authorities. Police in
Missouri say Mrs.
Steinkoetter told of accom-
panying her husband to
Kentucky out of fear for her
own life.
Steinkoetter is a' former
House floor to pass the bill.
However, Howard Lindell, a
registered lobbyist for KEA,
said Tuesday that he could not
predict whether the latest
move to pass the bill would be
successful.
If the House approved -
Senate Bill 289 as amended,
the measure would have to go
back to the Senate for con-
currence in the amendment.
associate or William
Ohlhausen, a St. Louis
engineer, whose automobile
was bombed outside a
Paducah motel last week but
is not considered by Missouri
authorities to be a suspect in'
the case.
Ohlhausen remains
hospitalized with serious
injuries. His girlfriend,
Shirley Marie Flynn, was one
of two persons killed in St.
Louis County auto bombings
last fall.
The counts under which the
Steinkoetters were indicted
Tuesday were possessing a
bomb, transporting an
explosive device across state
lines with intent to kill and
unauthorized interstate
transport of an explosive
device.
e ATTORNEY SPEAKS — Max Parker, left, Calloway
County Attorney, spoke on "Wills and Estates" at the
meeting of the Calloway County Y. F. A. Ettes held
Tuesday, March 14, at the Murray Vocational Center. A
question and answer period followed Parker's talk.
Talking with Parker are Janke and Dale Outland, pic-
tured right. Judy Cunningham, president, presided and
several items were discussed including the YFA State
Institute March 17-19. Cookies and Cokes were served
by Irene Tucker and Janice Outland. Other members
present were Becky Jo Jones, Laura Paschall, Jane Potts,
and Sherla Adams. Visitors were Parker and Dale
Outland.
RIVERSIDE, Calif. At- —
Bruce Hammock has a lot of
cockroaches around him: Some
500 Madagascar and Pan-
amanian cockroaches measur-
ing up to three inches.
Hammock, 27, an insect endo-
et-Mot:Mgt at the University-0f
California here, has been study-
ing cockroaches for the past
eight years.
He is working with juvenile
hormones of cockroaches, .and
council tonight "if everybody
gets to Washington."
He accused some segments
of the news media of "pitking
out the worst damn things
help. Even when.they try to
explain something, they dilly
give part of it and that is
distorting the situation."
Miller said the new proposal
removes all work stability
language, including penalties
on absenteeism. And he said
the controversial health care
dedilctibles had been removed
on hospital treatment.
"The deductibles only apply
to-doctors now," he said. "It's
just a nominal fee to keep
abuse down."
Under' the 1974 contract,
coal miners and their families
received all health care free
But they would have had to
pay up to $700 a year under the
proposal rejected 2-1 by the
rank and file on March 5.
agreement is significantly
different from the rejected
one.
"The work stability
language was a major ac-
complishment in itself," he
said. "We also got the 1950
pensions raised to $275 on the
very first day of this contract.
Before, they would have been
raised to $275, in innrements,
over the three-year period."
Miller said under the pen-
ding proposal, coal con' Ainies
would contract with private
health insurance carriers, as
in the previous package.
Feeds Grass—Kills Woods
TURF BUILDER
plus 2
Releases nutrients gradually to provide
a balanced, prolonged feeding—so your
lawn prows thicker and. pruner and
develops a sturdy root system. Plus 2 also
controls dandelions and 40 other common
weeds—destroys them roots and all.
FREE LAWN CARE MAGAZINE
For .our FREE 2-year subscription send name
and address to 0 M. Scott & Sons, Marysville.
Ohio 43040
ADJUSTABLE RATE
SPREADER
Precision flow control as-
sures accurate, even appli-
cation of lawn products.
Spreads full 21-inch swath.
Fingertip on/off switch.
Sturdy steel: rust-resistant
finish. 16/7146
SEALS-
AND COVERS
IN ONE COAT...
Protects Wood but doesn't hide wood texture. Ideal
for fences, siding, patio furniture, etc. Resists
Weathering. Deep redwood color: 32il.RW
HUGER
10/22° AUTOLOADING RIFLE
122LRI Standard art ,
Miller Says He Can't Imagine Pact Defeat
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
AP I United Mine Workers
President Arnold Miller said
today the proposed new
contract with the coal industry
give-a the -nation's- striking
miners so mucb of what they
%ant that he "just couldn't
imagine the .rank and file
turning it down this time."
-There's been some vast
improvements," he said when
contacted early today at his
Washington, D.C. area home.
But, he said, everything
depends on whether "the
bargaining council approves
it. And the Way the media has
been reporting the contract, I
can't say right now what the
bargaining council will do.'t.
- Miller said he hoped to give
the proposati to the 39-member
is trying to come up with a 1-
thetic material that would re-
place insecticides like DDT
The synthetic hormone would
be something like a birth con-
trol pill for cockroaches and '
other insects, he said.
"These giant roaches are per-
mitted to be imported into the
United States solely for ri.-
search purposes," Hammock
adds. ''Every precaution is tak-
en to insure they do not escape
from the lab."
"But it is s but
clearly that the companies
'must guarantee the benefits,"
he said.
against the last proposal were
- upset because the plan
replaced the 1974 benefit fund
with private health carriers.
The fund had been used to
subsidize dozens of pioneering
heatlh clinics throughout the
coal fields.
But Miller said he felt the
important thing is that the
health care be guaranteed.
"There was a misun-
derstanding before about that
1974 benefit fund. It doesn't
matter where—the money is
coming from, as long as it's
guaranteed," he said.
60 or 40-PAK
TRASH BAGS
Wrap up your spring
cleaning now. Choose the
40-pak of the 33-gal size
or the
size
60-pak of the 26-
7-Gal. GARBAGE CAN
Constructed from tough, blow-molded
polyethylene to take rough treatment.
Not affected by temperature extremes.
V-gallon capacity. Green. 16/GN-727-
7L
PROVEN
PERFORMANCE
RADAR
DETECTION
Could be an r 'Tent trawce'r
• Automa. s,!r vIty adkistrieil. •
warning • Range tinder circuit increases All—, arrt: Sisal
warnmg rates • Dash Or oriindow mnunt.n,; • Cr- he,
COM • Lim.te v int
IN-DASH STEREO
AM/FM 8-TRACK
74.95
Tuning dial swings up for tapes Dial
indicator lights. Compact chassis per •
mill eisy iritialTatibb. E7 /65 - 554
Take Advantage
of
Murray Home
& Auto's
Bridal
Registry
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Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
Last Week's Linda Chadwick *
Winner New Concord *
FREE $100.00 BILL
serves *Nothing to Buy No Cards TO Punch *All You Do Is* Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday 4,
Morning. -
„ .Employ ees of Parkers and their Families not yAgible to win .Adults *My may register .You do not have to be present to win
Prune.Juice
Save 12c 
9cPW
rolgerp
Coffee
. — .
Save 10'
With $10.00
Order Or
More
Limit 1 Lb.
M This
PricS
Armour Test Tender Beef
Lean Tender
Shoulder
Round Bone
Roast
$109
lb. I
Krey No. 1
Sliced
Bacon
12 oz. Pk.g)i
$109
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
GovernThent
Food Stamps
200 Count
12 oz.
Kraft Save 24'
47 Tablets ceritol
Reg. $3.14
Save $1.45
Ike
Bonet BONNET
Margarine margarine
Yellow Quarters
Save 16'
Limit 2 Lbs.
FLAKED COFFEE
FOR AUTOMAT:C
DRIP COFFEE MAKERS
Diet Drinks
12 oz. Save 15'
Cans 99C1
* French's Prepared s Oz. Squeeze
Mustard
Be: Pack
Trash
Bags
30 Gallon Size
10 Ct.
Save 36'79C
Bush
Chopped
or
Shredded
Kraut
16 oz. Sava 24'
Prices Good Thurs., March 16
Thru Wed., March 22
* Florida Juicy
!Oranges 5 Lb. Bag
* Garden Delight
French Fries 2 Lb. Bag 49C
* Frosty Acres Mixed
Vegetables 200z. Bag 69
* Frosty Acres
Strawberries z°z. 49c
Sarah Lee Pound
:Cake
*************************
Potatoes43c
Antiseptic
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
• ••Belts•
Vick:
Formula 44
Cough Mixture '
4 a. Bath
$178sa. •
Anti-Perspirent
Nis end Nas. hey one get 1
free. 2 - 1.5 oz. Betties
Rose Milk
Skin Care
Cream
lpana
Toothpaste
With fluoride. holly size 7 a. Tube
Americans SpeindingeMore On Transportation, Housing
WASHINGTON iAPi —has changed
Americans are spending a
smaller part of their
• paychecks for food and
c m g lilt alltgger piece' fur 
housing and transportation,
the government says.
As wages arid prices have
climbed substantially since
▪ 1960, the average worker
way he divides up his ear-
nings, a Labor Department
report shows.
The departnient discovered
the changed spending habits
while constructing, a new
Consumer Price Index, which
went into use last month. The
index is designed to measure
changes in the prices
Americans pay for a wide
range of goods.
When the old price index
was first used In- 190k -the-
average hourly workcir spent
26 percent of his mcome in
groceries and restaurants. In
1977, he spent only 20 percent.
Nine percent went for clothing
in 1960, but just 6 percent was Transportation costs —
spent fortlhe same purpose gasoline, cars and bus rides —
last year. rose from 13 percent to 20
}lousing consumed about 35 perc4nt of spendable income,
percent of take-home parer—during-the 13-yeirrperiotF-
1960 while eating up about 41 The average worker's
percerit last yaar. Higher buying power now is about 10
pries for houses, financing. percent above the 1960 level.
rent, fuel and repairs' account • Thit's 4 percent below 1972
for most of the increase, when spendable income was
14 percent greater than in.,
1960
A department economist
.explained that workers tend to
Spend a smaller percentage of
their disposable income on
food and clothing as income
increases.
• Historicolly,as-ineamee-go
up, the proportion spent on
basic necessities, ' such as
food, has gone. down. You can
only eat so much food," said
Ken Dalton who heads the
Consumer Price Index
division.
•
With more money to spend
outside the grocery store,
workers buy second cars and
longer vacation trips, he said.
In addition, he said, families
are smaller now than 17 years
ago_ieluc accoimt 'for
the smaller percentage of
paychecks going to the but-
cher and the tailor.
But speculation aside some
economists say simplYlihat
consumers are spending more
for housing and transportation
because the cost of those items
has grown more rapidly than
the cost of food and clothing.
Meanwhile, trips to the
doctor and hospital took less of
total income, falling from
about percent to 4 percent 4w--
the 1960-197V comparison.
Employers have assumed
more of the cost of health
insurance.
—,ea OM MI '--. — — len ... ... v- — — —10.-ir.
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Matill II "P' Clinica
Compression tutor 
tea, 
..tutor, timing• '
While Last 
•
Colon Nglits, paps, single, deal hiple 
r
Th.y..
1 0 V Mar sl;r4111— tar
0,r
ad—liffirilil 111 111 111 MIK. NEN il al MI ell
Dixco Tune-Up Set
1 4 II _s_1110 _Auk! si,AA Jim
Full Front $757 Full Rear $627 Tack dwell tutor, compression tutor, venom
a •   HI=
S. fool pomp tester and noon light.IL 1 *----;_ %a` . . 611•••• 
......,
-1--i Pr— 
.-)1,Twin Front Twin Rear $627..••
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IILawn&Garden 
I'
. eiactl as ictured
Attention Turkey Hunters
We now have in stock the "Original Harold Knight Tube Turkey Call"
and a new instruction record by him on how to use the coll.
Retail Value
Turkey Call $8"
$195Instruction Record
Value sir Limit One
Garden Hose
Patch Up
Thosd Leaky Roofs
Kant Leak
Plastic
Roof Cement
Lawn & Garden
Plant Food
Rose & Fldwer Food
Bagworm & Tent
Caterpillar Spray
Sprayaway Weed & Grass Killer
Triple Action Vegetable Dust
J.Sevin •5• Dust
t/ Shovels
Hoes
v• Pitch
Forks
vi Corn
Scoops
Etc.
Red Clay
Flower Pots
&Saucers
All Sizes 8, Shapes
From the smallest
up to a 13" Flower Pot
4 up to $627
Decoritiye
Marble
Chips
&
Pine
Bark Chips
50 Lb. Bag
Marble $1 "
I/Sponge Mops
Alse hems Meager
lags Ti Whew
Electrolux, Eureka
NI Valor Brands
Black & Decker
and True
Temper
Cordless
Assembled $4.00 Extra No. 1 Oak
ssembied or
Unassembled
Porch
With Hardware First & Last Slioment
Check Out Uncle
Jeff's Full & Complete
Plumbing Dept.
4" 1. 3" drain pipe - 10' sections,
PVC fittings, U bends, S traps, CP-
VC fittings, P traps, bathroom, kit-
chen sink faucets, faucet
washers and much much more.
Pepsodent
Tooth
Brush
Soft, M. or Nerd Metles
'SoS. .29 
Easter
_Candy
Now 20% OFF
For the Ideal Baby Gift
Girls Black or
White Dress
Assorted Styles
At Our Regular
Discounted Prices
Pantie
Hose
With Cotton Crotch
Reg. $1.49
Now Only-
Choice of Taupe,
Suntan, 'Beige
Just Arrived
Ladies Spring
& Summer
Dresses
Just in Time
For Easter
$1 7" Up
Boys
Mens Unlined
Dress".Denim
Casual
Jackets Styles
Wrangler :.;,-
No Fault I.
100% Cotton ' 
lit •
with Sent 
Shoes %$129 . ...... 40% off i gii,
i ,...$169 
,... . $14"
-Sizes 8' 2 tO 51/2 
•
UM
•11.1111.11%111~1•1110.~.1•11 .11111•••%11•••••••••%111•11•111.1.1e•IVINWI IMIIIIIIMIOUNIVIIIVIIIIINIVIIIIIWIllil eielelliV_....
Mennen
Skin Bracer
After Shave
40z. Beale
S.'.794
Arthritis Pain
Formula
Tablets
Arthritis affairs, woke up asterreor withal ell tat
stiffness.
Vaseline
Intensive Care
Baby Powder
24 oz.
Baby Oil
16 oz.
-Large assortment, shop
now while selection is
good.
Riopan
Antacid
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FASHION SHOW PLANNERS — Making final plans for the Murr
ay State University Woman's Society fashion show
April 8 are, from the le(kMrs. Paul M. (Eloise) Langford, Mrs. Joe
 (Janet) Ward and Mrs. Kenneth (Shirley) Winters. The
show, scheduled fpr 4-30 a. m. in the Eagle Gallery of the Fine
 Arts Center, is for the members of the society and
will follow a regtflar business meeting.
Bargaining Council To Vote On
Tentative Coal Contract Tonight
WASHING.TON AP ) — With the coal
strike now 100 days old, leaders of the
United Mine Wor49 are hoping their
unpredictable bargaining council and
rebellious members will approve_a new
tentative contract containing industry
concessions, in two key areas.
The 39-member _council, which tor-
pedoed a proposed agreement a Month
ago, was arriving in Washington today
to vote on The settlement -reached
Tuesday by negotiators for the UMW
and soft coal industry.
UMW President Arnold Miller, who
summoned the bargaining council to
vote on the agreement this evening,
said today that the contract gives the
miners so much of what they want that
he "just couldn't imagine the rank and
file turning it down this time:*
-"Tnere's been some vast im-
provements," he said when contacted
early today at his. Washington, D.C.
area home.
The new settlement includes con-
cessions by both sides, but the industry
appeared to have given up more —
particulary in agreements on health
care and wildcat strikes, two areas of
chief concern to the rank-and-file.
If it passes the bargaining council,
the agreement can be put to a vote by
the 160,000 miners next week and bring
to an end a bitter strike that the Carter
administration has been unable to curb.
',The miners overwhelmingly rejected
a previous pact on March 5 and have
been ignoring a federal judge's back-to-
work order ,issued under the Taft-
Hartley Act.
Miller said the new proposal removes
-ell language designed to give .the mine
owners some control over wildcats
stnkes, including penalties on ab-
senteeism. And he said the con-
troversial health care deductibles had
been removed on hospital treatment.
"The deductibles only apply to
? doctors now," he said. "It's just a
nominal fee to keep abuse aovm."
Miners would pay a portion of their
medicine and doctor bills, but nothing
for hospitalization, sources close to the
talks said.
Initial reaction nom the coalfields
varied.
"If this is an improvement over the
last, one, I would have to vote for it,"
said Floyd. Lamb, a bargaining council
member from Ohio. "I would take it for
granted that the -bargaining council
certainly would vote for it since we
voted_ for a lesser contract."
The council rejected the first
negotiated settlement on Feb. 12, but
approved the one that was later
rejected by the rankand-file.
"I think it stands a 90 percent chance
around here from what I heard,- said
Russell Riffle Jr., an official of Local
1836 in McClellandtown, Pa.
But the attorney for District 28 in
southwest Virginia said initial reaction
there was very negative. "We hope the
bargaining council won't waste time'
sending it down-to the membership,
said Jerry Talton.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said President Carter was
"pleased and encouraged" when he
learned of the agreement. "The welfare
of our country requires a dependable
supply of coal," Carter said. "And a
negotiated national contract is the best
way to ensure that supply."
Powell said 151 mines that were shut
down last week are nOW back in
production, including 11 union mines.
While the other union mines
remained idle Tuesday, the Justice
Department continued its policy of non-
Confrontation in enforcing the tem-
porary back-to-work order that took full
effect on M.onday..
Justice Department spokesman
Mark Sheehan said the administration
would exercise restraint so long as the
union and coal operators were moving
toward a final settlement of the dispute.
In another development, Agriculture
Secretary Bob Bergland said the
Justice Department has' cleared the
way for the administration to cut off
food stamps to miners who ignore the
. 
Miller said Tuesday that the UMW
would fight such a move in court.
Sources said that under the new
agreement, miners still would be
required to pay a portion of their health
care costs — up to $200 for active
miners and $150 for pensioners — but
the sums would be hundreds of dollars
less than the $700 and $450 called for
under the contract miners rejected • a
week ago. There was no charge for
health benefits under the Old contract.
Sources also said the industry gave
up its long fight for at least limited
' contract controls on wildcat strikes, but
won some form of productivity in-
centives.
FFA Federation Days
Scheduled On Campus
More than 300 Ftiture Farmers of
America from- 18 West Kentucky
chapters will be on the Murray State
University campus Tuesday, March 21,
to participate in the annual First
Region Federation Day competitions.
These include public speaking,
holding a chapter meeting, impromptu
speaking on beef, swine, horse, dairy,
horticulture and the preparation of a
meeting room, music and the FFA
creed.
Winners will represent the region in
the state-wide contests in Louisville in
June.
The chapters to be represented in
Tuesday's competitions include:
Reidland, Calloway County, Lowes,
Sedalia, Paducah-Tilghmah, Carlisle
County, Wingo, Farmington and South
Marshall Junior High School.
Also Fancy Farm, Marshall County,
Lone Oak, -Heath, Ballard Memorial,
Fulton County, Symsonia, Hickman
\ County.  and North Marshall Junior
High.
Opening Tuesday's activities at 1:30
p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium
.will be Dr. James T. Thompson,
chairman of the agriculture depart-
ment at Murray State and who will
Welcome the contestants to the campus.
Also scheduled. to speak briefly
during the opening exercises are
-Murray State President Constantine W.
Curr is and Dr. Gary Boggess, the newly
appointed dean of the College of
Environmental Sciences at the
university.
hr charge of the events will be Robert
L. Kelly, director of agribusiness
education in the Kentucky Department
of Education, and representing the
state-wide FFA organization will , be
Rick Farlee, its vice-president.
All competitions are expected to be
completed and the winners announced
by 8 p.m., according to Dr. Eldon
Heathcott, 'a professor of agriculture
and the campus coordinator for the
event. -
Major Coal Pact frovisions
WASHINGTON (AP — Here are some major
provisions of the latest tentative contract between the
striking United Mine Workers and the coal industry as
provided by sources. It is compared with a contract
miners rejected days ago.
WAGES
Miners would receive a $1 hourly raise in the first year
and 70 cents in each of the second and third years. Under
the rejected contract, the raises were $1 in the first year
and 40 cents an hour in each of the two- following years,
with an additional cost-of-living raise of up to 30 cents an
hour in each year. Miners now receive an
average of $7.80 an hour.
- • BENEFITS
Health benefits would be guaranteed far all recipients,
but miners would be required to pay for some of the health
care that they- had received without charge. The
pa„yments are considerably lower than under. the rejected
cohtract.
Under the new proposal, miners would pay nothing for
hospitalization: They would pay a maximum of $200 per
family for medicine and doctors' care. The maximum
figure for pensioners would be $150.
The payments under the contract would work this way:
miners would pay a maximum of $7.50 for each doctor's
visit ap to a maxima-iv( OH a year. They would havetd
pay $5 per drug prescription up to a maximum of $50.
Under the rejected contract, active miners would
have been required to pay a maximum of $700 for health
care, including a portion of their hospitalization costs. The
maximum for retired miners under the rejected contract
was $450.
Pension benefits would be guaranteed as they would
have been in the rejected contract. For miners who
retired before 1976 now receiving a maximum of $250 a
month, the benefits would go immediately to $275. Under
the defeated contract, the benefits would have been in-
creased to $275 over a three year period.
LABOR STABILITY
The contract reportedly contains no curbs on wildcat
strikes, although the industry has authority under a union-
industry arbitrator's ruling to penalize the leaders of
wildcat strikes. The rejected contract would have given
coal operators the right to fire the leaders of such strikes.
PRQDUCTIVITY INCENTIVES
Coal 'companies would be able to institute productivity
incentive programs at mines where UMW locals voted in
their favor. There was no similar provision in the rejected
contract. But the industry had sought a mandatory in-
centive program in earlier negotiations that the Union
opposed for safety reasons.
---.'''--*4eweeposereseaomarqraw
Heublein Inc.
McDonalds Corp......
Ponderosa Systems 
KimberlyClark 
Union Carbide 
VI.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
I Funera s
\
Funeral Held Today
Fo rs. Broach
The funeral for Mrs. May 
Broach wis held this morning
at tenio'clock at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Julian
Warren officiating. The song
and music were by members
of the Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church where she
was a member.
Pal)bearers were Nelson
Waldrop, James Thomas
Starks, Rubin James, Donald
Crawford, Tommy Ivy, and
Ronnie Ivy. Burial was in the
Goshen Cemetery. -
Mrs. Broach, age 92, died
Monday at the Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville. Her
husband, Thomas Broach,
died in 1960. She is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Bessie Gay Is
Dead At Age Of 80;
Funeral Thursday
Mrs. Bessie Gay of Hardin
,Route One died Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. at the Marshall
County. Hospital, Benton. She
was 80 years of age and the
wife of Reed Gay who died in
April 1968.
The deceased was a
member of the Unity Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church.
Born Oct. 4, 1897, she was the
daughter of the late Henry
Neale and Mary Childress
Neale.
Mrs. Gay is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Nelva Watkins
of Bellville, Mich.; one
brother, Bryan Neale of
".f.47apiedieWilfateM:rttat'W.•:::
Fiscal Court...
(Cou&ued From Page One
gasoline airs, includes: $16,355 worth
of material for patching; $108,502 for
spot seal; and $52,549 for equipment
rental and materials.
Hodges said that a $47,996 balance
remains on the 1977-78 program.
Rescue Squad Request
Calloway 'County magistrates
Tuesday made an informal com-
mitment to give Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad an additional $5,000
beginning next fiscal year.
The tentative commitment came
after Hal Winchester, assiataat_chief,
attended the session. Winchester said
the local fire-rescue squad is currently
in the midst of a fund raising drive to
amits?4',Atii
buy a new fire truck.
In other fiscal court business
Tuesday:
--Magistrates adopted i Motion
accepting a quote from Murray
Electronics to buy six CB radios, a base
and other equipmrt
vehicles. Cost of the total package is
$1,247.
—Fiscal court members ace4ted a
petition from persons living Oft Forest
Road in the county calling for that road
to be widened.
—Magistrates in a special session
earlier this month set a seven ton road
weight limit on Forrest Coleman Road.
That road is northwest of the Penny
Road.
50 Convicts Die In
Argentina Prison Fire
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
( AP) — Fifty convicts at Ar-
gentina's largest prison died
of burns or smoke inhalation
and 64 were hospitalized after
rioting inmates set fire to their
bedding and furniture, police
said.
Police denied that any
prisoners at the crowded Villa
Devoto prison 10 miles north
of the city's center were killed_ said-secaitY -"Qum standihg
when security forces crushed
an inmate revolt Tuesday with
teargas grenades and gunfire.
No motive for the riot was
given, but one official
theorized it could have been a
protest against overcrowding
or an attempt to cause con-
fusion for an escape attempt.
The penitentiary was built for
2,500 prisoners but reportedly
holds more tharl 4,000.
The death toll in the fire was
this country's worst prison
Murrayi one -grandchild; one_tragedy-and-among the-worst
great grandchild; one great on record, surpassing the
death toll of 43 in a riot and
police charge at New York's
Attica Prison in 1971.
Forty-four inmates perished
in the smoke and flames
before firemen could break
down the barricaded door of
cellblock No. 7 that housed 161
men, a police spgkesman
reported. Six other prisoners
died later in hospitals, the
offcial said. No guards or
policemen were injured.
The uprising began Tuesday
morning, police said, when 30
guards entered cellblock No. 7
for a routine morning in-
spection and were attacked by
50 to 60 prisoners waiting in
great grandchild._
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
L. E. Moore officiating. Burial
will follow in the Barnett
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.after five p.m.
today Wednesday).
Mrs. Williams Dies
Tuesday Afternoon
At Westview Home
Mrs. Fannie M. Williams of
822 Hurt Drive, Murray,
widow of Tom S. Williams,
died Tuesday at five p.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
She was 91 years of age-.
The Murray woman had
been employed as a seam-
stress and was a member of
the First Christian Church.
Born May 1, 1886, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late 'Album Cyrus Linn
and Louise Thornton Linn.
Mrs. Williams is survived
by two sons, Robert Mills
Williams of Leesburg, Fla.,
and Tom Moore Williams of
Nashville, Tn.; four -grand-
children; three great grand-
children; several nieces and
nephews.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and bar.ia,1
arrangements.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, firnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Mirray, are as follows:
 26',4 unc
.. 46 -4
16% unc
41%
394 -3/4
25. ' •
26% 'inc
 46% -14
153/4 -4
 24% At,
25111 'Oil
 274 uric
324 -%
 36% +4
STAG NIGHT
The regular monthly men's
stag night at the Murray
Country Club will be held
Thursday beginning at 6 p.m.
the entrance hallway., Prison
Officials said the inmates tried
to seize some of the guards as
hostages but the security men
managed to escape.
. Residents living near the-
high-walled penitentiary re-
ported hearing gunfire and ex-
plosions during the three-hour
riot. The police spokesinarr
'outside the prison fire into
the windows of the third-story
cell to "intimidate" the rioters
and claimed none of the in-
mates were hit by police
bullets.
Police said that after the
guards Pwapad the prisoners
piled bedding and other funi-
ture against the cell door and
windows and set the materials
ablaze. Many prisoners were
burned beyond recognition.
After the riot, ambulances
escorted by police motor-
cycles took the injured to local
hositas. Police sources said
the cellblock housed common
criminals, many convicted on
drug charges, and not political
prisoners of the Argentine
military junta.
RECEIVES AWARD — Miss Janet ChAdress, member
of the Elm Grove Baptist Church, Route Si; Murray,
recently received her eighteenth year pin for perfect
Sunday School attendance. Miss Childress, a musk
major at Murray State University and a native of
Providence, serves the Elm Grove Church as church
pianist and is very active in the work of the Church.
Ste is the. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Childress
aProvidence.
Hardees 
Georgia Pacific
Pepsicn 
Jim Walters
larsdi 
Disney 
Viendys
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co of Murray are
as follows:
Industrial Av 433
Airco  414 4-14
Air Products 264 -%
American Motors 4ks
Ashland Oil Mks -x4
A . T. & T.  61% 4-4
Ford Motor Co 44 -
04
394
WA.
24% -4
19% -L4
Gen. Dynamics .....  
General Motors 
General Tire 
Goodrich 
Gulf Oil  .. 234 -4
IBM • .......
Pennwalt 33% -4
Quaker Oats 224 unc
Tappan . . • . .......... . .8% unc
Western Union  ,,  16 -4
Zalith Radio _ , . 12% -4
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 am. 355.0.
Below dam 317.2, up 3.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 324.2, up 2.7.
so/wt.:6313.° .Sunrise 
Free! Free! Free!
Come In And Register
For Free
Wall Mural
$49.95 Value - Drawing March 24th
Aero Drapes
Woven Wood Shades
2no/ Off Retail
Carpet &
Linoleum'
Expert Installation
We Give Free Estimates
And Monthly Payments
Special of the Month
40 Trash Bags
$199
26 Gal. Size •
Bel Air Decor Store
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 753-3842
Open Til 8 p.m.
• We Honor Visa &
Master Charge
•
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'Do It Yourself' Stressed In Preparing Infant Meals
By ANN UDDBERG
Murray State University
Center for Continuing
Education has a new course in
it's Life and Learning series of
their adult education com-
munity service program this
spring.
It is called "Your Amazing
Infant" and is being con-
ducted by Mary Doyal Usher.
Mary, her husband Richard
and their daughter, Latitia are
now back living in Western
Kentucky after spending the
last 12 years in Colorado.
Originally, Mary was from
Owensboro and Richard from
Paducah. They say they had
been looking forward to
relocating in this area for a
long time.
Richard teaches at the
university, Tish attends the
: third grade at Robertson
School, and Mary, a
registered nurse with a B. S.
degree, has resumed her work
in family development and
infant learning. After teaching
Lamaze, a prepared child-
birth methosi, for five years,
Mary evolved an infant
development class in Greeley,
Colo. This is the background
she brings to her current
class. This class stresses
safety, first aide, family
relationships, physical health,
and nutrition.
Nutrition is an important
part of the total picture of
family life.
During that segment the
myths surrounding com-
mercial products are
examined by the class. With
the advent of the electric
blender, the food processor,
and modern baby mills, plus
the convenience of freezing
foods the arduous chore of
grandmother's time has
become a simple process.
Even if a busy young mother
doesn't make all her own baby
foods- theca are lots of things
she can do in only minutes,
like adding more water to
juices her family already has
in the refrigerator. The class
Shares experiences and tips on
feeding infants.
This group support is im-
portant in giving new parents
confidence in their changing
lifestyle. With this new con-
fidence they enjoy their roles
more and the infant benefits
as well. The class also covers
first aid, accident prevention,
when to call the doctor and
what kinds of information he
expects when called, exer-
cises for figure control as well
as infant motor development
exercises and practical
motherhood information that,
because of the mobility of
today's society, is not readily
available to everyone by mere
observation or direct contact.
Mary entered this field after
the birth of her daughter. She
had been a surgical nurse
before and the life of a health
nurse at the student infirmary
was not challenging. A friend
asked her to help out with the
overflowing Lamaze classes
she was _conducting. Mary
found that she enjoyed
working with the expectant
parents and that the
philosophy of making child-
birth a natural, couple
orientated event coincided
with her personal views. The
infancy classes grew out of the
needs 'of many couples who
wanted to know how to be
better parents on a practical,
daily basis.
When not conducting or
attending classes the Usher's
enjoy a close knit family life
themselves. They frequently
vacation in a primitive
mountain cabin. The family
can then pursue individual
•
"KITCHEN MACHINE"
Takers the drollery sat of the
. . Ibis wassiorfal
repro madam prosers •
psororlid 4I* met Wavy duty
war AM ii....— plus at
Intent oa-off switch for
memormary or. It rams solde-
red vrtill a hams mintakabio
Aids" hiwl. a small heady
Axing bowl, a whisk, • •••dh
book, mid a spotoal. lb. Mae
dor monochrome perform al The
Meador fiactioas. lb. She'd-
dor-Olow attachment ha five Rjnhandier
attics bides to and ad Am
foods for various types of
disks kr meads. It air From*
cats yrs bras. Emry to clam, Dixieland
fits emir asphoords ea crew Shopping Center
tr.
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hobbies and past-tines, but
togetker away from
distractions such as
telephones, television, and the
pace of modern life. Mary
enjoys macrame, reading and
nature study. Ti.sh, who is into
dance and gymnastics, wants
to be a veterinarian. She
reads, colors, and enjoys the
abundant wild life. The family
goes frogging, hiking, and
cooks together.
Although they now live in
and enjoy Murray, they would
prefer to move to the lake or a
small farm so that their three
dogs, two springer spaniels
and a friendly mutt, can have
more room.
There are many cookbooks
now on the market to en,,
courage people to once again
take a direct part in feeding
their children by making more
nutritional, fresher,
economical baby foods. These
pre just a few basic recipies
besides merely blending food
to a puree consistency. There
are many, many more for the
adventurous to try. •
Baby Dinner From
The Mother's Almanac
In a covered pot, -and using
no salt or spices
COMBINE:
1 c. water
1 chicken breast
o c. rice
Simmer 15 minutes
ADD:
3 whole carrots
1,4 lb. green beans.
Simmer 15 minutes longer.
Grind or blend the meat and
rice with enough broth to
make it moist. Mash the car-
rots and then the beans. Store
separately in individual
servings in the freezer in
plastic sandwich bags, tied
tightly or in a plastic ice-cube
tray, which must be bagged
and tied. Defrost a meal at
breakfast, so the servings will
be at room temperature by
lunch. As your child gets a few
months older and can chew
better, you can grate your
leftovers instead of blending
them.+
Stewed Apples
And Potatoes
-4 cups or ZS food cubes
6 medium potatoes (1','2 lb.),
peeled
1 c. milk
2 medium cookini apples,
cored, peeled, diced
Cut potatoes into thin slices,
or chop.
Place potatoes and milk in
pan. Bring to a boil, cover and
simmer for 20 minutes. Add
apples and cook for another 15
minutes, add more milk if
mixture is very thick.
Southern States
goes on early, stays late,
costs less.
You can spray Princept + AAtree up to two weeks
before you plant.
And you'll like our price on this herbicide
combination for corn.
But you'll get season-long control of grasses and
broadleafs. Fall panicum. Crabgrass. And the tough
broadleafs that other combinations let through.
PRINCEP + AATREX your best combination for corn.
Contact your local Sguthern States Agency
— farm chemical headquarters
for more information on these and other fine
CIBA-GEIGY products.
Pvincecr* trademark of CtBA-GEIGY.tor simazine
AAtree trademark of CtBA-0EIGY tor atrazihe
S.
,
Puree with any equipment,
i.e. blender, food procesaor,
food mill. It should be soft
enought for even a fork or
spoon.++
Vegetable Custard
Z,-.1 servings
1 t. butter or Inargarine
it. whole wheat or, enriched
flour
1 T. non-fat dry milk
c. hot milk or one-third C.
medium white sauce
1 beaten egg
44 c. mashed vegetable, or
combination of vegetables
Preheat oven to 350 deg.
Grease two custard cups. Melt
butter, blend in flour.
Gradually add hot milk and
non-fat dry milk. Stir sauce
until thickened. Stir a small
amount of the hot sauce into
the egg, then mix egg with rest
of sauce. Add vegetables.
Pour into custard cups and
place in pan of hot water that
comes up to level of mixture.
Bake 30 min. or until the knife
comes out clean. May be
stored, covered in refrigerator
for 1,3 days. -
Apricot Whip
6 servings (adult size)
This dessert is high in iron
and contains some protein. It
is also a way to use leftover
egg whites.
2 T. fruit juice
I pound package dried
apricots
2 t. orange or lemon juice
cc c. brown sugar
3 egg whites
Wash apricots. If necessary
remove skin by dripping in
boiling water and then rub off
skin under cold water: Bring
apricots and 2 T. fruit juice to
a boll, cover and simmer for
10 minutes or steam for 10
minutes. Do not add more
juice. Cool, pick out pits.
Puree in blender of food mill.
Add the orange juice and
sugar, heating until sugar is
disolved. CooL Beat egg white
until stiff. Fold the apricot
mixture into the egg whites.
Cover and store in the
refrigerator for up to three
days.
Other stewed dried fruits
such as prunes or peaches
may be used.
Boiled Carrot Juice
3'4 cups
This is one of the first
vegetable juices that you can
serve your baby when he is
three months old.
First Woman Is
Named To UK
Board Of Trustees
_first woman 
representative on 
Board of Trustees.
Mrs. Wilson will replace
chemistry professor Paul
Sears, whose term expirps
June 30. Her term is for thrt.c
years.
Mrs. Wilson, who 11;.,
bachelors and master,
degrees from Bost4.
University, has been at UK
since 1957. She has been the
recipient , of great teacher
awards frotn the Kernel
student newspaper at UK and
the UK Alumni Association.
She has been instrumental
in developing mental health
and comprehensive care
centers in the Bluegrass and
rural child, care facilities in
Appalachia. She has served on
numerous committees and
ageicies dealing with menta:
health and children's services
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Constance P. Wilson, p.lst
chairman of the University of
Kentucky' Senate and
associate professor „of social
work, has been elected—the
-faculty
the
I lb. carrots (4-5 medium)
I quart water (or 2 c. water
plus 2 c. skin milk)
1'2 c. non-fat dry milk
powder (optional)
1 T. brown rice (optional)
_Wash carrots and cut in
small pieces. Place all
ingredients in a pot. Cover
tightly. Bring to a boil and
sinner for 1 hour. Cool and
strain. Do not force the
carrots through — you want a
juice, not a puree. Serve in a
bottle with an enlarged nipple
hole. Store the juice, tightly
covered in the refrigerator for
2-3 days or freeze in food
cubes.
To make 6 ounces 'of juice
that must be consumed, not
saved:
1 medium carrot •
34 C. water or skim milk •
1T. non-fat dry milk powder
optional)
Wash carrot, cut in half.
:Place carrot, water, and dry
milk' in blender. Blend on
_highest speed. Strain and
serve a; once. Do not save.
4-3'he Mother's Almanac.'
by Marguerite Kelly and Ella
Parsons
+-+-"The Complete Guide
To Preparing Baby Foods At
Home- by Sue Castle
FAMILY PREPARATION Mary Usher, her husband Richard and daughter Latitia
prepare a meal in the Usher's Munray home. Mrs. Usher currently teaches a course in
safety, first aid, family relationships, physical health and nutrition at Murray. State
University. Some of her favorite baby foods recipes are presented today in Cooking
Corner.
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Carroll Names
Davis Deputy
Adjutant General
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Taylor Davidson, former state
director of the Selective
Service, has been named a
deputy adjutant general by
Gov, Julian Carroll.
The appointment of
Davidson, who was also
„ promoted from the rank of
colonel to brigadier general.
took effect March 1.
Davidson, who headed
Kentucky's Selective Semcf
system for almost 10 years.
had been working _at the
natioLutt. filadquarters _GE the
Selective Service since the
draftwas deactivated.' 6
MEIN' AND
PLUNK SALE
SAVE
3996
Reg.
239.95
Zafit E09- 5HP
Chain Drive TILLER
USE
OTASCO
CREDIT
Opts000l trodloo whools
ootploon•rtts ovarlottio to
.cono•rt tiller to garden
5 HP Briggs & Stratton engine, chain
drive transmission, 14-in. heavy-duty
self sharpening tines. 25-in, tilling
width, drag-type depth bar. 10-in,
steel transport wheels. As 334
ASSEMBLED AND READY TO USE
LAYAWAY AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
KEMP
77
ROD & REEL
SET
FISHING
LINE
ONLY
88'
A SPOOL
Choke of 10 through 40 lb test Ione es,.3.33
Only
OUR SOT" ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE
ti
COW MANURE,
PEAT,
TOP SOIL
YOUR CHOICE
596 A BAG
Ideal for youngsters Foberglass rod ...oh
enclosed reel Comes woth Ione co 9
TACKLE
BOX
SAVE
1.52
Reg. 8.99
747
3 trays, 21 -cbrnpattments
Brown and Beoge 615165
COW MANURE Rebuilds gor
den 'si • Composted, weed.
free afid Odorless 40 lb. bag.
4'.
PEAT. Helps,!oil retain mois-
ture 98°. bacterictly active.
40 lb appro., 2 cubic feet.
TOP SOIL Great for top dress-
ing, seed,og 'and patching.
Weed free 40 lb bog
45162
1.
Marble Landscape Chips SO-Lb.
Bag 45 167 3 I. 1.19 .
PRICEt GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Fnend ly Folks— Center* 5' 5105(1
•
er.vice -grtz 
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GLEEM TOOTHPASTE
7 OZ.
20c OFF
LABEL
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
88c
tst, SAVE 714
cersp
Qe7 ?CPC\
nroffis) ?!P a • TU/Sb a\ 0 _
REG. $1.59
TYLENOL
..
TYLENOL
401204,
24 TABLETS
REG. 90°
SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE
54c
MENNEN
SPEED STICK
1.75 Oz.'REGULAR*HERBAL*SPICEREG. $1.19
COTYLENOL
COLD FORMUU
4 Oz.
REG. $249
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
$156
74:14
IDISCHIT DREG CEITERS,
TRIPLE CASH SAVINGS
save an $300
extra
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
THESE PRODUCTS
LISTERMINT 180z.
$REG $LIM 1 28
LISTERINE
REG. $2.05
SNICK SUPER II 
1 77
rs
$REG. $2.80 g
20 Oz.
$28
SCNICK
INJECTOR
SUPER CHROMIUM 4's
REG. $1.1568c
Schick
Super Chromium
woo*
EFFERDENT ers
REG. $1.88 99c
C'J
extra strengthffe_
„. nt• DIEN71:77.17R
40 TABLE TS
CASH REFUND BY MAIL-SEE DETAILS IN STORE
EYERYNIGHT SHAMPOO
T 8 Oz.*ASTRINGENT*MOISTURIZING
*LEMON
*BALSAM
*STRAWBERRYREG. $1.85
$109
TYLENOL
TYLENOL ELIXIREUxiI CHILDREN'SPAIN RELIEF• 20z.REG. $1.28
LOW PRICE
DISCOUNT
68c
First
in
Price
WW1
,4 MOS WNW
tram
WELU BALSAMCONDITIONER8 DL
*REGULAR
SErnu BODY
NEG. $1.05
3118-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
96c
MEDICATED
BALM
3.5 DLREG. $3.00
SAY-flITE'S
LOW PRICE
$1 99
BLISTEX OINTMENT .1: DL
DhStfX EITHER
38c E-=*65BLISTIK LIP BALM .14 OL
ROSE MILK
(jefvnicat+finsula
ifs „
•rs
COSMETIC-
-41.11.. PUFFS /•
re
'"""6 .' ;IA
A
'HE SINUS MEDICINE
IN THE BRIGHT
RED BOX AF-
SOFF
COSMETICPUFFS
280's
REG. $1.15
LOW PRICE
66c
SINE-OFF
24 TABLETS
REG. $1.89
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
$104
RAPID
REG. SHAVE
$1'64 SHAVE
CREAM
SIZE 96
BAYER CHILDREN'SASPIRINREG. 59°
SAY-RITE'S
BAYER LOW PRICE
M
SPECIAL BONUS
AIL IN OFELA 
$2.00 REBATE ON GILLETTE
ATRA RAZOR OFFER WITH
COUPON ON THIS PACKAGE
Mica- Seltzei
36 TABLETS
REG. $1.90
SAY-RITE'S $1 28
LOW PRICE
telb
UNSCENTED REG. $2.39 
101%
VP
2  OR REGUUR 120z. 
y 
PRICE Vk BRING YOUR st. giL
, it ,-- • COLOR FILM /
WE GUARANTEE PION TO SAY-RITE! ill/ 7V/
OUR PHARMACY
PRICES TO BE
THE LOWEST
IN TOWN!!
BEL AIR CENTER
9-9 DAILY
1-6 SUNDAY
%II MN • .....
ei--"NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE 44t
aw▪ il THE LOWEST PRICES s tiro
12 IN THIS AREA ON FILM PROCESSING, s
BUT MORE IMPORTANT. . .
SAY-RITE ALSO GIVES YOU
TWO PRINTS OF EACH NEGATIVE.
IN OTHER WORDS, ONE SET
OF PRINTS
FREE!
111111xvi%
‘‘‘
OFFER MINIS 411'
MESE SIZES NU
C1111-12 01211-12
C110-20 0128-211 lp,
?"'"-
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Fried Chicken King Wins One Round
Court Rules Sanders Wasn't Singling Out Bowling Green Outlet
Kentucky Fried Chicken of
Bowling 'Green, Inc., lost
another round Tuesday in its
libel and defamation suit
against Harland Sanders, a
newspaper and a reporter.
The Kentucky Supreme
ROBERTSON BOOK FAIR — A book fair was held
recently at Robertson Elementary School with each
class holding a shopping "spree." Pictured in the top
photo are students from Mrs. Jane Taylor's second
grade class, and in the bottom photo from left to right
are Mrs. Theresa Knight, Lee Vet Voort, and Tony
Waller.
Court ruled that Sanders,
founder 61 ttie tar flung
chicken empire, was not
singling out the Bowling
Green outlet when he
compared the gravy with
walljuiper paste.
"My God, that gravy is
horrible," Sanders was quoted
as telling newsman Dan
Kauffman of the Louisville
Courier-Journal in a printed
story.
"They buy tap water for 15
to 20 cents a thousand gallons
and then they mix it with flour
and starch and end up with
pure wallpaper paste."
Sanders, who sold his in-
terest in the Kentucky Fried
Chicken Corp. several years
ago but remains a paid
spokesman, added: "And
another thing. That new
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Navy says it might seize
General Dynamics Corp.'s
Electric Boat shipyards if the
firm carries out a threat to
halt construction on 16 attack
nuclear submarines in a war
over a $544-million cost
overrun.
About 14,000 jobs in
Connecticut and Rhode Island
hang in the balance. Electric
Boat is the second largest
private employer in Con-
necticut and the largest in
Rhode Island.
Navy Secretary W. Graham
Claytor said the Navy may
seek a court injunction to
force Electric Boat
management to keep working
on the submarines.
An alternative to court
action would be for the Navy
to take over the contract, an
option called "unlikely" by
Rep. Christopher Dodd, a
Democrat whose district
includes Groton.
Claytor, who denied the
'crispy' recipe is nothing in
me world 15ur a =um -fried
doughball stuck on some
chicken."
, The high court said in a
unanimous opinion that the
statement, in the context of
the whole article, makes it.
plain that the colonel did not
have the Kentucky Fried
Chicken of Bowling Green or
any other particular
restaurant in mind.
"He was discussing Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken
generally," the judges said.
"To defame a clasp, the
statement must be applicable
to every member of the
class."
Furthermore, the court said
in upholding a Jefferson
Circuit Court decision, as the
size of a class increases "it
Navy has done anything to
breach its contract for the
submarines, said the Navy
will announce within 10 days
what action it will take.
Electric Boat has a $1.4
billion contract to build 18 of
the high-speed, fast-attack
submarines. Two have been
completed, and the last ship is
expected to be delivered
within six years, or up to three
years behind schedule.
The company said Monday
it would stop work on the subs
April 12 if no settlement is
reached with the Navy, which
Electric Boat said has refused
to pay cost overruns caused by
35,000 design changes.
Electric Boat filed a claim
for the overruns in December
1976 and said it is preparing an
update.
The congressional General
Accounting Office last month
estimated overruns on _the
entire program to be at feast
$500 million.
'AllroAMVAIWORIPV:Of iartgar•SPW-rwVe OW 40
RIVAL CROCK
POTS
Model 31503½ QTS
Removable Stoneware
$29.95 Value - Yes Save $14.07
Model 3154 4 QTS 96"
Model 3350 5 QTS 
$22"
a
becomes more and more
difficult for one to show that
he was the one at whom the
statement was directed."
It said there are more than
5,000 Kentucky Fried Chicken-
franchised outlets around the
world and nothing in the story
identified the Bowling Green
restaurant as the object of the
remarks.
The Supreme Court also
knocked down a contenlion
relating to Sanders' renfark
that the chicken is not
prepared exactly according to
his original recipe.
That is not defamatory, it
said, because "it is almost
inevitable that at least slight
deviations would occur.
IndeedI 
prospective
customers would expect
that."
. Also Tuesday, the high court
set aside two murder
convictions. -
One was imposed by Hen-
derson CircuieCbart on Simon
Hayden Jr., in the slayings of
Shirley Yates and Truong.Huy
Do.
The Supreme Court Said
Hayden was denied duei
process when the trial judge
SEEING-EYE CAT
SAN DIEGO, Calif. AP —
Ever since Rhubarb, a part-
Siamese cat, came to the home
of Mrs. Elsie Schneider 16
years ago, she has been acting
as her mistress's eyes.
"She seemed to know from
the start that I was blind," said
Mrs. Schneider. "After a little
training with a 10-foot rope, she
became a seeing-eye cat for
me." - -
libubarb_viould_lead-ter to
the market, to the clothesline,
to the trash can, just about
anywhere.
Now old, the cat no longer
ventures outside the home, but
she hasn't stopped helping her
mistress in other ways.
"If I don't pay attention when
the phone rings she comes up
to me and starts meowing and
. then she'll run ahead of me to
the phone,".Mrs..Schneider, 71,
said.
failed to hold a hearing to
determine if he were mentally
competent to stand trial a
year ago. It ordered such a
hearing.
The other conviction was
that of Elisha Younger and
Katherine Landes by a Jef-
ferson circuit court in the
slaying of Alvin Kurz,
Daily Specials
From
Seven Seas!
*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and cole slow.
S2 99
"The evidence
by a search of
residence should
suppressed," the
said.
*WEDNESDAY SPECIAL *
Landlubber Special
Fried Chicken
Southern fried golden brown with
choice of potato cole slaw and
southern hushpuppies
Restaurant
753-4141
Highway 641 N.
DISMIT DREG (TITERS
NORELCO COFFEE
ItIAKEI!S
10 Cup Model 5140
'2188
$41.95 Value - You Save $20.01
12 Cup
Model
5150
$449.95 Value Yous Ave $22.07
$29.95 Value
Save
$20.01
Aittallktetttv . tekks.„,,Imiebt I fe,
•, —Wag', • "rd • I. t """,
discovered
Younger's
have been
high court
•
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Let's Stay Well fiy F J L Blasingame MD
High Blood Pressure And Weight Control
Survey Shows
31 Million Visit State Parks
FRANKFORT - A record
• •
0: Mr. E. asks
whether, high blood pres-
sure is more common
among fat people than
among those of normal
weight. He wards to know
if an obese person with an
elevated blood pressure
can expect his blood pres-
sure to go down if he
reduces his weight.
A: Recent studies indi-
cate a direct relationship.
in general, between
obesity: and an. elevated
blood pressure.
Of course, all overweight
persons do not have hyper-
tension, but obesity is a
contributing factor in caus-
ing the blood pressure to be
above normal in many per-
sons.
Many borderline cases of
hypertension (mild cases)
only can- be -controlled by
weight loss without medi-
cine. - •
Other researchers claim
that weight loss helps prin-
cipally by reducing the
amount of table salt so-
dium chloride that,a per-
son consumes. Research-
ers at Tel Aviv University
Medical School, Israel,
studied two groups of hy-
pertensive pants. One
group took medicine to re-
duce blood pressure; the
other group took no medi-
cine. Both groups -were
allowed to take salt freely.
but were required to re-
duce their weight consider-
ably over a two-month
period. Both groups had a
satisfacotry drop in blood
pressure.
The investigators, con-
eluded that reducing
wejght can have a benefit
in lowering -blood pressure
in many caA'es. Prof.
Efrain Iteisin and his asso-
ciates concluded from
their studies the following:
Weight control seems to
offer an efficient low-cost
means of blood pressure
control that is free of side
effects and often makes it
impossible to avoid, or to
institute a lower don of
medication."
• According to a recent
report in 'Science News,"
William Weidman of the
Mayo Medical School
made studies of persons
CLOSEUP VIEW - Daniel Deforest, 3, gets a closeup
view of a grasshopper while visiting the Insect Zoo at
the Smithsmonian Institution in Washington.
(AP L4serpho1o)
Living in the Chilean Andes
and in Minnesota. He found
support for the belief that
obseity ?nay be related to
hypertension. He found no
increase in blood pressure
and body weight among
adult Chileans.
Dr. Weidman concludes
that small gains in weight,
rather than aging, may,
contribute to the increas-
ing blood pressure among
Americans throughout life.
Such studies have a velS,
practical application in the
management of 'cases of
high blood pressure. They
indicate that weight reduc-
tion and the limitation of
salt can prevent or control
hypertension anemake it
necessary to 'take less
medicine, or none, in many
instances.
Of -course. it is recog-
nized that weight reduction
is difficult to maintain. The
benefits are many. One of
these is contributing
toward a reduction in blood
pressure elevation.
LIGHT STORY
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -
The Irish imagination knew no
bounds when it came to stories
about the Egjerald Isle's0atron
saint, says Hallmark reSearch-
er Sally Hopkins.
One legend says that at the
funeral for St. Patrick around
A.D. 461 there were so many
torches burning that the night
was turned into day.
The sun refused to set for the
next 12 days so as not to bring
a new day without him to ber-
eaved Ireland, another tall tale
claims.
Anniversary
OUR 60TH ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND B LEE
Sale UNIROYA
OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER!
TIGER INIAI
POLY RADIAL
1899 3899OÔFREE• FOUR PLY POLYESTER CORD
• 78 SERIES DESIGN
• TUBELESS BLACK WALL
512F PRICE
1,7813 18.99 
E71314 27.99
E78 14 29.99
G78 14 30.99
G781 -3T.
7178 15' 32.99
F I T.
.223
737
2 53
-59-
2•79
Ar•lt Vi !,0 PIP .11I1 0.001
MOUNTING
UNIROYAL
• RUGGED STEEL AND
GLASS BELTS
SIZE I ma I Fl,
55/813 36.99
f R78 la 45.99
FR78 14 47.99
GR78 14 52.99
1 06
2 47
2 65
2 85
HR78 14 $4.99 d 04
G57844-i-- --3,943-.-.!•---
,1R7815 4 55.99 - - 1 11
[578 15 61.99 344
Friendly rFolks -
Fr lend ty Service
óo 60-Year,s-
PRIM GOOD AVAll OTASC 0 S/ORf PARTie*Alt/IG Of Att PS
Bel-Air contr:„. 7534391
Kentucky's network of state
parks, shrines and museums
in 1977, according to a state
Department of Parks survey.
In releasing the figures,
parks commissioner Bruce
Montgomery noted that
Kentucky's 15 resort parks
likewise reflected an increase
in their occupancy rates -
67.5 percent as opposed to
66.46 percent in 1976. Greenbo
Lake's caMIlhg area
registered the highest oc-
cupancy ride with 80.5 percent
of that park's available sites
being occupied during the
April through Octebeeseason.
In a breakdown on lodge,
cottage and camping at-
tendance, the largest lodge,
Lake Barkley in Western
Kentucky, claimed the largest
number of guests. over 31,000.
But most campers chose sites
at Kentucky Dam Village,
over 101,000. Campers also
averaged a three-day stay at
Kentucky Dam, longer than at
any other park.
The No. 2 choice for cam-
pers was not another resort
park but Fort Boonesborough
in Clark County, visited by
nearly 86,000 campers last
year..
General Butler - lodge-and
cottage guests averaged a
longer stay at the Carrollton
resort than at any other
Kentucky park. The park
recorded an average 2.3 days
for lodge guests and 3.1 for
cottage guests. Parks officials
attribute this higher average
to the fact that a large number
of tobacco buyers reside at the
park during the tobacco
m-a1k-. et season.
John James Audubon State
Park at Henderson, normally
considered a "day" park, also
has five one-bedroom cot-
tages, where some 1,900
persons stayed in 1977.
Just as the lodge at Lake
Barkley housed the largest
number of guests of any park,
so too, did- that park's
restaurant feed more people,
In fact, the Lake Barkley staff
prepared 15.8 percent of all
park meals served in 1977.
Add, most of the parks
CUT UP
OR MIXED PARTS
FAMILY PACK
I S• '1 ••• I I do #
parks attendance. Ohio guests
accounted for nearly 17
percent of the total 60 percent
out-of-state attendance,
followed by Indiana and
Illinois and then remaining
states and some foreign',
countries.
Understandably, the
beaches at Kentucky's parks
were more crowded in July
than during any other month,
especially at Kentucky Dam,
where ant estimated 271,000
persons came to swim and
sun.
Museum and shrine
visitations were down in 1977
from the previous year, from
over 438,000 in 1976 to just
under 391,000. Montgomery
pointed out that Federal Hill
at Bardstown, better known
around the world as "My Old
Kentucky Home," was-closed
for an extensive renovation
for months, thus largely ac-
counting for the decrease.
However, the historic house
still was visited by 140,000
people, more than all other
museums or shrines.
Too, the Jefferson Davis
monument at Fairview and
Danville's Constitution Square
are presently under
meals were probably served renovation. 
A
probably pick up substantially
to Kentuckians who accou Montgomery predicted 
that when all renovations are
ted co •letecL
NAVAL MUSEUM
NEWPORT, R.I. AP) - A
former city poorhouse, whict
became the first building of tht
Naval War Gollege, will soon be
opened to the. public as the col-
lege's museum.
Among the manuscripts on
display will be an 1869 diary
kept-by Alfred--Thayer-14ahaa,
the school's second president
and one of America's greatest
naval strategists. _
Several World War II naval
heros will be memorialized in
busts sculpted by Newport's
Felix deWeldon, creator of the
Iwo Jima memorial at Arling-
ton National Cemetery.
The college was established
in 1884, when Commodore
Stephen Luce succeeded iii 'get-
ting the Navy Department to
found a training center. Luce
became the college's first presi-
dent.
MR
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Miner Vows To Stay On Strike
Until Fellows Get What Want
wr
'WELCH, W.Va. (AP) - As
he stood in a long line outside a
union hall Tuesday waiting for
free groceries, coal miner Jim
McClure said he and his
fellows are tough enough to
stay on strike until they get
whirthey want.
"As long as we've got some
people behind us, we will be all
right," McClure said.- The
people who were "behind"
McClure and the others
Tuesday were members of the
Baltimore area labor council.
They gave $10,000 worth of
food to striking members of
the United Mine Workers.
One truckload of the food -
which a UMW official said was
worth between $1,000 and
$1,500 - was opened at the
.headquarters of District 29's
subdistrict four here.
- About 200 miners filled
cardboard cartons and plastic
sacks with such items as
potatoes and canned goods.
Miner Paul Noe said the gift
of food showed the govern-
Crossword Puzzler
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ment couldn't succeed in what
he saw as its strategy. "What
they'rttrying to do is starve
us bacrto work," Noe said.
He was referring to the
decision of the Carter
Administration to cut off food
stamps for miners who
disregard a federal Taft-
Hartley back-to-work in-
junction. So far, nearly all
have.
"Most of us got our food
stamps for March (and) we're
getting our income taxes
back," McClure said.
James Tester of Welch said
he would be willing to continue
the 99-day strike as long as
necessary.
He said his wife works. "We
make it pretty good now," he
said.
"You've got to stand up for
what you believe in or you'll
be kickes1 down like a dog."
Noe said, "My wife would
like to see me go back to work,
but she wants me to get
sotnething by going back."
The three said they would
not return to work until a
contract received final UMW
approval. They repeated the
_slogan, often heard in the
coalfie/ds: -no' contract, no
work."
All three men agreed that a
new contract, if it is to be
accepted, would have to have
better health benefits and
pension provisions than the
pact rejected by a 2-1 margin
in a ratification vote.
William Wade, a member of
the District 29 executive board-
who works in the subdistrict
office, -said some 4- his-men
were badly hurt financially by
the strike.
"They need some aid," he
said. But, he said of the
UMW's rank and file,
"They're tighter together now
than they have ever been."
Dun't gamide with vi•11.1r
Ignoring the risk factors of
rhi •Irt a'ttaok and strhike is
/CAIN t..a.kulva._thance. Free
information from your Heart
Association will tell you why
.7.2et:W.1
BETA WEEK—Murray Mayor Melvin Henley recently proclaimed„ National-Seta dub
week in Murray. Standing with the mayor are (kit) Patricia Parrish and Mitzi Redick. Ac-
cording to a dub spokesman, Murray has representatives of the national organziation
through the Beta Club and junior Beta Club of Calloway County High, and junior Beta
Clubs of East, North and Southwest elementary sdsools. Henleys proclamation poin-
ted out "these organizations are leadership service organizatipns which promote
honesty and recognize scholastic achievement"
Murray State Debaters Take Top
Honors In Arkansas Competition
Murray State Debaters
placed in all divisions of
debate and took highest
_honors in the Championship
division of the University of
Arkansas Razorback Speech
Tournament last weekend.
Aespite a heavy snow that
made roads hazardous, over
20 pchools attended the
tournament in Fayetteville,
Ark. Among them was the
soSil which won The first
sanctioned intercollegiate
debate in America, Illinois
College. of Jacksonville, Ill.
Among them too was the host
school of the first official
college debate tournament
represented by the strong
team from Southwestern
College of Winfield, Kansas.
- For Murray State; it was a
weekend of honors and other
"firsts": Individual com-
petition found senior Ike
Thacker of Sheperdsville with
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40,
a first in Extempore-
Speaking, Ashland sophomore
Russell Walker with a second
in Oratory and Owensboro
senior West Bartlett with a
fourth in Prose Interpretation.
Debate Coach Robert
Valentine was pleased, saying
that "these events are con-
ditioners for our debaters. We
really don't have the time or
the -staff to coach these in-
dMduäl clients-and we-have-
no more business winning
awards than a football beam
has winning at a track meet.
We just have some very
talented people debating for
us."
The 'talented people"
created "first" for MSU's
1177-1978 season as all three
debate teams qualified for.
elimination rounds at the
tournament.
Murray sophomores Tom
Riley and Krit Stubblefield
advanced to the quarterfinals
before being defeated by the
eventual winners of the
competition, University of
Arkansas at Little Rock.
Ironically, Assistant Coach
Steve Cochrtun noted that the
UALR team had only one
defeat in six rounds of
preliminary competition -
Riley and Stubblefield from
Murray State,
Freshmen Keith Brown,
Shepherdsville,' and Randy
Hutchens, Murray, were also
eliminated in the quar-
terfinals of the Novice
Division. Cochrum was
pleased, he said, since this
w Is only the second time that
Brown and Hutchens had
competed as a team. Plans
are for them to represent
Murray at the Novice National
tournament in Louisville this
April.
While Ike Thacker and
Russetl• Walker weren't
ivinning awards in extempore
speaking and oratory, they
were busy winning the
Championship Division of
Debate.
But even that was a near
thing. Because of a judge's
recording error, everyone
thought that they had been
eliminated in the quarter-final
round. As the Murray team
_ katthe_builginolwerror-was
discovered in time to put a
harried and confused Thacker
and Walker into the semifinal
round of debate.
Little more • than one hour
later, they were debating
Southwest Baptist College in
the final round. At the same
time, their coach was creating
.:,.atiother "first.", .
Listening to the final debate
from an alcove near the back
of the auditorium was
Murray's debate coach,
Robert Valentine. It was _the
first time he had heard a
Murray team in competition.
"Most people probably think
it's crazy," said Valentine,
"but a debate coach doesn't
have to hear his teams."
Valentine noted that, most of
the time, coahces are used as
judges in other events while
their teams are debating.
Often, students are nervous if
the coach watches them and,
according to Valentine,
"sometimes the coach would
be pretty nervous, too." As it
turned out, it wa's a good time
to break an old habit as
Thacker and Walker produced
a convincing victory over the
top-seeded team from South-
west.
MSU debaters will compete
again this weekend as the
Kentucky Forensics
-Association meets at
Georgetown College.
Superpatriot John Wayne
Supports Panama Treaty
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
John Wayne ha.% • spent a
iIFetrthe building an Image as-
America's consummate
tough-guy superpatriot, the
on-and off-screen idol of those
who wear their loyalty on their
sleeves.
But now Wayne is being
blasted as a closet liberal by
some of his conservative fans
who think the Duke has gone
haywire on the issue of the
Panama Canal.
"People started sending me
letters that I'd fallen off my
horse too Many times, that I'd
been bounced on my head as a
baby," Wayne says.
What caused Wayne
problems with part of his
usually adoring public was
word that he was in favor of
the Panama Canal treaties,
which would eventually turn
control of the Canal Zone over
to Panama. To some folks, the
Duke might as well have
donned a black hat and joined
-up with the rustlers.
Actually, Wayne had only
sent a telegram to Panama's
political boss, Gen. Omar
Torrijos, offering "best.
wishes for a good relationship
between our countries." But,.
when the marl started pouring
in, Wayne studied the
proposed treaties and became
an- artieulate supporter of- the
pact, hoping to enlist some
fellow conservatives to its
cause.
Most people "now respect
my position," Wayne said in
an interview Monday, "but
there's a certain little group
that continues to ride me. I try
to answer them but they keep
sending me these maniacal
statements."
Wayne said that through
business investments and
personal relationships, "I've
known these people
(Panamanians) for 40 years."
In Panama, he says, it is the
leftists who are against the
proposed treaties.
"I think there are points in
the treaty that make it worthy
of the conservatives'
backing," Wayne says.
He says he was bothered
"when Ronnie (former
California Gov. Ronald
Reagan) got into the act,"
because Reagan based his
opposition to the treaties on
hearsay and "he's just
stepped so far in there's just
no way for him -tr-make a
thorough examination of
hiuwalt...-• and-, -ay,. %was,
wrong."
I
•
OUTDOOR -7-
LORE
• by Nevyle Sluickelford ,
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY • COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE,
In describing a chickadee,
a noted naturalist once said
there was enough courage and
good nature in its compact
little body to supply a grove-
full of May songsters.
From an empiric knowl-
edge of this pert and auda-
cious little ball of feathers,
we know this is true-but
there is much more that can
be said about it. It also has
many of the Spartan charac-
teristics of an eagle, all the
cheerfulness of a robin and
much more nimbleness than a
sparrow hawk. Its cunosity is
boundless and its value as an
insect predator is immense.
There is, in fact, no other
bird quite like the friendly
little black-capped chickadee.
One-of the easiest of all
wild songbirds to tame, the
chickadee comes readily to'
winter bird feeders and, with
a little patience and a handful
of sunflower seed or walnut
kernels, can be coaxed to
feed from the hand. And
once its confidence is gained,
it will remember from year to
,year and keep coming back to
provide delightful compan-
- kinship forifOpenefactor.
One winter, often to the
consternation or visitors
dropping by, I had a small
flock of chickadees that
would fly in at my call and
eat from my hand, When I
was wayfaring outside these
birds would accompany me' .•
on my little journeys, buzzing
my head and often alighting .•
on' myhead and shoulders.:
/Washy they became so_
tame I could reach up and,lift.,;
them from their perches like
picking apples from a twig.
Observing this, some of my-
visitors considered me some ,
sort of a wizard with hidden
powers extraordinary. While a
bit flattering, this was far
from true. The trick was, the
chickadees associated me
with food and nothing more.
As a hunter, the chickadee,
is thorough and painstaking
in it, work. Heedless of the •
cold . and, swinging upside- .
down from slender twigs
an acrobat, it examines every.
nook and cranny for insects'.
and insect eggs tucked away',
in winter quarters.
Thus engaged, a chickadee -
will destroy .several hundred,-
insect eggs in a day, and it has
been proven that orchards-'
frequented by these birds ate.-
much - more free of insect:
pests than other orchards ut
the same locality. Incicteii:
tally, they can be attracted to,
orchards by hanging up bita.,
,of suet in the trees. In suit),-:
mer, they attack small cater.-
pillars and uther_insects.
The chickadee has. 'j'
beautiful and seductive Vitt:
song but the volume is such '
that only those with keen _
ears can hear it. In winter, it
little ,refrain, "chickadee-
dee." Then as spring
approaches, it utters a faint .
"fee-bee," giving a rising
inflection to the first syllable
and a long, falling inflection
to the last.
Yourindividual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your -birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Tr-A
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid undue haste, anxiety.
You CAN deliver the goods.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
There will be tendencies to
rush into visionary schemes,
impulsiveness generally. Avoid.
-Put your guard up early, and
KEEP it up.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21)
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray now. Do the best you
can in your own field and gains
will be yours.
CANCER
(June 22 to july 231 GD)
Be alert to those who would
mislead you, do not expect too
much in the way_of_help from
others and do not scatter
energies. Taking such
precautions, yoq can make a
good go of things.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 2.3i 4124-tY.
Adjustments, revisions, quick
changes may be the order of the
day. Take all in stride.
Distribute energies judiciously;
don't argue where tact, finesse
Will_ win.—
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept 231
A fine project begun recently
will bug dowwunleas you keep it
in mind, mull over details, plan
a tighter fitting of its "jigsaw"
pieces.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23i Arlo
Be tactful in family circles,
all personal contacts.
Recurrences of old hassles are
possible if you are not on guard.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 td Nov.•22) elV•
Don't force issues now. The
odds are against you and you'll
gain more by waiting -- and
studying. But look ahead
Confidently. Avoid negative
thinking. .
SAGITTARIUS 
NOV. 23 to Dec. 21i )(4r-1-1
You may be tempted to take
an unexpected fling in money
matters and, if yo lir judgment
is as good as it usually is, it
should pay off. -
f 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 kill
Do not be impulsive, but
neither hold off action because
of uncertainty over your
abilities. Curb doubts and fears
You DO have ability- Back it
with self-confidence.
nor'-
rirL
AQUARIUS
Jan, 21. to Feb: 191 l'"*".ekielk
Inspiration at a peak now A
unique idea you have can be
carried off with just' the right
touch of ingenuity to make it
work.
PISCES 
XC't(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) - A
Keep your head and maintain
the pace that's best for you.
Don't let others distract you
with ideas of doubtful worth -
especially if they involve heavy
spending.
YOU BORN TODAY have an
endearing personality, are
unusually versatile, diligent
and competent in all that you
undertake. At times, however,
you seem to lose confidence in
yourself and, unless prodded by
others, become stymied in your
efforts to reach the lofty goals to
which you aspire. Try to build
up your confidence and realize
that when the highly capable'
Piscean is at his best, no one
can outdo him. You are suited to
a career in art, music,
literature or the entertainment
world; may have a great in-
terest In the occult Birthdate
of: James Madison, 4th Pres.,
U.S.A.; Jerry Lewis, comedian;
Bernardo Bertolucci, film
maker.
Garnet, the birthstone for
January, ranges in color (rum
purplish-red (found in India,
Ceylon and the United States)
to green ( found in the
TI.S.Y.R.). •
PROJECT -
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?
Project Indepen-
dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Sadism
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutional facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If you haye,.
ques,tions about
Project Independence
call. Bonnie Ashby at
7534362, '
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POOL MANAGER
Murray,Calloway County _Parks Department
will be accepting applications for Pool Manager.
Deadline is March 28. Applications may be ob-
tained at Park's office, 10th and Payne Sts., 753-
7640.
NOTICE
The City of Murray will accept bids on a trdetor
and mower attachment to be used in the cemetery.
Specifications may be picked up at the Clerk's Of-
fice, Oity Hall Building, located at 5th & Poplar
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be accepted un-
til noon March 23rd, 1978.
4
NOTICE
Now Hiring
Opening new sales and service branch in
Mayfield'. Need 25 sales representatives.
No lay off. Apply Holiday Inn, Mayfield,
Ky. Thursday, March 16 at 2 p.m. and 7
p.m. only. Ask for Jim Bingham.
2 Notice
COLOR _ PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
START
A
BIG
CHAIN
RE-
ACTION
By placing on economical want ad in
The Murray Ledger 8, Times, you
start a chain reactioh that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do...Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future.. .thus a chain reaction.
' Link up with the largest volume
salesman in Calloway County...
eMurray
Ledger & Times
Phone
1916
Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports 753-1918
Retail Display • ad-
vertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Cir.-
culotion and the
Business Office may
be reached on 753-
1916and 753-1917
6 Help Wanted
$35.00 Per Hundred
.1978 United ti.nchcate InC
'51K1( hilLES A GALLON ON 'THE OPEN
LAWNS, 40 'IN THE CITY 13ACI-NARPS 1
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333:
IN-COME TAXES
prepared. Jerry
Burkeen Bookkeeping
and Tax Service,
Railroad Ave, Murray.
Call 753-4636, after 5 753-
3996.
TN/WM
POLYSTYRENE CEILINGS
ARE NICER
USED IN
BATHROOMS
BASEMENTS
CELLARS
DAMP PLACES
Where f 'her Can
Reser Be Used
,k
180 ,e, ioo,
Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by -42
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
GOD HAS BEEN
blessing HIS children
since the beginning of
creation. Genesis 5:2
Revelations 22:7. Are
you receiving God's
blessings? If not, call
753-0984 for Bible
chakters and verses of
God's blessing and how
you may receive them.
WANT --a0 -LEARN -
macrame, free lessons
for beginners. Start 6
p.m. Thursday March
16th at Little Red House
of Crafts, Uncle Jeffs
Center.
If You
Need Them:
Fire . 753-1441
Police... 753-1621
Rescue . . . 753-6952
Ambulance  753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 153-5131
Homan'
Society ... 753-3535
Comprehensive
Care  1534622
Poison Control . 753-7583
Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
Meedline - 753-NEED
learn To Read . .  153-2283
i
Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times 
FOR WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
PliihilSing & Me-
trical Supplies, at
Wholesale Prices.
NUrray Nome
& Auto
LOOKING FOR people
with integrity who like
to work- with people.
30,000 first year, -40,000
2nd year possible. Call
for appointment only,
753-3763.
JOE BAILEY AND
LINDA DILL'S Flea
Market is now. . . ''The
Country Image." Gifts,
souvenirs, fireworks,
Mexican- imports,
handmade_ items, -sheet
fiberglass in colors,
fiberglass underpinning
and fiberglass roofing.
ig RE-OPENING
"MARCH 1ST. At The
Country Image, 3 miles
West of Dover, Tenn. On
Highway 79 at the Big
Indian.
5. Lost And Found
LOST PUPPY, female
white with black spots in
vicinity of College Farm
Rd. and N. 16th. Call 753-
4073.
LOST NEAR Donelsons
Grocery 1 young spotted
female dog, W. H.
Lawrence, 4924413 on
collar. Reward.
6 Help Wanted
HELP
WANTED-..
Experienced waitress,
dishwashers, and
cooks. No phone calls.
Apply in person after 2
p.m.
Majestic
Steak
DITRIPic Mew
6. Help Wanted
HOUSEKEEPER needed
for mornings or two full
days per week. Call 753-
7160.
WANTED PART TIME
janitor, 1102 hours a day,
5 days week. Apply in
person, Senior Citizens
Office,. 203 South_5111-No
phone cafls please.
NEED SOMEONE rake
leaves, do general
cleanup in yard. Call
753-7650. .
PARTS-MAN for new and
used cars. Salary plus
commission. Fringe
benefits. Send resume to
P,O. Box 32_ D.
SALESMAN for new and
used cars. Salary plus
commission, fringe
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32 D.
BABYSITTER for church
nursery for Sunday
- mornings and oc-
casional evenings. Call
7534824.
EARN RETIREMENT
Income, $000 to $1000 per
month working two
nights per week 4 hours.
Call 753-6602.
TRUCK DRIVER
wanted. Run all 49
states. References
required. Also turkeys
for sale. Call after 4 pm
435-4558.
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.
stuffing env'elopes
already stamped and
addressed. Free sup-
plies, send self ad-
dressed stamPed en-
velope to: ROEL 5005
Old Midlothian Pike,
Suite 64, Richmond,
Virginia 23224
9 Situations Wanted
WANT YARDS to mow.
Call 489-2471.
10 Business Opportunity
Sales Executive with
Exp. needed by Mid-
west Mfg. to call
on Established Bus-
iness. Commission
Sales, $325 and up
per sale. Call 1-800-
247-2446.
15 Articles For Sale 18. Sewing
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.
DINETTE TABLE and 6
chairs. With leaf. $50.
Coats and dresses size 16
and 18. Call 753-2478.
14 Want To Buy
WHITE OAK standing
timber. $600 for
thousand feet. Call 901-
642-9379.
WANT TO BUY good
used Early American
couch. Call 753-7975.
WANT TO BUY used
sliding glass door. Call
753-5595 or 753-5000.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
15. Articles For Sale
COLEMAN GAS furnace.
_50,000 BTU down flow.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
3245.
.FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Get your winter's wood
now. While the price is
right. $14 and up. Call
437-4228.
SAVE BIG! Clean rug:
and upholstery ititr
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home ol
the "Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
5'-12' CHINESE
Corkscrew willows, 6-5'
Japanese Gingos,_ 5'
Dogwoods small Ky.
coffee trees. Phone 753-
8705.
1962 FORD 601 tractor,
$1650. 1952 Ford 8 N,
' $1395. Flueger remote
control trolling motor.
Used 5 times. $125. Call
489-2595.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
$15,000 to $25,000
Management now open, excellent earning op-
portunity whilViearninrWhen qualified you will'
attend management training school and receive
$50 a day salary and expenses during limited
schooling period. Sales representatives also
needed.
AM11/
Ilellday las, Ilamyeeld, Ky.
Thursday, Marsh le
at 2 gam. and 1 gm. oily
Ask for Jim Mason
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
FOR SALE SET • of new
electric hair clipper,
used only once. Want to
buy good used twin bed.
Call .753-1677.
$400 WORTH of
American Air Ltnet
tickets for only $200. Call
753-6448.
ANTIQUE dresser,
cabinet style sterile set.
Tappan oven, built-in
Stove. Call 753-8124.
5' X 8' PING PONG table,
like new. Used 2 weeks.
25" color T. V. )Both for
$100 25" Zenith console,
. $150. Call 492-8648.
During Our
Going Out Of Business
SALE! •
Everything At
Cost & Below
There Will Be No
Final Reduction
This Is It!
Don't Miss It
Murray Furniture
Mart
u'urt.Squaril 753-8876
TWO WOOD COOK
stoves. Good shape. Call
7534083.
16 Home Furn•shings
COUCH, ROCKING
chairs, foot stool, Fisher
Price garage, coffee and
end tables r need
refinishing I. Phone 753-
7116.
FOUR DINING ROOM
matching gold brown
chairs. Newly covered.
$15 each. Call 753-5734.
UPRIGHT freezer, 40"
electric stove. Call 753-
5949. -
STUDIO COUCH; Idear
for den or camper. When
unfolded makes a bed.
Call 753-3631.
18 Sewing
.110USE. OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Coljenbia Mirkervr
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional
monogramming done by
Eva, Phone 7533855.
USED SINGER Sewing
machine, z1j zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed.
Sewes perfects. Full
cash price, $39.50
Payments may be
arranged. call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619.
19 Farm Equipment
WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING Equip-
ment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
1-247-0558.
GRAIN BINS, Early
Order , Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the
best. bins at lowest cost_
Agri-Procluets-T-- 753-3000-
or 753-9920.
CASE COMBINE 600,
excellent condition.
Pickup hydraulic reel.
Straw chopper. Well
maintained in_dry. Call
753-3976 or 527-8193 after
5:30 p.m.
SUPER C FARMALL
tractor with all equip-
ment. Tall 615-827-2458
after 6 p.m.
16' TANDEM axle stock
trailer. Also 20'
gooseneck flat bed tri-
axle 6' trailer. Call after
p.m. 759-4088.
20 Sports Equipment
1971 18' GLASTRON with
accessories. Call 753-
9580.
20 Sports Equipment
14' ALUMINUM ken boat,
trailer, wrence ftsh
locator, troillrig motor,
new Evinrude.Call 753-
5440.,
11173 PEN YEN 21 ft. 225
h.p. Tunnel drive.
Equipped for lake
Michigan salmon
75t1184.
243 REMINGTON rifle
BTL. 3 x 9 scope and
case. Like new. $200.
Call 492-8352.
PAGE
22 Musical
C A R
STEREO, SUPER-
TUNERS, and speakers.
Installation available.
Your car stereo
specialists. Sunset
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland Center, 753-
0113.
"FUNMAGHINE,
BALDWIN organ. Fun
for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.
Across from post office,.
Paris, Tenn."
1RALDWIN PIANOS and
. _organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano. Co.,
• across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE -
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over spinet
piano. Easy terms. Can
be seen locally. Write:
Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 207, Carlyle, Ill.
62231.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING EIRANDS'OrMSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
DESIGNED TO COLLECT COMPLIMENTS
Extremely well-built home on quite street near
the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
home features central heat and air, large rooms,
spacious 2 car garage, abundant storage areas,
beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner wants
fast sale So phone us today, price in low 40's.
KOPPERUD
RE'MTYffi
711 Main 753-1222
Geary Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Anderson 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 BiN Kopparmui 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Kitchens Are Natural
Gathering Places
for family and friends. Let your kitchen reflect your
personal ideas of hospitality and imaginative style.
Quality laminated surfaces provide not only beauty
but genuine ease of care.
Designed With 1:2m In Mind
AAA
WILSON
CUSTOM KITCHENS
Don May - Mgr.
3049 So. Beltline, Paducah, Ky.
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9 am. to 5 p.m. Sattirdky 9 am.-S
Friday 9 a.m:-21 p.m. Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
NOI
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22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
3r.A.14116X1E1'3E 303E
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 X 65 very mod
organs, used. pianos. , baths, fully furviished,
Lonardo Piano Co., sun roof, extra high
across from Post Office,
Paris TN.
Li= zug
*7 FREE Ai
Termite 11
Inspection
Ceridial ly tPa
*yea Cooky NM.* Meows
r- Kelly's Termite
- & Pest Control
Noon 4rwooll on4 oliiir000d ewer DI
tool Do mot woo soy coronet well*
I. fousho4
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
• Roaches, Sliver Fisl.
and-Shrubs
COo•OKIL
• ••••••1,
26. IV Radio
ZENITH SPRING SALE.
25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's 'reduced. Sissons
clin save you money.
Sissons Zenith Highway
94, 19 miles West of
Murray': 'Cali '382-2174:
Our prices are the
lowest.
trailer. 2 bedrooms, two
ceiling in living room,
sunken bedroom and
bath tub. Sun deck, bar
and underpinning.
Excellent condition.
$6500. Call 753-4340.,
14 X 70 WINDSOR mobile
home. Two bedroom, all
electric, air conditioned.
Call 354-6292.
1978 12 X 652 bedroom, all
electric Central air,
fully carpeted, un-
furnished. Like new See
at Riviera Cts. Call 753-
3280 before 5 p.m.
1971 12,i 65 142 baths, 3
bedroom, unfurnished.
- Call 753-9570.
21" ZENITH color T.V.
$160. Call 753-2715.
THREE MONTH OLD
- stereo with speakers,
has AM-FM radio and 8
track tape player with
turn table. In good
condition. Call 753-9603
after 5 p.m.
REPOSSESSED 25"
Magnavox color T.V. -
Need someone to
assume small monthly
payment. Call 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1976 .13 x 60 Schultz,._
electric-, 2 bedroom.,
unfurnished, un-
derpinned. 8 x 12 storage
.building. Call after 4:30
4753-7755.
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot.
Central heat and air.
Near East Calloway
School. Reasonable. Call
436-2658.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
FOR REN't one bedroom
trailer, furnished. Call
7533895-or 753-3482. ,
MOBILE nolo: sciaces
- for families. Coach
Estates and Fox
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855.
30 Business Rentals
50 X 96 METAL building
on Industrial road. For
rent office suite on South
5th street. Call after 6,
753-5595 or days 753-6000.
32 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX, ALL built-ins.
Carport; patio, carpet,
partially furnished and
private. Available April
1. 1405 Stadium View
Drive. $180. Call 753-
4981.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment,
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal.
Washer dryer hookup.
All carpeted. Central
heat and air. Call 753-
7550.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM
brick house. Available
April 1 by appointment
only. Call 753-8153.
Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week old lamps, flat irons, glass, dishes, tin
door pie safe, old kitchen cabinet with frosted
glass, oak dresser with claw feet, .474ak bed, oak
dresser with hat box, brass bed, odd chairs,
tables, dishwasher, lots more.
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
Area manufacturing concern has an opening
'available in its production department for a
maintenance supervisor. Prospective can-
dirlatPm should_tie knowledgeable of _production,
mechanical and maintenance procedures, in ad-
dition to possessing 3 to 5 years of supervisory
exposure in an industrial management en-
vironment. This is an'excellent opportunity for
an individual to handle simervisory, machinery,
material, and quality responsibilities as they
pertain to the production and maintenance
departments.
If you are interested in becoming a part of a
fast paced, growth oriented company that offers
excellent wages and.. company .paid fringe
benefits, pleage seed your resume,. along, with
salary history to:
P.O. Box 32 C
c/o Lodger and Times •
An equal opportunity employer
36. For Rent Or Lease
P Wk. 9FIcickAs at 7113
South 4th Stet. For
more infor6ation call
753-5187 or 753-0839.
37 livestock Supplies
TWO HAMPSHIRES
sows farrow in two
weeks. Five tuunpshire
guilts bred. Call 474-
2712.
38. Pets • Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
blonde and black Cocker
Spaniel ;nips. Call 489-
2592.
AKC IRISH Setter
puppies. Seven weeks
old. Have had shots. Call
after 4 p.m. 1-928-2877.
AKC REGISTERED
female Dalamation 1
year old. Call 492-8861.
REGISTERED American
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
-Call 554-2153; Paducah.
-AKC REGISTERED
German Shepherd
puppies. Solid white and
solid black. Call 554-
2153 Paducah.
43• Real Estate
Waldrop Realty
"In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646
[si
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
7 53-8 080
-Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
BETTER HURRY -
THIS WON'T LAST
... 4 bedroom,
aluminum siding
home, hall, large
living room, dining
room, ample closet
space. Located on 1
acre lot off 641 North.
ONLY $21,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASH-
we'll arrange the terms
on thi well maintained
two bedroom brick with
den loc ed on lot with
garden- a--just 4
minutes fr m city
lim' s. o etta Jobs
Rea ors, 753-1492.
THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
lied' Jeffs Shopping Cuter
Literacy Workshop
Sponsored H Henry County Literacy Council
•
1-4. First Baptist Church
9 a,ni. to 1 p.m.. and 7 to 9:30 p.m.
Cost: $10, including $1 pre-registration
-.Nsttue
Address -•o
PI
0 JVI0 g Classes E‘enitig Classes__
s
'Nail to Mrs. R. A. (.IC1141441111. Paris Route 6: Or
Mr... Ce411-p4' I peliureli. Paris Route 5.
This workshop is for prospectie tutors. A list is
being compiled of those adults who %mild like to
Irani to read better. If you would like to be as-
ilattrd-a tutor at the close of-the workshop. contact
AI n... Ca rl Phillips. 642-4203.
FOR SALE
Two bedroom home.
Vinyl siding and trim
(no painting). Central
gas heat and air. Low
Low heat bills. Carpet
_throughout. Built-in
dishwasher (new),
go' with self-
clean- g oven,
refrigeratOt and vent
hood. Fully fenced
backyard with shade
trees. Single car
garage. Close to
hospital, churches and
downtown. High 20's.
Shown by appointment
only. 753.4788.
NEED PROPERTY
ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted
uses. Call us today
-Loretta Jobs Relators,
753-1492.
Guy Spann Realty
"Your Key People
le Reel Iserts"
753-77/4
001 Sycamore Murry/ , It,
OCIIMPRL IIIMOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? LoOk no
further! Locatcd in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753.4492 or come by ow
of fice for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
• 753-8080
"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-
WANT YOUR OWN
BUSINESS??? Here
is an opportunity to
be your own boss in a
thriving restaurant.
Located on South 4th
Street. Land,
Building & -Equip
ment. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick
with sunken living room,
formal dining area,
custom built kitchen
with appliances in-
cluding refrigerator-
freezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
• bring you into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic openers...
Just listed. ..Call Now.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
r S. Popi4r-Benl0n
QUALITYREA
52714613 753-9625
THINKING OF SPRING?
Why not start planning
now for that home on the
lake. We have just listed
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores, only
10 miles from Murray.
Both are year-round
homes on beautiful
wooded lots. Take ad-
vantage of pre-spring
prices and let us tell you
more about the ad-
vantage of Lake-Front
Living. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, Anytime.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sy camori
TELEPHONE-
48 ACRES just listed
this week. Includes 30
tendable acres and
several good wooded
building sites. Wants
Fast sale. Priced at
$31,800. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY 753-
1222.
43 Real Estate
COCAtED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout the
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located office
in the White House
Building 711 Main for all
your real estate needs.
JOIN THE
GALLERY TEAM
LICENSEE'S ONLY
A growing Real Estate
firm opening in
Murray, May 1, 1978.
Contact Judy Krouse,
362-4224 or nights 527-
8967. Joke Smith
REALTOR, Gallery of
News.
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southsid• Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
NEW LISTING in
Westwobd Subdivision
lbrick rancher featuring
3-bedrooms 2 baths, den
with fireplace, central
heat and air attached 2
car garage, and priced
in the 40's. This home is
approximately one year
old and is like New!
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
complete information on
all homes listed through
the multiple listing
service.
Professiona,:stv.
With The Friend
DON'T BE A RENT
SLAVE .. A little
paint di cleaning up
will put this 5 room
home in top shape.
Good size rooms,
Convenient to school
- walking distance to
dowptown. PRICED
LOW TO GO. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
RENTAL INCOME
PROPERTY just listed
near the university bi-
level brick home with
main floor having 3
bedrooms, 142 baths.
Additional 6 apartments
with separate entrance
in lower level. Central
natural gas heating.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222 for
courteous, reliable
service.
WILSON
120 sass completely fenced
with most cress fenced, 12
ewes timodabis. Ilas well,
stock barn tobacco bore and
base. located is Tockor
Garland rood.
Pearly -Good Miler beano
initial walking &stoner of •
grocery store. 1% ewes let
with good poem plot. Steno-
deers sad stormwindoes.
Very liveable end only
MAO.
753-3263 Anytime
TRINA'S
ACTION WEAR
'
4
. 'S 'Southside Shopping Center
Iji 759-4966
Action wear for exercising and
Yoga classes
Conditioning Suits
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access - •
Call 753-3744 days
or 7534618 nights
MIM111111
DUE TO SALES THIS
YEAR. The Nelson
Shroat Co. Needs
listings for the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell your
property, list with the
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 'jade Jeff's
Shopping Center. 759-
1707.
llSTM6 NEEDED ON EARNS IN
TMS AREA
Contact' S STREET, 1-
061-3S8-5929.
Licensed in Ten-
nessee, Arkansas,
_Missouri and Ken-
tucky.
I II STREET LANS C1111-
PANT1 INC.
4410 STAGE ROAN
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
30128
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, 2
• bath house, l'acre land.
Good location. Call 753-
9318.
BY OWNER, Two -houses.
One has 3 bedroom,
dining room, double:
carport and 10 x 16
utility room, family
room. Other has 3
bedrooms, living room
and kitchen. Located on
Spruce and near In-
dustrial Road. Call 753-
7524.
OLDER FRAME house
on large lot in Hazel.
$4500. Call 492-8352.
BY OWNER'- 3
bedroom, formal dining
room, family room,
beautiful stone,
fireplace in living room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Double
lot 150 x 100. Asking
$37,500. Call 437-4169,
442-04 443-9625.
47. Motorcycles
1973 350 HONDA.
Speedometer, 2 side
mirrors, back rest. $600.
Call 753-7524.
1975 400 HONDA. Good
shape. Low mileage.
Price $550. Call 753-2585.
1973 YAMAHA MX 360.
Call 436-2400.
1972 175 YAMAHA trail
bike. Extra nice. Call
after 5, 489-2570.
Have your motorcycle ready
for Spring, with our new parts
and accessories!! Complete
line of tune-up parts. can-
ts, engine parts, chains &
sprockets, cables, tires & bat-
teries, chrome and more. Lots
of other parts and accessories
on the way. Also corning
soon. ..our new Motorcycle
Service Center' 
Motorcycle Ports
SW* I
Service Center
307 N. 4th St.
Call 759-1919
48 Automotive Service
BARGAIN: CAR bat-
teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran-
tee, $26.36; 5 year
guarantee, $30.99; 5
year guarantee,
maintenance free,
$34.199. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
49. Used Cars I Trucks
1975 CHEVY 34 ton
• SttsdaTe Siiburban
454 V-8 and more. Call
759-1184.
1968 FORD F-100 pickup
truck, automatic
transmission. Good
condition. $700. Call 753-
8452.
1972 LUV PICKUP
with tool box. Call 753-
1702 after 7 p.m.
4966 CHEVY. Call 437-
9505.
1970 IMPALA,. $ 1,000 or
best offer. Call 759-1930.
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
Scirocco. Call after 5
753-0093.
1974 AMC Matador
station wagon. Call 753-
8963. I
1974 PINTO Runabout.
Excellent shape. 46,000
miles. Call 753-7765 or
see at 1627 Loch Lomond
Drive.
1969 CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 437-4269. vt
49 Used Cars & Trucks 51 Services Offered
CARPET at
1971 FORD GALAX1r., reasonable rates.
$750; Call 759-1049 after 5 Prompt and efficient.
p.m. Custom Carpet Care,
- 753-1335.
1970 THUNDERBIRD
$400. Call 753-7271.
1971 FORD pickup, good
condition. Call 7534441
after 6 p.m.
1975 PINTO, 23,000 actual
miles. One owner. 2300
Series. Straight shift.
$1800. Call 4374402.
1975 DATSUN little
Hustler pickup. With
topper. Like new, low
mileage, one owner.
AM-FM radio. Call 489-
2595.
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2204.
50. Campers
Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service
Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Nighpay 94 last
733.4410
WANT TO DO babysitting
in my home. Ex-
perienced. Prefer in-
fants. Call 436-2235.
MOBILE HOME AN-
CHORS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, lime, sand,
• decorative rock. Also
free _estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.410°4
GOP'
1978 Trowel
Trailers
1971 Pop-Up
All Hod Campers
S4141
goo- 05
IV off
$50" Off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-73.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Ow
-special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Hank finarieing
White's Camper Sales
Digkorey 94 WI -4 min from Pomo,
It. /$344•5
51. Services Offered
WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guaranteed. 108 Riviera
Ct. Call 759-1231.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
"plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING-
sealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. Call 753-
0684.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
• and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
51.Services Offered
ELECTRIC WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
WILL MAKE CUSTOM
made drapes. Call 753- ,
• 6648.
BABYSITTING young
children in my hornt
Monday-Friday 6:36
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily or weekly. Ex-
perienced. Call 753-5672.
INCOME TAX SER-
VICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Alsb available for :
special appointments.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminurn siding and -
gutters. Call 1-354-8951'
or 1-362-4895. -
SEPTIC TANK PUM-
PING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933. -
PROFESSIONA-L
chimney cleaning.:
Prevent a chimney fire
in your home. Call 759-
4878.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous gut-
ters installed per your -
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
• 
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales and ser-
vice. Modern sheet
metal department,:
Larry Wisehart,
President. Phone 753-
'9290.
.....-......=•••••••••1••••••••••••••••••.•,,T
Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
•House
Calls
OPEN WEEKDAYS •
Noii-Wed. 8-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS °Hospital
Fri. & Sal. 8-230 Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shoves
209 Walnut Street.
Coll this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
10% Increase
3-211-/S
Floored end ready. Up to 12 s 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home od-ons, and patios, or UTIUND, pre cut completely ready
to amenable up to 24 a 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
HW
Utility
\.)
' Concrete Carport
StormDoors & Windows
' Insulated
It
Vin!,
Fliror
Ampii- hinet
KJt. t. o,r,
x 24
lox
lit
26 ',I
Carpet Over Hardwood Floors
In 1./1 & Hallway
BR
lOx 14'i
Hardwood Floors in
each BR
BR
10x 11,4
BR
10 it 1. -
It your looking ter that ceprtry Naos, yet be @My minutes from town, this take • leek et this Pone
I. lynoweed beast, located lost off 121 %WC Ti, awe move is at delivery of Port No up-
pointment necessary, post cal and well pick yeis op or opt you Morel Asking 534.500.00
WILSON
INSURANCE
&E-AL ESTATE -
Bettye Albin Shirley Wilferd
Bob Ward
Ron Talent Wayne Wilson
753-3263 Anytime
202 S. 4th St.
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Bologna
Fresh
Scallops
Freres
Hens
-Calf Liver 
s,,,cosTc. cm coupe« 7 g (90-cuma COMPONWORTH 104 OFF =
toward the purchase of am
EACH 8 oz pko
ziK WORTH S2 OFF E re
toward the purchase of me —•••owa *hi* em 1ml
77 GLENDALE &II" .7.11m KROGER SLICED
BONELESS HAM .: 2 LUNCH MEATwits, mis coupon. limit one = ime with this coupon Limit one —
EADires March 21st. 17. Expires March 21st
Thiiiiiiuiiiuu1171 I 111/11111 11111114e
th• 
Kroger Garden
WNW lenee - 44 UZI
Novel Oranges 
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
hxr of these advertised items is required
to be reodily 'available for sole in each
Xxogiu store, except as specifically noted in
this -od If we do run out of an advertne
lern_. we will offer you your choice of 0
comparable deny +Men available reftecting
the some SOvingS Of 0 raincheck which will
entitle you to-purchase the odyeritsed item
.1' the advert sed price within 30 clays
Dog Food
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
ieereft1010 you buy Of Kroger isluaronteed
/or your total sonsfoctiarr regarcitosl of
manufacturer If you or, not sot,sfied
Kroger wilt replace your *wit with the some
brand or o comparable brand or refund yoor
pUrChOSe VIC*
PORK
ROAST
.69c
COKE
R.C. b01.11*.-
p.m
Puppy Chow
MINA 111-POOTINI
Dog Food
$179
Hz $675
U .5. D.M. Choice goof
SHOULDER
ROAST
$ 4 28
h. 1
I
U.S.D.A. Chooki,leof
RIB
, STEAK
at, $ 4 58
lb. I
U.S.D.A. Choice SW
T-BONE
,STEAK'
L$178
lb. I
Hickory
SMOKED
PICNICS
WATER79c
Sliced
BEEF
LIVER
lb.69c
U.S.D.A. Choke Roof
CUBE
STEAK
1=11996.
Kwick Krisp
SLICED
BACON
124 .• a 
$1 29
•
Family Pa
PORK
STEAK
$118
U.S.D.A. Gov& 'A'
FRYER
BACKS
rail 119c
Pork
SPARE
RIBS
si
l b.
39
.
a
Kreger
MEAT
WIENERS
201.39c
rke•
U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
Trier lidEks or
FRYER
DRUMSTICKS
:WILY 99C flipMIPS
lb.
C
Mk coupon and 510.00 purchase excluding items prolibited
IIIIIII by law cool in addition to the cost of carport onorchartiso. %Mod to
applicabie taxes. Limit one. Espires March 21st.
2111111111111111111 I
THIS WEEKS
ALUMINUM
COOKWARE
FEATURE
SAVE '2.40
doj 9.accos, cOUPON] i(c_OM _cr..-011..C.PUPcsi_4] 90;4(9? (Unlit COUPON
.. ..da •
imp ume
FalkTiew
Cad Medicine
wiTH VICKS
COUPON NYQUIL
lacing $ 29
nare
TOOTHPASTE
4%irliPOISABLE
DIAPERS
MARIIIIIMMMANY
MENNEN SPEED STICK ..2:14
MIMI 51111P
VICKS FORMULA 44-D ..
MOM PIM
RUBBER GLOVES PAM
NMI PUN
ANGLE BROOM 
'COM
tpirteGIE MOP 
COTTON MOP U.
goly s met Uwttaudichal ( OuPo;- - t - - - - - - -
MIRACLE I' VICKS
MARGARINE = NyoulL =
IMO
ExpVoscb 21st
IIIIIIIIIISSflhIIFiiiiailimmellimbarmilimietmmummimemmmilimmre.
OPEN 24 HOURS
